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ABSTRACT

Ensuring quality in the delivery of healthcare has ernerged as a major clinical and

adrninistrative concern, which extends to all areas of healthcare including that of end-of-

life care. The rnajority of research exarnining the issue of quality end-of-life care has

f'ocused on the perspectives of palliative care patients, farlily members and physicians.

However, the perspective of nurses as it relates to the issue of quality end-of-lifè care has

received rninirnal research attention. The scant literature that exists on this topic has often

focused on the perspectives of nurses working within palliative or critical care. However,

the vast rnajority of hospitali zed patients contínue to be cared for and die on medical

units. To date, little research has been conducted that exarnines what defines and

detennines quality end-of-lifè care from the perspective of nurses working within an

acute medical context. Eliciting the perspective of nulses working withìn this context is

thus wananted.

A grounded theory approach to data collection and analysis was used to develop a

beginning nrodel aimed at uncovering the social processes inherent in the delivery of end-

oÊlife care from the perspective of nurses caring for dying patients on acute care medical

units. Data were collected through interviews and participant observation with l0 nurses

working on acute medical units at two tertiary university-affiliated hospitals. The basic

social problern uncovered in the data was that of nurses striving to provide high quality

end-oÊlife care on an acute rnedical unit while being pulled in all directions. The

unifying theme of "creating a haven for safe passage" integrated the rnajor sub-processes

into the key anal¡ic r-nodel in this study. "Creating a haven for safe passage" represents a

continuuur of behaviours and strategies, and includes the sub-processes of "facilitating
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and maintain a lane change"; "getting what's needed"; "being there"; and'lnanipulating

the care environment". The ability of nurses to provide quality end of life care on an

acute medical unit is a complex process involving many factors related to the patient,

family, health care providers and the context in which the provision of end-of-life care

takes place.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

The aim of this introductory chapter is to provide a context for the present study.

This chapter will: i) outline the purpose of the study; (ii) provide rationale for the study;

(iii) identify the research questions addressed in this study; (iv) define the underlying

assumptions of the study and; (v) provide definitions for the rnajor concepts related to

end-oÊlife care as used in the ernpirical and clinical-based literature.

Statement of the Problem

Throughout the twentieth century and into the twenty-fìrst, the cause of death in

Canada has shifted with rnost individuals now dying frorn progressive, chronic diseases

such as cancer and cardiovascular disease rather than from communicable or infectious

diseases. Each year in Canada, an estimated22l,236 individuals die, with three-quafters

or 73Yo of all deaths in Canada occuning in hospitals (Northcott & Wilson, 2001

Statistics Canada, 2002; Wilson, 1997). Today, individuals are living longer with chronic

illness due to improvements in medical technology. This extension of life has resulted in

a prolongation of the dying process and often results in individuals experiencing

disability and exacerbations of illness, resulting in an increase in contact with the medical

system (Adelstein & Burton, 1998; Dendaas, Pellino, Robefts, & Cleary,200l; Field,

1994). Due to the nature of chronic illnesses, frequent hospitalizations are required prior

to death (Northcott & Wilson, 2001) placing an additional burden and stress on patients,

farnilies and the health care system. With frequent hospitalizations near the end-of-life

and the significant nurlber of individuals dying in hospitals, providing quality end-of-life

care to dying persons has emerged as a rnajor health conceffr in the 2l't century. To

respond to this need, the Canadian govemment has issued a statement on the
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developrnent and delivery of quality end-of-life care as a right of every Canadian (Senate

Subcommittee, 2000). In addition, the Federal govemment has created a portfolio to

address the irnprovement of end-of-life care and has worked in collaboration with the

Canadian Hospice Palliative Care Association (CHPCA) to develop standards for end-of-

life care (CPCA,200l).

The irnpetus to improve the delivery of end-of-life care to dying patients has

developed in response to the current state of care for the dying. The shortcornings of

end-of-life care cunently being provided to dying patients in hospitals have been well

documented in the literature (Adelstein and Burlon, 1998; IOM, 1997; Miller & Fins,

1996; SUPPORT, 1995; Wilson,1997). These studies highlight that often the care

provided to dying patients is fragrnented, has a heavy reliance on technology, and is

plagued by societal, professional and organizational ideologies that have traditionally

ernphasized cure over cotnfoft care (Mills, Davies & Macrae, 1994; Northcott & Wilson,

2001; Wilson, 1997). The SUPPORT (1995) investigation found that a significant

number of gravely ill hospitalized patients continued to receive inadequate pain control

and suffer fi'orn prolonged dying as a result of the persistent use of invasive rnedical

technology (Miller and Finns, 1996). Rosenfeld and Wenger (2000) reported that rnajor

problern areas in care of the dying exist and include inadequate assessment and control of

synptoms, poor doctor-patient communication in tenns of prognosis and treatrnent

preferences, limited access to palliative care services, and a lack of viable alternatives to

hospital-based care at the tirne of death. Often, the poor care received by dying patients

and their farnilies' results from a misalignrnent of the goals between the hospital and the

needs of the palliative patient. Hospitals have been designed and value the goals of
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investigation, diagnosis, and treatment airned at curative intervention. What ultimately

occurs therefore, is that the orientation of the hospital and the lranner in which it is

organized fail to lneet the needs and expectations of the dying individual and theil family.

Even though rnany of the factors that contribute to shortcornings in the care of the

dying have been identified through various empirical studies, clearly an understanding of

the relationships between the detenninants of quality end-of-life care and their irnpact on

health care outcotnes is needed in order to irnprove the current delivery of end-of-life

care to dying hospitalized patients. To gain a fuller understanding of what is needed to

provide high quality end-of-life care and the barriers that curently harnper the delivery of

this care, a number of viewpoints ale needed (Alaeddini, Julliard, Shah, Islam, & Mayor,

2000). Nurses are frequently the health care providers who are in the rnost contact with

patients who are tenninally ill (Asch, Shea, Jedrziewski, & Bosk, 1997;Fenell, Grant, &

Virani, 1999). Due to their unique position within the health care system and their close

contact with the dying, nurses can provide valuable insight into the current conditions of

providing end-of-life care to dying persons within hospitals ancl assist in defining what is

rneant by quality as it pertains to end-oÊlife care.

Research Questions

Grounded theory rnethodology was used to examine the issues in the delivery of

end-of-life care to dying patients. The purpose of using grounded theory is to explore

poorly understood, conceptually underdeveloped or not yet identified phenomena

(Strauss & Corbin, 1998). To date there has been little attention paid to nurses'

perceptions of what constitutes quality in the delivery of end-of-life care to dying

patients; therefore the goal of this study was to explore and describe what constitutes



quality end-of-life care to dying hospitalized adults frorn the perspective of nurses

working in acute rnedical units. An additional airn of the study was to detennine the

facilitators and baniers to providing quality end-oÊlife care. When using the grounded

theory method, generally research questions are initially broad and flexible in order to

freely explore the phenornena of interest (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). Therefore, initial

questions posed by the investigator were for the pulpose of lending focus to the study

(Streubert & Carpenter, 1999). In order to give focus initially to this study, several

research questions were identifi ed:

l. How do nurses define quality as it relates to end-oÊlife care?

2. What helps thern aclrieve this quality and how irnpoftant are the

facilitators in helping them achieve quality in their practice?

3. What hinders thern from achieving this quality and how impoftant are the

obstacles in restricting thern frorn delivering end-of-life care?

4. What are the consequences of being able or not able to provide quality

end-of-life care?

5. Is the achievement of a good death equated with quality end-of-lifè care?

These original questions identified the phenornena of interest to be studied (i.e.

delivery of quality end-of-life care), and identified the perspective frorn which the

phenomena would be investigated. As this study plogressed through interviews however,

the initial research questions required modification and refinement, as concepts and

processes emerged from data collection. A rnajor elnergence in the data was the irnpact of

the transition from acute treatment to palliative care on the ability of nurses to provide

care. Since this phenornena was not originally anticipated, the initial line of inquiry was
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transitioning and the strategies used by nurses to facilitate this change.

The following assumptions underlie the proposed study:

Assurnptions Underlying the Study

l. There are patients for whom aggressive curative treatment becomes

i ncreasingl y inappropriate.

2. Nurses are in a unique position, due to their continuous contact with all

patients, to cotnment on the detenninants of quality as it pertains to end-

of-life care.

3. The presence of palliative care resources may exeft influence on the care

delivered to patients dying on rnedical units.

Defrnition of Tems

Several tenns used in the end-of-lifè care literature are used frequently in the

following chapters and are therefore presented here so that the reader may becorne

familiar with them. The tenns defined here do not include the operation clefinitions of the

concepts that emerged following analysis. Those definitions are provided in Chapters

Five through Nine of this thesis, where the findings of the study are discussed.

End-of-Life Care: is care provided to patients with serious, progressive illnesses or those

experiencing chronic disease cornplications, where the aim of care is on comfoft and not

cure (Brenneis & Bruera,2001; Dendaas et a1.,2001; Lynn, 2001; Morrison,2000). The

rationale behind this definition is that chronic diseases such as cardiovascular disease,

cancer and cerebrovascular disease and the cornplications from chronic diseases are the

leading causes of death in North America (Dendaas et a1.,2001). End-of-life care
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expands on the concepts of palliative care to include all end-of-life situations (Senate

Subcornmittee, 2000).

Palliative Care: is the active total care of patients whose disease is not responsive to

cutative treatment. Palliative care is focused on rneeting the physical, psychosocial and

spiritual needs of the patient and family through death and bereavement (Janssens,

Zylicz, & Ten Have, 1999; Victoria Hospice Society, 1993). lt is care that cornbines

active and cotnpassionate therapies that are planned and delivered by interdisciplinary

teams (CHPCA, 2001; Victoria Hospice Society, 1993). Since palliative care has been

traditionally associated with the specific disease of cancer, a lnove towards the more

encompassing tenn 'end-of-life care' has been adopted (Senate Subcornmittee, 2000).

Hish and Low Palliative Care Resources: this refers to the presence of a palliative care

program within the hospital structure. For exarnple, a high palliative care resource

hospital is one with a palliative care unit, has weekly palliative care workshops/seminars,

and easy access to a palliative care physician consultant service. A low palliative care

l'esource hospital is one in which the above services are not ofïered and there is

lirnited/restricted access to a palliative care physician.

Medical Units: these are hospital units that adrnit and treat patients with acute and

chronic diseases such as cardiovascular disease, cancer, and diabetes.

End-of-Life: refers to "people are considered to be dying when they have progressive

illness that is expected to end in death and for which there is no treatment that can

substantially alter the outcorne"(AGS in Institute of Medicine, 1997).

Facilitator: a facilitator is any nursing and/or organizational factor that helps in the

provision and achievement of quality end-of-life cale.
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Constraint: a constraint is any nursing andlor organizational factor that hinders the

delivery and achievement of quality end-oÊlife care.

Summary

This chapter has provided the reader with an introduction to the study that was

conducted. The purpose and relevance of the study was presented as were the research

questions used to guide the study and the assumptions that underpin it. Definitions were

provided of the concepts related to care of the dying as they are noted in the ernpirical

and practice-based literature. The following chapter will exarnine the uses of literature in

grounded theory research, and provide a review of the literature that is relevant to the

research project.



CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Introduction

This chapter will provide an overview of the literature related to this study. It is

irnportant to note that the use of literature in grounded theory studies differs frorn ways in

which the research literature is used in quantitative research methods. For this reason, it is

irnportant to review the use of literature in grounded theory research. This discussion

prefaces the review of the literature.

Grounded Theory Research and the Use of Literature

When conducting a grounded theory study, generally a full review of the literature

is not conducted prior to the commencernent of the study. How the researcher uses the

literature in grounded theory varies at different points in the research process (Chenitz &

Swanson, 1986). Unlike quantitative methods that require an exhaustive search of the

literature prior to the commencement of a study, grounded theorists ideally collect data

prior to an extensive search of the literature. The rationale behind this approach is to

prevent the researcher frorn developing preconceived ideas and adopting codes and

concepts fiorn the pre-existing literature. However, requirements for proposals by thesis

and ethics committees substantiate the need for a cursory review of the literature. The

airn of this literature review was to identify past research in the area of quality end-of-life

care and to establish a foundation for the present study.

As concepts and lelationships emerged through the data analysis, the investigator

returns to the literature to verify and elaborate on categories in the conesponding model.

Once the analysis is cornplete, the investigator again retums to the literature in order to

detennine the fit of their work into the context of what is already known and to exalnine



if their findings contribute to the understanding of the phenomena under scrutiny. From

this perspective it can be discemed that the pulpose of grounded theory research dictates

the way that literature is used thloughout the study.

Literature Review

In concordance with the uses of the literature in a grounded theory study, the

review of the literature examined the cunent state of knowledge on defining and

detennining quality in end-of-life care in order to establish a foundation on which to

buìld the current study. An exhaustive search of all the concepts, relationships and

potential influencing variables in end-of-life care was not conducted prior to the

colnlnencement of the research study since these factors and relationships needed to be

allowed to emerge frorn the data. Literature that helped infonn the developrnent of the

ernerging theory and integrate the findings is presented in Chapter Ten.

Based on the current state of knowledge, the factors that influence the delivery of

quality end-of-life care can be broadly classified into two categories: ( I ) nursing factors;

and (2) organizational factors. This literature review is therefore organized into the

following sections: I) Quality of care; II) Nursing factors influencing end-of-life care; and

III) Organizational factors influencing end-of-life care.

I. Qttaliil of Care

Integral to the achievement of optirnal care of the dying is the detennination of

what constitutes quality care for the dying. One of the rnajor problerns however, in

detenlining quality in health and nursing care, results from the lack of consensus

regarding a conceptual definition of quality. Interest in the issues surrounding quality

and the detenninants of quality in nursing care is not new. Indeed, quality has been a
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central tenet of health care and nursing care since the tirne of Florence Nightingale.

Nightingale documented rnany of her experiences during the Crimean War and took

strides to improve conditions and quality of hospital care (Taylor, Hudson, & Keeling,

l99l). In I 9l 8, the American College of Surgeons "called for a review and analysis of

the staff-s' clinical practices in an efïort to enhance the quality of care in hospitals"

(Taylor et al., 1991, p. 23). This ernphasis on quality within the health care sector has

been sustained throughout the 20thcentury. With an aging population and studies that

have illustrated some of the inadequacies in care of the dying (SUPPPORT, 1995), an

ernphasis on detennining the contrjbuting factors to quality in end-of-life care has been

identified as an important goal. In order to understand what constitutes quality in end-of-

life care, an examination of the historical context of quality will assist in providing a

context fbr defining quality in health and nursing care.

Hi s tot'i ca I Pe rspec tive

Qualitv in business and industrlt.

Quality has been an impoftant element and long-tenn concefft in business and

industry. Within these sectors, quality followed a pattem of inspection, statistical quality

control, quality assurance and strategic quality management (Beyers, 1988). Many

scholars have attributed the founding of quality principles to an American, W. Edward

Derning (Zonsius & Murphy, 1995). Derning played a central role in the development of

the principles of continuous quality improvement (CQI). Using these principles, Derning

worked in Japan after World War II in order to help rebuild the economy and restructure

the managernent of industries within the country (Zonsius & Murphy, 1995). By the

1970's, Japanese electronics and automobiles began to dominate the rnarketplace, forcing
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North Atnerican lnanufàcturers to change their rnethods of operating. Slowly,

lnanagement began to embrace the principles of CQI, ushering in a new era of defect

prevention and customer orientation (Zonsius & Murphy,1995). Many of these quality

assurance practices paralleled what was occuring in health care and in nursing.

Qualiry in ltealth care.

Historically, the quality of health care has been detennined through analyzing

rnortality and lnorbidity records and establishing professional standards of care and

credentialing criteria (Taylor, et al., l99l ). Interest in quality, and in particular quality

assurance, within health care was generated by increased pressure to continue providing

quality care while reducing costs in the 1980's (Zonsius & Murphy, 1995). Prior to this,

quality within healthcare followed many of the patterns set by industry and business.

Inspection was canjed out in critical areas and action was taken if discrepancies were

noted (Beyers, 1988). Quality control employed statistical methods to monitor the

frequencies of infections and medication errors. Today, the "rneasurelnent of quality,

planning for quality services, and designing programs for nursing service delivery to

ensure quality are the rnajor clirections" (Beyers, 1988, p. 619) that quality assurance is

taking within the realm of health care. Efhciency, productivity and quality have been the

focus of health care (Koch, 1992). In order to assess the achievernent of quality, rnethods

of measurement are required. Therefore, in order to achieve accurate measurement of

quality, an understanding of what is meant by the tenn is essential.

De.fining Qualin,

In order to understand the detenninants of quality in providing care for the dying,

an exatnination of the meaning of quality must be undeftaken. Defining what is rneant by
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quality cale is a difficult task. This is in part due to the farniliar yet abstract use of the

tenn in every day language. Donabedian (1980) has been a prolific writer on the issue of

quality within health care. In his attempts to defrne quality, he concluded that it was so

"diverse in nature that neither a unifying construct nor a sirnple ernpirical rteasure could

be developed" (1980, p. 74). This sentiment was echoed by Attree (1993) who, in

developing a concept analysis of the tenn quality care, concluded that quality is a rnulti-

dirnensional concept that is used inconsistently within the literature. Donabedian (1980)

ultimately defrned high quality as "that kind of care which is expected to maximize an

inclusive rneasure of patient welfare, after one has taken account of the balance of

expected gains and losses that attend the process of care in all its parts" (p. 5). One of the

most frequently cited definitions of quality in nursing and medical literature, was

constructed by the Institute of Medicine (IOM) in 1990, which states that quality consists

of the "degree to which health seruices for individuals and populations increase the

likelihood of desired health outcomes and are consistent with current professional

knowledge" (in Blumenthal, 1996a, p.892). This definition illustrates that care is

expected to have a benefit for the patient and reflect patient satisfaction and well being

(Donaldson, 1998). Indeed, excellence in care requires an evaluation of the care in tenns

of its achievement in rneeting a patient's need rather than the ernployment of all available

technology (Castles & Muray, 1979). Redfern and Nonnan (1990) identifiT quality

health care as incorporating the elements of equity, accessibility, acceptability, effrciency,

effectiveness, and appropriateness.

Others have established that quality is a social construct, portraying our

conceptions about the world of health and our expectations about the nature of the
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patienlhealth care provider relationship (Koch, 1992; Redfern and Nonnan, 1990) .

Taylor et al. (1991) stated "quality care is generally viewed as a reflection of the values

and goals of the cunent health care system and the society in which we live" (p.2Ð.

This is reflected in different health professionals' views on what constitutes quality.

Physicians tend to ernphasize the achievement of quality based on the excellence of

seryices they provide and the quality of their interactions with the patient (Blurnenthal,

1996b). This leads to defining quality in tenns of technical and interpersonal care

(Blurnenthal,1996a; Donabedian, 1980). Technical quality care focuses on two

dimensions: the appropriateness of the services provided and the skill with which that

care is delivered. High technical quality consists of "doing the right thing right"

(Blurnenthal, 1996a).

The other component of quality as defined by physicians'focuses on the quality

of the interaction between physician and patient. The quality of this interaction focuses

on several elements including the quality of communication, the ability to maintain trust

and the physician's ability to "treat the patient with concern, empathy, honesty, tact and

sensitivity" (Blurnenthal, 1996a). These ideas are illustrated in the National Cancer

Policy Board definition of quality care as "ploviding patients with appropriate services in

a technically cornpetent manner, with good communication, shared decision making, and

cultural sensitivity" (1999, p. l l l). Nurses echo manyof the features that definequality

fi'oll a rnedical perspective. However, there are some differences.

Nurses often focus on holistic care of the patient, involving farnily members in

individualizing patient care and on an awareness of one's own therapeutic contribution in

each interaction when they define quality care (Kitson, 1986; Taylor et al., l99l). Within
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these definitions, quality is often equated with excellence, superiority and effectiveness in

achieving predetenlined standards or outcomes (Attree, 1993; Taylor et al., l99l). This

idea of excellence being related to quality is reiterated in Jackson-Frankl's (1990) study

where nurses described quality nursing as "the best you can do". Within this study,

nurses saw quality as the setting and achievement of goals that are patient oriented

(Jackson-Frankl, I 990). Williarns ( 1998) found in a grounded theory study of nurses'

perspectives of quality care, that quality nursing care was perceived to be related to the

degree to which patients' physical, psychosocial, and extra care needs were met. The

main reason identified for not being able to provide quality care was insufficient tirne due

to a lack of human and physical resources. Leveck and Jones (1996) noted when

examining the relationships between the practice environment, quality of nursing care,

and the retention of nurses, that quality of care was explained by two variables: being

ernployed on rnedical-surgical units and job stress. Nurses who worked on rnedical-

surgical units and those with high levels ofjob stress were less likely to deliver high

quality care (Leveck & Jones , 1996). Job satisfaction (r : 0.85 I , p<0.01 ) and nurses

views of nurse-physician collaboration (r: 0.198, p<0.01) have also been positively

correlated to nurses ratings of hospital unit quality (Shannon, Mitchell &. Cain,2002).

The literature also identifies that the quality of nursing care results from a cornbination of

knowledge, skills, and attitudes (Fitzpatrick, While, & Roberts, 1992;Yang &.

Mcllfatrick, 2001).

In a study by Kitson ( 1986), quality care "is not seen merely as the carrying out of

a set of pre-planned activities, rather it is viewed as a way of perceiving or thinking about

the services rendered to another person, the ernphasis being on the nurse's awareness of
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her therapeutic contribution in each interaction" (p. la3). Quality involves the use of the

whole self in the approach of the nurse to the patient. This focus on supportive care in

providing care requires the nurse to provide care within the context of valuing patients

and families as human beings and as capable people (Davies & Oberle, 1990). Without

this recognition, care becomes routine, individuals' needs go unmet and care is said to be

lacking in quality (Kitson, 1986). This is illustrated by nurses, in Jackson-Frankl's study

( 1990) who identified that their practice lacked quality when they were not able to spend

tirne with patients, were not able to talk with, teach or have the time to plan care as a

result of understaffing or "being too busy". The lack of tirne was expressed as harnpering

one of the essential aspects of quality care identified by Luker and colleagues (2000) who

noted that 'Getting to know' the patient and farnily was essential to providing quality care

frorn the perspective of cornmunity nurses providing palliative care.

Idvall and Rooke (1998) identified l5 categories reflecting irnportant aspects of

quality care based on focus group interviews with nurses working on surgical wards.

These categories were broadly classified as 'prerequisites' (i.e. staffing, equipment

routines, attitudes) and 'elernents of perfonrance' (i.e. acting on behalf of the patient,

perfonning general care). An overarching therne by nurses in this sample was that

obstacles to quality nursing care were often beyond their control and they provided the

best care possible under those conditions. This was also noted by Kirchoff and

Beckstrand (2000) who found that the top-ranked obstacles to end-of-life care by critical

care nurses (n : 199) were situations in which a patient's farnily or physician had nrore

control than the nurse. For example, the highest-ranking obstacle to the delivery of
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quality end-of-life care were behaviours of patients' farnilies that removed nurses from

caring for patients.

In a review of patients' and relatives perspectives of 'good' and 'not so good'

quality of care, individuali zed, patient-focused care relating to their needs and provided

in the context of a caring relationship was deemed as'good'quality care (Attree, 2001).

Williams (1998) found that patient's perceived quality nursing care as interpersonal

interactions that recognized them as individuals and involves sensitive caring. Taylor

and colleagues ( l99l) found that patients identifìed quality nursing care as nurses who

rneet their needs during a hospitalization and who possessed personal qualities that

enabled them to be caring and compassionate in addition to being proficient and

professional.

The overarching theme that is illustrated in these studies is that the delivery of

quality care is care that is highly individualized, involves assessing and rneeting patients'

needs, and centres around valuing patients first and foremost as individuals. Based on

these studies, quality is seen as "an internal value personified through the attitude and

approach of the nurse" (Jackson-Frankl, 1990, p. 59). Quality nursing care is best

understood as the presence of a global set of behaviours that are facilitated within a

supportive organizational culture. Quality is also valued by nurses and has been deemed

irnportarrt to their practice. With the basic understanding of what constitutes quality in

nursing and health care, an examination of quality within the context of care of the dying

can begin.
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Qualiû in End-o.f-Life Care

De.fining quality in end-of-lifë cat'e.

Several authors have attempted to define quality within the context of dying. This

often requires an examination of what is meant by a good death (Rosenfeld and Wenger,

2000). The outcome of a good death highlights many of the aspects needed for quality

end-oÊlife care. Nurses describe a good death as encompassing elements such as having

farnily or significant others present, being without pain, being physically cornfortable and

rnaintaining dignity through privacy and caring (Asch et al., I997; Rithnan, Paige,

Rivera, Sutphin, & Godown,1997: Yang & Mcllfatrick, 2001). In another study

exarnining components of a good death frorn the perspective of patients (n : 14), families

(n: l2) and health care providers (n :49), participants identified six rnajor elements of a

good death: pain and synptorn management, clear decision-making, preparation for

death, cornpletion, contributing to others, and affinnation of the whole person

(Steinhauser et al., 2000b).

Based on a qualitative literature review of experl opinions, Teno and colleagues

(2001) identifìed l4 domains relating to high quality care of the dying. In addition, Teno

and colleagues (2001) conducted focus groups (n: 42) with bereavecl family members

that yielded similar results to the literature review except the literature review did not

identify the advocacy burden felt by family members. Based on the perspectives of

chronically ill patients, Singer, Martin and Kelner (1999) identifiecl five dornains of

quality end-of-life care: receiving adequate pain and syrnptom manageûìent, avoiding

inappropriate prolongation of dying, achieving a sense of control, relieving burden, and

strengthening of relationships with loved ones. The framework of a good death proposed
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by Ernanuel and Ernanuel (1998) parallels many of the five dornains and consists of eight

rnodifiable dimensions which encompass physical symptoms, social relationships and

sttppott, hopes and expectations, psychologic and cognitive syrnptorrs, econornic

delnands ancl caregiving needs and spiritual and existential beließ. The Institute of

Medicine (lOM) Committee on Care at the End Of Life defined a good death as "one that

is fi'ee frorn avoidable distress and suffering for patients, farnilies and caregivers; in

general accord with patients' and farnilies' wishes; and reasonably consistent with

clinical, cultural and ethical standards" (1997,pg4). Mak and Clinton (1999) also sought

to clarify the outcotnes desired by patients by identifying elements of a good death frorn

the perspectives of nurses and hospice patients found in the literature. They identified 7

elements that cotnprise a good death which include: (l) cornforl or relief frorn pain and

suffering; (2) awareness of dying; (3) accepting the tirning of one's death; (4) rnaintaining

a sense of control; (5) maintaining hope; (6) making frnal preparations; and (7) accepting

the location of one's death.

Based on these definitions, quality in the context of end-of-life care is best

characterized as individualized care that is holistic in nature and stdves to ensure optirnal

functioning in the face of death. Shennan ( 1999) summarized that quality care at the

end-of-life depends on the education of health care professionals who have clinical

knowledge, technical skills, competency in interpersonal skills and a respect for

individuals'beliefs, values and preferences. "Quality care at the end of life is highly

individual and should be achieved thlough a process of shared decision making and clear

cotnmunication that acknowledges the values and prefèrences of patients and their

fàmilies" (Steinhauser et al., 2000b, p.2a8\.lntegral to achìeving and assuring quality
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within end-of-life care are knowledgeable nurses who are aware of cument palliative care

practices and who are able to measure the achievement of quality in everyday practice.

What is lacking in the literature on quality in end-oÊlife care however, is an

understanding of how nurses defìne quality as it relates to caring for dying hospitalized

adults and whether or not the achievement of a "good death" can be or is equated with

quality end-of-life care.

IL Nr,u'sing Factors in End-o.f-Life Care:

When examining the nursing and other health care professional factors that have

potential irnpact on the delivery of quality end-oÊlife care, several key areas have been

identifìed in the literature. These areas include: (a) nursing education and knowledge; (b)

death anxiety and attitudes towards death; (c) cornrnunication; and (d) nursing behaviours

and roles.

(a) Ntu'sing Education and Knowledge

It has been recognized that providing optirnal nursing care is largely influenced

by the adequate educational preparation of the nurse (Wendt,200l). Caring for dying

patients requires the nurse to enact different sets of knowledge and skills. In addition,

care at the end-of-life especially in the acute hospital setting, requires the knowledge of

health care professionals to shift fì'om a curative to a palliative approach. Effective end-

of-life care is defìned in tenns of its attainment of quality of life before dying, quality of

life at the tirne of dying, a 'good death', and the irnpact on the farnily (Hearn &

Higginson, 1998). Achievement of these goals is often determined by the level of

education and ability of health care professionals to cornrnunicate effectively (Hearn &

Higginson, 1998). However, the education that nurses and other health care professionals
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receive in palliative care has been widely criticized as inadequate both by observers of

health care and by the providers themselves (Fenell et al., 1999; McWhan, l99l). In a

landmark study by Quint (1967), the inadequacies of the educational preparation of

nurses in care of the dying were highlighted. Quint argued that education on death and

dying required an integrated approach with experience in a supportive clinical

environment. Based on her studies, the education of nurses in death and dying has

undergone significant changes. However, there continues to be concems around the

educational preparation of nurses and their ability to deliver care to the dying (Costello,

2001; Ferell, Virani, Grant, Coyne, & Uman, 2000' Kingna, 1994). Often, the lack of

education translates into nurses expressing the concern that they feel inadequately

prepared to care for the dying (Degner & Gow, 1988; Hopkinson, 2001 ; McGrath, Yates,

Clinton, & Harl, 1999\.

Kelsey (in Bircurnshaw, 1993) found that the two main areas of concefft raised by

nurses regarding their role in care of the dying were a lack of skills and relevant

knowledge and lack of self-confidence and asseftiveness in acting as patient advocates.

Hopkinson (2001) conducted a phenomenological study of 28 qualifìed diplorna nurses

caring for the dying in acute hospital rnedical wards and found that nurses expressed a

gap between their expectations that they should be able to answer questions and know

what to do and their actual ability, leading to feelings of inadequacy. These sentiments

were echoed by nurses enrolled in Wong, Lee and Mok's (2001) study that examined the

effects of problern-based learning on the awareness of death and dying issues. These

feelings of inadequacy can be a significant stressor and cause the development of baniers

to effective care through feelings offrustration, helplessness, anxiety, uselessness, and
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guilt (Beck,1997: Kingma, 1994; Rittrnan et al., 1997; Maestri-Banks & Gosney, 1997;

McWhan, I 991 ; Rittrnan et al., 1997). In a study by Gray-Toft and Anderson ( 198 I ), the

three most coûunon sources of stress cited by nurses working in five patient care units (n

: 122) were workload, inadequate academic or fonnal education and lack of experience

with death and dying.

Studies have also examined the exposure of nurses to palliative care education

and the adequacy of that education (Ferrell et al., 1999; white, Co¡me, & Patel, 2001).

Often these studies find that despite a recognition of the importance and relevance of end-

of-life care to practice, many nurses state they have received only a "good" level of

preparation in effèctive care of the dying (White et a1.,2001). Knowledge of the

principles of palliative care and end-of-life care philosophies has been found to have a

direct correlation with care of the dying (Ferrell et al, 1999; Proctor, Grealish, Coates &

Sears, 2000; Reisetter & Thomas, 1986). Therefore, baniers to providing quality end-of-

Iife care can stem from inadequate knowledge of pain lnanagement, symptom control,

alld other dimensions of care irnportant for the tenninally ill patient (Fenell, Virani, &

Grant, 1999).

There have been some studies that have identified the influence of work setting

and length of practice on the acquisition of knowledge in end-of-life care issues. Proctor

and colleagues (2000) found that nursing knowledge of palliative care was directly

related to the length of tirne the nurse had been practicing and the type of institution they

worked in. This was sirnilar to f,rndings by Ross, McDonald and McGuinness ( 1996),

which found that individuals with higher levels of education and more years of

experience had higher scores on the Palliative Care Quiz for Nurses than those without.
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Ferrell and colleagues (2000) found that nurses often used journals (90%), seminars

(89%) and their colleagues (89%) to obtain infonnation about end-of-life care. This

study also found that overall nurses rated their basic nursing education as inadequately

preparing thern to care for the dying. 5lo/o of respondents (n:2333) identified the lack of

knowledge by healthcare providers as 'sornewhat of a barrier'to effective end-of-life

care. These bamiers were also noted in a suruey of heads and faculty members of nursing

schools in which respondents were asked if they believed their graduates were adequately

prepared to care for dying patients (Ferrell et al., 1999). The respondents (n : 725), on a

scale of 0 to l0 (0 : not adequately, l0: very adequately) gave a rating of 6.9.

However, there is general recognition by the nursing profession of the need for irnproved

end-of-life care and the identification of resources to achieve these goals (Fenell et al.,

1999). This sentirnent was echoed in a repoft by the Institute of Medicine (lOM) in 1997

that rnade seven specific recommendations, all of which ernphasized the irnpoftance of

adequate protèssional education as a prerequisite to irnproved care of the dying.

(b) Death Anxietu and Attitudes

Death anxiety can have a pr-ofound effect on nurses' ability to care for the dying.

Many studies have examined the attitudes and anxieties of nurses towards death and

dying (Boyle & Carter, 1998; Hare &.Prutt, 1989; Rooda, Clements, & Jordan, 1999;

Thompson, 1985). These studies have documented that death anxiety has a direct irnpact

on the ability of the nurse to provide a high level of care to dying patients (Bene &

Foxall, l99l;Boyle & Cafter, 1998; (Brockopp, King & Hamilton, l99l;Kingna,1994).

Death anxiety can influence care by shaping behaviours, attitudes and creating job stress.

Studies have indicated that higher levels of death anxiety experienced by health
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professionals can translate into rnore negative behaviours and attitudes towards the dying

patient and their families. Behaviours such as avoidance, withdrawal and withholding of

infomration were displayed by nurses with higher levels of death anxiety and fear of

death (Mills, in Boyle & Cafter, 1998). In addition, nurses with high death anxiety

fì'equently employ coping mechanisms such as avoidance, withdrawal, and psychological

distancing (Brockopp et al., l99l ; Reisetter and Thomas, l936). Rooda and colleagues

( I 999) found that nurses with a greater fear of death had a less positive attitude towards

caring for dying patients. The characteristics of death denial, suppression and repression

displayed by nurses have been found to have a negative impact on the delivery of

palliative care (Boyle &. Carler, 1998). These behaviours have a direct irnpact on the

relationship between the patient and nurse, thereby affecting the ability of the nurse to

meet that patient's needs.

Significant positive correlations between death anxiety and communication

appreherrsion (r : 0.42, p<0.01), and death anxiety and ernpathy (r : 0.20, p<0.05) were

noted by Servaty, Iftejci and Hayslip (1996) in a study of undergraduate nursing,

prernedical and control subjects (n : 129) at the fi'eshrnan and senior level. Hare and

Pratt ( I 989) examined differences in nurse's fear of death and level of cornfort with

patients having poor prognosis for survival as a function of the nurse's occupation level,

work setting (hospital or nursing horne) and level of exposure to such patients. Findings

indicated that the level of comfort in working with patients having a poor prognosis

differed significantly by exposure to such patients and an inverse relationship between

Ievel of colnfort and overall fear of death was noted. Cornpared to nursing horne staff,

nurses who worked in the hospital setting were rnore fearful of death for significant
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others, indicating the hospital setting may be a lnore anxiety-producing setting in which

to work.

Bene and Foxall ( l99l ) compared the relationship between death anxiety and job

stress in 30 hospice and 40 rnedical-surgical nurses. They found no significant

differences in death anxiety scores between the two gl'oups but the three highest stress

scores related to the relationship with physicians, emotional demands/uncertainty, and

work overload/staffing issues. However, for medical-surgical nurses, death anxiety

showed a significant relationship to both overall frequency and overall severity ofjob

stress, suggesting both patient and organizarional factors influence their levels ofjob

stress. Payne, Dean and Kalus ( I998) conducted a sirnilar comparison study (n : 43) of

the level of death anxiety in hospice and emergency nurses. They noted that ernergency

nurses, despite sirnilar levels of death exposure, reported a greater fear of death, less

acceptance of death, and were rnore likely to avoid thinking of death than hospice nurses.

Cooper and Mitchell (in Yang & Mcllfatrick, 2001) found that hospital nurses perceived

rnore job related stressors and had higher levels ofjob dissatisfaction than hospice nurses

caring for dying patients. Other significant stressols for nurses caring for dying patients

noted in the literature include organizational factors such as work overload, issues

sumounding treatrnent, and nurse-physician relationships (Bene & Foxall, 1991 ; Yang &

Mcllfatrick, 2001) .

The attitudes of health care professionals have been examined as a potential

influence on the quality of care for the dying. There is considerable literature supporling

that attitudes towards death are a key factor in influencing the behaviour of health care

professionals (Haisfrled-Wolfe, 1996; Rooda et al.,1999; Servaty et al., 1996\. Many of
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the detenninants of these attitudes towards death and caring for the tenninally ill are

complex and involve dernoglaphic variables, the influence of education, and professional

orientations that etnphasize cure. Rooda and colleagues (1999) studied the relationship

between dernographic variables, attitudes towards death and attitudes toward caring for

dying patients among nurses (n :403). They found that attitudes toward caring for dying

patients were negatively corelated to attitudes toward death, indicating that nurses with

greater fear of death had a less positive attitude towards caring for dying patients. The

investigators also found that gender, religious affìliation, and curent level of contact with

dying patients also affected attitudes about death and toward caring for dying patients.

This was also noted by Rornán, Sonibes and Ezquerro (2001) who found a more positive

attitude in older caregivers and in worrìen, a decreasing positive attitude in nurses fiom

rnorning to night shift, ancl no difference in the attitudes between nurses working in

hospital and those in hospices. Yang and Mcllfatrick (2001) identified l3 rnain themes

that categorized ICU nurses' experiences caring for dying patients that could be grouped

into three nrain domains: nurses' attitudes towards caring for dying patients, stressors,

and coping strategies. Significant attitudes expressed by the ICU nurses were a sense of

fèar and guilt, fì'ustration and a sense of powerlessness, grief reactions, seeing death as an

opportunity for growth, and understanding, compassion and empathy. Many of the

negative attitudes expressed by this group of nurses were attributed to a perceived lack of

involvement in the decision-making process (Yang & Mcllfatrick, 2001).

Thornpson (1985) tested the hypothesis that nurses' attitudes towards caring for

the dying would be related to the type of unit on which they worked and examined the

effect of work setting, direct experience, and indirect experience on anxiety and attitudes
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towards death. Findings of this study strongly suggested that nurse's work setting and its

ward philosophy do have bearing on anxiety level and work related attitudes toward

death. In addition, length of tirne in practice and experience added to nurses' death

anxiety. This finding is somewhat contradictory to other studies which have found that a

cornbination of clinical experience plus education in the area of death and dying have

resulted in a rnore positive attitude toward cale of the dying (Brent, Speece, Gates, Mood,

& I(aul, l99l;Servaty et al., 1996; Frornrnelt, l99l; Servaty et al., 1996). Also,

Brockopp and colleagues ( l99l ) found that nurses who worked on a continuous basis

with the dying had more positive attitudes about death and less death anxiety than those

who infrequently encountered death.

Another interesting finding was noted by Kinzel, Askew, and Godbole (1992)

who suggested that caring for tenninally ill patients was well recognized as an irnpoúant

part of hospital based care and that in general nurses and physicians had a positive

attitude towards palliative care. However, results of the knowledge base questions

indicated that the skills needed to camy out palliative care did not rneasure up to this

positive attitude (Kinzel et al., 1992). This finding re-ernphasizes the importance of

knowledge and education in laying the foundation for the provision of quality end-of-life

care.

(c) Contmunication in End-o.f-Life Care

Good communication is one of the rnost essential aspects of care (Dunne &

Sullivan, 2000). The ability to communicate effectively is integral to the goal of

providing health care to the whole individual (DeSpelder & Strickland,l99g; Hearn &

Higginson, 1998). However, one of the rnost frequently docurnented shorlcomings in
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end-of-life care relates to communication. Cited by healthcare professionals, patients and

families as integral to the achievement of quality end-of-life care, colllnunication

frequently fails to meet expectations. The SUPPORT study (1995) found that patient-

physician comtnunication around encl-of-life issues such as advance directives was

severely lacking. Hofinann and colleagues (1997) analyzed data collected in phase II of

SUPPORT and found that only 23o/o of seriously ill patients had discussed preferences for

carcliopuhnonary resuscitation with their physicians, indicating that communication of

end-of-life decisions frequently does not occur. Dunne and Sullivan (2000) found that

the level of communication with health professionals and the manner and tirning of

infonnation received was unsatisfactory to some family members whose relative had died

in hospital. This was confinned by Roges, Karlsen and Addington-Hall (2000) in a

suruey of farnily members who expressed that much of the dissatisfaction with the care

provided in hospital related to the ability of staff communicating with patients and the

ease of obtaining infonnation conceming the patient's condition. Higginson, Wade and

McCarthy ( 1990) noted that communication around the time of diagnosis and treatment

was one of three areas of dissatisfaction expressed by tenninally ill cancer patients and

their fànrily members. Barriers to effective care of the dying were reported by 475 fanily

tlembers and included communication difficulties with providers and between providers

and inadequate infonnation about the prognosis of their tenninally ill relative (Tolle,

Tilden, Rosenfeld, & Hickman, 2000).

The perception of good communication between providers and between patients,

families and providers was equated with good care based on interviews of relatives of

patients who died during a l2¡nonth period with varying degrees of palliative care
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services (Keegan et a1.,2001). In the analysis of 20 focus groups conducted with dying

patients (n:79), fàrnily members (n : 20), and health care providers (n : 38), good

comtnunication was identifred as a top priority for effective end-of-life care (Wenrich et

a1.,2001). Specifically, six areas were identified as central to effective communication

with dying patients: talking with patients in an honest, straightforward manner;

willingness to talk about dying; delivering bad news in a sensitve way; listening to

patients; encouraging questions; and being attuned to the appropriate time in which to

talk about dying with patients (Wenrìch et aI.,2001).

Due to the dominant culture in hospitals that exerts pressure on nurses to remain

true to the values of the rnedical agenda (Marlin, 1997), nurses are often placed in

positions that compromise their ability to provide satisfactory infonnation to patients and

families. Costello (2001 ) noted that nurses want to inforrn relatives and patients about

their prognosis yet due to constraints by rnedical professional ideologies and the

reluctance of rnedical stafTto involve nurses in decision-rnaking about the disclosure of

temrinal diagnosis, they are not able to provide this infonnation. This lack of control

over communication has been identified as an obstacle to effective end-of-life care by

nurses in other studies as well as poor comrnunication between nurses and physicians

(O'Connor, 1999; Baggs et al., I 997; O'Connor, I 999). Benoliel ( 1976) identified a

rnajor barrier to patient-centred care as developing frorn inadequate and ineffective

communication among health care professionals. In a study of the perceived baniers to

effective care of the dying frorn the perspective of critical care nurses, Kirchoff and

Beckstrand (2000) reported that the top ranking obstacles seemed to be items related to

situations in which a patient's family or physician had more control than the nurse.
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However, within the same study, nurses rated items relating to supporling or

communicating with patients' families as the greatest helps in care of the dying (Kirchoff

& Beckstrand, 2000).

Comtnunication plays avital role in the care of individuals and in a systematic

review of 22 randomized controlled trials and anal¡ic studies of patient-physician

communication in which patient health was an outcome variable, effective

communication was found to exeft a positive influence on the emotional health and on

syrrptotn resolution, functional and physiologic status and pain control (Stewart, 1995).

Overall, comlnunication has been repofted as a key factor in quality care for the dying

patient and their farnily (McWhan, 1991). Quality end-of-life care is therefore, directly

related to the ability of the health care team to cornmunicate effectively with the patient

and farnily and atnongst thernselves. It is irnperative that nurses, in order to function

effectively in the supportive care role, become skilled communicators and listeners

(Jacobi, 1976). Nurses must recognizethat implernenting quality care to dying patients

often depends on how well they have leamed to communicate effectively with physicians

and with other nursing staff (Benoliel, 1976).

(d) Ntu'sing Behaviotu's and Roles ín Care of the D),ing

An irnportant aspect in detennining quality in end-of-life care is the identification

of behaviours that rnay assist in achieving this care. Two studies have reporled critical

nursing behaviours in care for the dying (Degner, Gow, & Thornpson, l99l; McClernent

& Degner, 1995). McClement and Degner (1995) built on earlier work by Degner et al.

(1991) by identifying expert nursing behaviours in care of the dying in the intensive care

unit instead of the palliative care environment. Six critical nursing behaviours were
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identified and described including: responding after death has occuned, responding to

farnily, responding to anger, responding to colleagues, providing comfort, and enhancing

personal growth. Differences in the behaviours between the two studies were identified

and reflect the diffèrent needs of the intensive care environment. One sirnilarity between

the two studies was the reliance on collegial support and feedback in detennining the

quality of nursing work. This reliance on collegial support was also noted in a study by

Hogston (1995) who found in interviewing nurses (n: l8) that quality of care was

evaluated through the processes of reflection, tacit knowledge and peer review.

Davis and Oberle (1990) developed a model to describe the cornponents of the

supporlive role of the nurse in palliative care based on in-depth retlospective descriptions

of care provided by a supportive care nurse to ten patients and their families. This rnodel

incorporates six components including: valuing, connecting, empowering, doing for,

finding, meaning, and preseruing integrity. Sorne of these cornponents are supported by

Rittman and colleagues (1997) which found four shared practices of oncology nurses as

knowing the patient, preserving hope, easing the struggle, and providing for privacy.

These areas are acknowledged as hallmarks of a high standard of practice in caring for

dying patients (Rittman et al., 1997).

Technology, with its ability to prolong the dying process, has created an expanded

role for nurses which includes advocating, cornrnunicating, teaching and facilitating

issues in end-of-life care (Haisfiled-Wolfe, 1996). Nurses provide a unique perspective

in care of the dying and are often understood to be the health care professional "who try

to bridge the gap between aggressive interventions and holistic, compassionate care for

patients at the end of life" (Shotton, 2000, p. 135). The care of dying patients and their
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farnily has been recognized as being diffèrent frorn ritualized nursing practice in that it

cannot be picked up and put down because it involves not only physical but ernotional

work. Caring for dying patients requires nurses to create 'spaces' within their workload,

or relocate staff to ensure that all the necessary work gets done in the tirne available

(Wakefìeld, 1999). Using ethnographic rnethodology, Wakefield ( 1999) studied the

nursing care of dying patients on a surgical ward and found that nurses created space by

relaxing the rules and protocols that nonnally were reinforced by the wald staff. This

change in the usual pattern of care acknowledges a changing in roles for nurses, frorn a

curative to a supporlive role.

Williams (1982) described these contrasting yet cornplirnentary roles of the nurse:

the therapeutic and supportive roles. The differences in roles stem from the different

philosophical orientations of acute and palliative care. The intentions of care between

palliative and acute care are different and require different sets ofskills and focuses.

Caring for acute and tenninally ill patients within a single setting places nurses in a

dichotomous role, ones that require different education and skills in order to provide

optirnal care (Sarnarel, 1989). Sarnarel (1989) found that hurnanistic caring was the

prirnary ingredient in assisting with this transition in roles. Caring allowed nurses to

enact role transition without role conflict, which was also avoided through education and

the provision of adequate tirne for nurses to 'care' for their patients through adequate

staffing and consistent staff assigrulents. Williarns (1982) found that for nulses to

successfully enact the supportive role in care of the dying required the capacity to

empathetically experience with the patient and to assist them in making their role

transition frorn the sick role to the dying role. It is noted that some of the neglect and
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inappropriate care received by the dying has been attributed to the confusion of health

professionals and patients about the differences in roles of the nurse and the patient

(Williarns, 1982).

III. Organizational Factors Impacting End-of-Life Cat.e

Several authors have pointed out that only examining the inadequacies of "hurnan

factols" in providing care fails to acknowledge the role that the structural organization

plays in influencing care (Jarnes & Field, 1996;McLaughlin &Kaluzny, 1990). Care of

the dying in hospital can be significantly influenced by the philosophical orientation of

the organization through factors such as ward cultures, power relationships, teamwork

and issues around control and decision-making. Structural detenninants such as the

physical envirorunent, staffing pattems, busyness, and resources can also influence

quality care of the dying. Much of the irnpetus around the failure to achieve quality care

of the dying within the hospital setting is that caring for the dying patient requires goals

of care that are aitned at providing cornfort and improving quality of life. Hospitals in

general are organized around the goals of investigation, diagnosis, the curing of disease

and the prolongation of life (Mount, 1976; Mumma &. Benoliel, 1984).

In general, the manner in which the acute care hospital is organized precludes

any ability to provide optimal, patient-centred, individualized care to dying patients.

James and Field ( 1996) indicated several personal and structural influences that can result

in deficiencies in care. These include the organization of work such as staff,rng patterns,

the atnount of control allowed to nuLses, and the nature and hierarchy of staff

relationships. In addition, organizational factors in conjunction with personal

components have resulted in care of the dying within the hospital setting that has been
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described as depersonalized, routinized and relying heavily on technological supporl such

as oxygen therapy, IV therapy, and tube feeding, lacking the patient-centred approach

espoused by palliative care advocates (DeSpelder & Strickland, 1999; Faber-

Langendoen,1996; Heyland, Lavery, Tranrner, Shortt, & Taylor, 2000; Mills et al.,1994;

Mount, 1976; SUPPORT, 1995; wilson, 1997). Inadequate care of the dying can stem

from the rnisalignrnent of the goals of the hospital and needs of the tenninally ill (Mount,

1976). Discomforl of the health care provider in care of the dying can often rnanifest as a

distancing of oneself from the dying patient or seeing death as a failure (Emanuel, von

Gunten, & Feris, 2000). In addition, often technological supports are enrployed as a

means for health care professionals to fbel they are "doing something", ernphasizing that

providing psychological and comfort care measures are often devalued and death is seen

as a failure (Nelson & Danis, 2001; Reed & Watson, 1994; Wilson,1997). Overall,

organizational structures continue to espouse deep-seated cultural values that give

prirnacy to lifesaving activities, high technology medical care, and physician dominance

in patient care decisions (Benoliel, 1987).

The provision of quality nursing care to dying patients does not occur in a

vacuulrì. Nursing care occurs within the context of organizations that have been designed

to cure, where care is often structured around the rnedical model (i.e. organ specific)

(Nelson & Danis, 2001; Reed & Watson, 1994), and where physicians continue to be the

prirnary decision-rnakers (Jarnes & Field; Maftin, 1997). Many of the goals of the

organization and different professions conflict with the goal of nurses, which is to

provide holistic care to patients. Due to the nature of the structural organization of

liospitals, nurses often cannot exercise the skills they posses unless their practice is
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accepted by physicians and hospital adrninistrators as appropriate (Castles & Murray,

1979). Nurses have the autonomy in adrninistering care yet the direction of that care

remains prirnarily in the realm of rnedicine (Hohnan, 1990; Benoliel, 1987; Holman,

1990). This lack of control over practice issues has resulted in issues of power between

nurses and physicians. Nurses have expressed frustration in their limited involvelnent in

decision-rnaking around end-of-life care issues, resulting in stress and a sense of

powerlessness in the nurse (Castles & Murray, 1979;Yang& Mcllfatrick,200l). Several

studies have also indicated that nurses will rnanipulate their relationship with the

physician to ensure that care they deern as adequate is received by the patient (Costello,

2001, Holman, 1990; Martin,1997; McClement & Degner, 1995). These differences in

professional ideologies are also manifested in rnaking the transition fi'om aggressive

treatment of disease to a focus on the improvement of quality of life. Several studies have

f-ound that nurses frequently wish to stop aggressive treatrnents before physicians,

resulting in tension and a source of stress between the two disciplines (James & Field,

1996; Kirchoff et aI.,2000; Lowden, 1998;Yang & Mcllfatrick,200l).

What these studies indicate is that the actions of nurses generally are "socially

structured and culturally patterned by the practice of the institution" (Martin, 1997, p.

499). Often nurses have been noted to adopt the predorninant philosophical orientation of

the hospital as a means to give rneaning to their practice. Reed and Watson (1994) found

that nurses adopted the goal of cure to give purpose to their care and gave them criteria

by which they could evaluate the achievement and success of their care. However, by

highly valuing cure, the skills associated with 'care' were relegated as second best (Reed

& Watson, 1994). This was also highlighted in a study by Costello (2001), who found
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that nurses tended to focus their care on the physical aspects ofcare rather than providing

psychological support to patients and their families. Mills, Davies and Macrae (199a)

found that sometiffres even basic interventions to provide patient cornfort were not

offered such as oral hygiene, and contact between the nurse and the dying patient was

kept to a tninitnum. Other ways in which structural factors have been found to influence

the ability of nurses to provide quality care is in the perceived busyness of the unit and

lack of tilne (Austin, Luker, Caress, & Hallett, 2000 Luker et al., 2000; Mills et a1.,

1994, Samarel, 1989). In addition, understaffing or improperly staffed units affect the

quality and quantity of care fol patients and contribute to nurses' feelings of inadequacy

(Hohnan, 1990; Jarnes & Field, 1996; O'Connor, 1999; Sarnarel, 1989).

Farnilies have also been instrumental in detenniningorganizational factors that

influence end-oÊlife care. Family members in a study by Dunne and Sullivan (2000)

who had a relative die in hospital identified baruiers to effbctive end-of-life care that

included feeling like they were in a rushed environment and a general lack of privacy.

The lack of privacy offered in hospital was a comlnon theme expressed by bereaved

farnily members that influenced their perception of quality care in a study by Keegan and

colleagues (2001). The coordination, accessibility, and continuity of care have also been

identified as irnpacting the quality of end-of-life care delivered (Annes & Higginson,

1999; Donaldson, 1998; Higginson et al., 1990; Teno et aL.,2001). Russell and Sander

( 1998) noted that the availability of resources is an irnportant factor in the

institutionalized care of the dying.

Overall, organizational factors influence the delivery of end-oÊlife care through a

philosophical orientation that emphasizes cure over care,by shaping and structuring the
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work life of nurses and the creation of environments that fail to meet the patient-centred

and farnily focused approach espoused by palliative care experts.

Summary

Health care quality issues are bound up in various cultural, technical,

adrninistrative, and personal behaviour systems both within and outside the context of the

patient-provider relationship (Ziegenfuss, 1993). A review of the literature illustrates that

several fàctors rnitigate against or are supportive of quality care of the dying in hospital.

Integral to the goal of irnproving the quality of care fbr dying patients and their farnilies

is determining what constitutes a high level or quality care for the dying. Nursing is a

fundamental component in providing care for the dying and therefore, rnust play a central

role in detenlrining key attdbutes of quality nursing care for the dying. Providing care to

tlie dying is an area of nursing practice that has been examined extensively in the

literature. What is lacking however is an understanding of how the various factors

interact and interplay with one another to influence the provision of quality care. An

organizing framework to understand the relationships between the factors instrumental in

the delivery of quality end-of-life care and a cornprehensive view of the processes of

caring for the dying patient frorn the perspective of nurses is clearly needed. The next

chapter will provide an overuiew of the conceptual rnodel used as the study's sensitizing

fi'arnework.
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CHAPTER THREE: CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

This study was guided by a sensitizing framework. This allows for one to be

sensitive to specific concepts that may influence the phenornena of interest yet remain

true to the purpose of grounded theory methodology. The concepts that guided this study

were derived from Donabedian's (1980) work on the explorations in quality assessment

and lnonitoring. Quality, according to Donabedian is "a property of and a judgrnent

upon some defrnable unit of care" (p. 5). This unit of care can be assessed at a

rnicroscopic, individual practitioner level and move outwards to the macroscopic,

cornmunity level. The quality of care at the individual practitioner level can be assessed

on its achievernent of the technical aspects of care and the management of the

interpersonal process. Technical care encolnpasses the application of the science and

technology of rnedicine and other health sciences in the management of illness. It is

judged by its confonnity to the cunent state of knowledge in the profession and

adherence to best practice standards. The excellence oftechnical care is therefore,

"pt'opotlional to its expected ability to achieve those irnprovements in health status that

the cument science and technology of health care have made possible" (Donabedian,

1995a, p. 33). Interpersonal care involves the patient/provider relationship. The

interpersonal process involves the rnanagernent of the social and psychological

interaction between the patient and practitioner (Donabedian, 1980). Interpersonal care is

guided by the values of privacy, confidentiality, infonned choice, concem, empathy,

honesty and sensitivity and is largely dependent upon the strength of communication

between the patient and practitioner. The success of managing the interpersonal process

is also contingent upon the adaptation of the practitioner to the preferences and
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expectations of the patient. Donabedian refers to technical care and the interpersonal

process as the science and aft of health care ( 1995a). The other units of care that can be

assessed for quality are the care received by the patient and farnily and the care received

by the community as a whole. Donabedian ( 1995a) stressed that the patient and family

caffy some of the responsibility for the success or failure of care through their

expectations of the care received.

When assessing the unit of care for quality, Donabedian (1980, 1995a) offered the

structure, process, and outcome paradigrn to assist in gathering infonnation from which

inferences about the quality of care can be made. Structural elements are "the relatively

stable characteristics of the providers of care, of the tools and resources they have at their

disposal, and of the physical and organizational settings in which they work" (1980, p.

8 I ). Thìs emphasizes the role of rnaterial resoulces, human resources, and the

organizational structure in influencing care and the quality of that care. The process of

care is the "set of activities that go on wìthin and between practitioners and patients"

(1980, p. 79).These activities include rnaking diagnoses and irnplernenting treatment for

the practitioner as well as the seeking out and canying out of the prescribed care by the

patient. Donabedian (1980) stressed that the process of care can be defined by nonnative

behaviours reflective of good practice. These nonns are derived frorn professional

standards or from the ethics and values of society and reflect the best cunent knowledge

derived fi'orn science. Finally, outcomes are the effects of care on the health status of

patients. Outcomes reflect all contributions to care from both providers and patients and

can be noted as a change in the curent health status of the patient. Outcomes can include

improvements in the social, psychological, physiological, health-knowledge and attitudes
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of the patient as well as general moftality and patient satisfaction. A schematic of the

paradigrn is as follows:

Stmcture --------¡' Process ---------+ Outcorne

This niodel of assessment is based on the assumption that strong structure

increases the chance ofgood process, and good process increases the likelihood ofa good

outcome. It also is dependent upon establishing causal linkages between structure and

process, and process and outcome. However, these causal relationships are probabilities,

not ceftainties and their presence strengthens the validity and usefulness of infonnation as

an indicator of quality (Donabedian, 1995b).

Using the structure, process and outcome model proposed by Donabedian ( 1980)

and the factors identified in the literature, this fi'arnework guided the study by providing

concepts to explore with nurses to determine their influence on the achievement of

quality end-of--life care. To examine the structural varjables of quality in care of dying

patients, organizational factors such as the physical environment, personnel factors such

as staffing, mix, educatìon and training of staff, clinical policies, resources, information

and decisional support systerns, and ward cultures and philosophies were explored

(Attree, 1993; IOM,1997; James & Field, 1996; Rosenfeld & Wenger, 2000, Stewart,

Teno, Patrick, & Lynn, I 999; Wunderlich & Kohler, 2001). The processes of care are

what health care providers and institutions actually do in delivering care (Donabedian,

1980; Rosenfeld & Wegner, 2000). The processes in end-of-life care include activities

such as technical processes, decision-rnaking, comrnunication, knowledge and attitudes,

and interpersonal skills such as nurse-physician collaboration (Attree, 1993; Hohnan,

I 990; IOM , 1997;. Rosenfeld & Wegner, 2000; Shennan, I 999; Stewaft et al., 1999).
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Structural variables can influence the ability of health care providers to enact processes of

care, resulting in care that rnay be deemed of excellent or poor quality. Processes of care

are often more impoftant than outcornes in care of the dying, since "the process of caring

f-or the body, rnind and spirit affinns the dignity and value of those approaching death and

can be appreciated in and of themselves" (loM, 1997,p. 138). This is especially true

because often processes of care are ûìore easily measured than outcomes. Outcomes of

care in care for the dying must extend beyond traditional outcornes such as survival and

infection rates, to include quality of life, syrnptom control, patient and farnily perceptions

of care, dignity and control over decision-rnaking (Donaldson, 1998; IOM, 1997;ly'rak

and Clinton , 1999; Stewart et al., 1999). Failure to include these outcomes would result

in an inadequate assessrnent of quality in care for the dying.

Based on the factors identifìed in the literature that have the potential to influence

quality end-oÊlife caÍe, a proposed revised conceptual model is presented. A rnodified

diagrarn is presented in Appendix A. One of the changes that has been made to the

original is that structural factors, based on a review of the literature, are seen to have a

direct impact not only on the processes of care but on the outcomes of care as well. For

example, this is noted in bereaved farnily members stating that the lack of privacy

affected the quality of tirne with their dying relative (Dunne & Sullivan, 2000).

Resources, such as the availability of palliative care consultants rnay also influence the

outcotne of a good death and impact the ability to achieve optimal synptorn control. It is

also irnportant to note that issues in attaining a high level of quality care in care for the

dying, and therefore, a good outcome, is often influenced by the over-use, under-use, and

the knowleclge and skill level of health care practitioners (Donaldson & Field, 1998;
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Donaldson, I998; Wunderlich & Kohler,2001). These concerns are captuled in the

Processes of Care of the revised model. Overall, this proposed rnodel provides

sensitizing concepts in detennining barriers and facilitators to quality end-oÊlife care to

which will assist in guiding the interview and observational process of this study.

Summary

This chapter has provided an overview of the conceptual framework used to guide

this research study. The following chapter will provide a brief overview of the g'ounded

theory method used to conduct the study. In addition, the methods and procedures used

in this study will be descrjbed.
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CHAPTER FOUR: METHODS AND PROCEDURES

Intt'oduction

This chapter will outline the rnethods and procedures used to conduct this study.

This will include a discussìon of the: a) rnethodology; b) study setting; c) sarnpling

approach, inclusion criteria, and recruitment procedures; d) data collection and analysis;

e) measures taken to enhance the scientific merit of the study; and f) the ethical

considerations need for the study.

Methodologlt

Grounded theory was the rnethodological approach chosen to explore and

describe the detenninants of quality end-of-life care frorn the perspectives of nurses

working on rnedical units. Grounded theory is a qualitative research methodology that

was developed by two Arnerican sociologists in the 1960's: Barney Glaser and Anslern

Strauss. The main objective of this approach is to generate theory that is grounded in the

data collected through various field rnethods such as interviews and observations (Strauss

& Corbin, 1998). Grounded theorists use a combined inductive and deductive approach in

that data collection and analysis occur sirnultaneously, and the analysis drives further

clata collection (Chernitz & Swanson, 1986). In addition, the grounded theory rnethod

outlines specifìc techniques for sarnpling, data collection and analysis, which are

discussed on pages 47,49, and 54 respectively.

By using grounded theory rnethodolo gy, an understanding of the social,

psychological and structural processes that occur in the naturalistic setting rnay be

achieved (Polit & Hungler,1999). The fundarnental application of this rnethodology

therefore is to explore the basic social processes that are present within human
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interactions (Streubert & Carpenter, 1999). Within grounded theory, those who have

experienced the phenomenon of interest are seen as the experl rather than the researcher.

Individuals are believed to create and rnodify meaning in their actions and interactions

with others. The grounded theorist thus aims to uncover and explore the meanings that

construct the parlicipants' realities and the behaviours that stem from thern (Milliken &

Scdber, 2001). A rnodel is then developed that atternpts to capture the best explanation of

these actions sunounding a phenolnenon of study. Many of the philosophical

underpinnings of this rnethodology flow frorn the theoretical perspective frorn which

grounded theory has emerged frorn: synbolic interactionism.

Syrbolic interactionism "is both a theory about human behaviours and an

approach to inquiring about human conduct and group behaviours" (Annells, 1996, p.

380). Symbolic interactionism is thus a theory of human behaviour and focuses on the

meaning of events to individuals in everyday life. Herbert Mead (1934) advanced this

school of thought though it is his protégé, Herbert Blumer (1969) whom is credited with

the further elaboration and refinement of the theory. According to Blumer (1969),

synbolic interaction is based on three basic principles: I ) hurnan beings act toward things

on the basis of the tneanings that the things have for thern; 2) the meaning of such things

is derived from, or arises out of the social interaction that one has with one's fellows; and

3) rneanings are handled in and rnodified through an interpretive process used by the

person in dealing with the things he or she encounters" (p.2). In more sirnple tenns,

individuals are said to create meaning through their experiences and are believed to

behave and interact based on how they interpret (or give meaning) to specif,rc synbols in
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their lives. Syrnbols can be a range of things such as objects, language and non-verbal

expressions.

In detennining the applicability of using grounded theory methodology to guide

this study, one must first examine the purpose of using grounded theory. Grounded

theory is a method that allows for capturing the complexity of problerns and description

of everyday life (Corbin, I 986b). It is also a rnethod used to generate theory where no

theory exists. Indeed, an underlying assumption in using grounded theory to study a

phenomenon is that the concepts relevant to the phenomena are either poorly understood,

conceptually underdeveloped or have yet to be identifìed (Strauss & Corbin, 1998).

Based on this assessment, the use of the grounded theory method is most suited to this

study's purpose; the exploration of the factors that detemine quality end-of-life care

fi'orn the perspective of nurses working on rnedical units. It is also an appropriate method

considering the cornplexity of care for the dying and the fact that there is a paucity of

research examining nurses'perceptions of the processes inherent in delivering this care.

Moreover, the social processes present within care for the dying have not been

delineated. In addition, since the goal of this study was to identify process and contextual

variables, a qualitative design was most suited to meet these objectives (Strauss &

Corbin, 1998).

Study Setting

The study was conducted on four adult in-patient medical units at two university-

affìliated hospitals in Winnipeg, Manitoba. All units used in the study admit patients

whom display a wide array of rnedical conditions such as cancer, diabetes and heart

disease. These units adrnit patients agecl 18 years and older. All units within the study are
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considered to provide active treatment for acute and chronic conditions. Each of the four

units are designated clinical teaching units which irnplies that medical and nursing

students do clinical rotations on them. In addition, a house staff cornprised of attending

physicians, residents, and third and fourlh year rnedical students provide the rnedical staff

fbr the teaching units. Attending physicians rotate through the unit from every two weeks

to every four-six weeks at each hospital respectively. As well, residents stay on the units

for approxirnately four weeks at a tirne, while third and fourth year rnedicine students

stay fbr six weeks.

Hospital A is characterized as a low-palliative care resource hospital due to the

fact that there is no in-house palliative cale team only a palliative care Clinical Nulse

Specialist who is available for consultations. For the study, two rnedical units were

selected from this site. Frorn hospital A, Unit M has a 30 patient bed capacity and Unit N

a 23 patient bed capacity with each unit having a staff of 32 and 24 RN's respectively.

At the tirne of the study Unit M had 24 out of 30 beds open for admission and Unit N had

all23 open. The layout of Units M and N are highly sirnilar. Both units are entered off a

main hallway through double-doors. Once inside the unit, there is a long hallway with

patient rooms off to either side runs the length of the unit. These patient rooms are a mix

of four-bed, two-bed and isolation rooms. Each patient room is equipped with its own

bathroom. Linen carts line the hallway as do wall-mounted cabinets that hold the

patients' charls. Near the centre of the unit, a large reception desk is present. Behind the

desk on Unit N there were a srnall conference roorrì, rnedication room and supply room.

On Unit M, the conference room is slightly to the rìght of the desk with the medication

area behind the desk. On both units there are computers for nurses and physicians to use
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around the reception desk as well as some seating areas for charting. At the end of the

hallway on Unit N there is a rnediurn sized farnily area with a pay-phone and television

set. The unit manager's office is located near the end of each hallway on the respective

units. A different unit rnanager manages each unit. Each unit has a kitchen that is

equipped with a microwave, sink and refi'igerator near the reception desk area.

Hospital B is charactenzed as a high-palliative care resource hospital since it has

a l5 bed palliative care unit and in-house palliative care service that consists of palliative

care physicians, a Clinical Nurse Specialist and access to the pain ancl synptom

managelnent clinic. This service is available for consultations. Two units were selected at

hospital B, each with 30 patientbed capacities and staffs of 34 Registered Nurses

respectively. At the tirne of the study, Unit P had 26 beds open and Unit Q had 30. Both

the units have a sirnilar layout and are managed by the same unit manager. Each are

entered off a main hallway that runs the length of the unit. All the patient rooms are two-

bed rootns with a few isolation rooûrs which exit off the hallway. Each room is equipped

with a bathroom but the shower room is located rnid-hallway for each unit. At the end of

each hallway is a large open sitting area with couches. Each unit has a large reception

desk mid-hall with Unit P having some offices behind the desk. On Unit Q, the

rnedication rooln was located next to the desk whereas on Unit P it was located across the

hall. The conference rooln on Unit P was located next to the desk and on Unit Q it was

slightly behind the reception desk. Each unit was equipped with a srnall kitchen that had a

nricrowave, sink and refrigerator in them. Both units appeared cluttered, with supply and

linen carts lining the hallways.
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The following table illustrates the staffing and nurse patient ratio for each of the

study units respectively.

Pennission for access to each of the units was secured from the Health Sciences

Centre and the St. Boniface Research Access Committees. The investigator met with

each unit ûtanager to describe the purpose of the study and to obtain their consent for

conducting the study on the chosen units.

Sampling, Inclusion Critet"ia, and Reuuitnxent Procedut-es

This section will detail the sarnple recruited for the study, the inclusion criteria

and recruittnent procedures used to obtain the sarnple. The study participants were

selected through a theoretical, non-probability purposive sarnpling technique as requìred

by the grounded theory research. Theoretical sarnpling procedures ensured the inclusion

of participants with a diversity of experience in providing end-of-life cale on adult

medical units. This approach is appropriate since the purpose of grounded theory is to

examine and describe the tnany details of a phenornenon, and representativeness and

saturation of ernerging thernes and concepts are imporlant to the investigator (Lincoln &

Guba, 1985; Strauss & Corbin, 1998). Sarnpling and data collection occuned over a five-

month period.

Santple. A purposive sample of l0 registered nurses was recruited into the study.

Eight nurses worked at hospital A and two were fìorn hospital B. Each of the four units

Staffing (RN's) Nurse: Patient Ratio
Un t # ofBeds DuYt Evening Nir¡hts Days Evening Nishts

Hospital A Un tM 30 (6 closed) 5 4 5 l:6
Un tN 23 5 4 5 l:6

Hospital B Un tP 30 (4 closed) 5 4 5 l:8
Un to 30 6 6 4 4-6 l:8
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had representation from at least one nurse. Sarnple sizes of l0 to 20 are adequate for

qualitative work provided parlicipants are able to provide rich description of the

phenomena (Streuberl & Carpenter,1999). Unlike qualitative research approaches, the

goal of qualitative work is not generalizability. Inclusion criteria for the parlicipants

consisted of: i) being I 8 years of age or older; ii) being able to speak and read English;

iii) a willingness to parlicipate in the project; and iv) having worked a minimum of three

to six months on the designated unit. The rationale for selecting participants who had

worked for a period of three to six months was to ensure that the participants were

farniliar and comfoftable with the protocols and procedures of the unit.

Rea'uittnent procedut'e. The following procedures were used to secure the sarnple.

The Head Nurse/Unit Mangers of the selected adult medical units at both institutions

were contacted and with their agreement, arrangements were made for the researcher to

attend a stafïmeeting where a description of the proposed study was presented and nurses

were invited to participate. At the rneeting, it was explained that participation included an

interview and participant observation on their designated unit. Nurses were given the

option of opting out of the participant observation portion of the study. Nurses who were

interested in participating in the study filled out an infonnation sheet indicating their

interest, and provided the researcher with a date and tirne at which they could be

telephoned in order to make arrangements for a face-to-face interview (See Appendix B).

In order to avoid any feelings of coercion, staff were not given these infonnation sheets

directly by the investigator. Rather, they were asked to leave the fonn in a sealed

envelope and drop them into an envelope attached to a poster that was displayed in the

staff confèr'ence areas of the respective units. The foms were picked up after two-weeks.
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At hospital B, there was no response after the first meetings and it was suggested by the

unit manager that a second staff meeting be attended for each unit. The researcher

returned to the respective units of hospital B and fonns were picked up the week

following the presentation.

Anangetnents were made to set up a rnutually convenient date, time, and location

at which to meet to conduct an interview. Nurses agreeing to participate in the study were

provided with a written consent fonn to sign prior to the start of data collection (See

Appendix C) and completed a dernographic questionnaire (See Appendix D). Once the

interview was concluded and the nurse had indicated that they would be willing to

participate in the observation portion of the study, a rnutually convenient date was set to

conduct obseryation on the nurse's designated unit.

Data Collection

The data collection procedures used in this study will be described in this section.

Interviews made up the rnajority of the data collected by the investigator however, other

techniques consistent with the grounded theory approach were used to supplernent the

interview data. These inclucled participant observation of the nurses while working on

their designated units and infonnal interviewing of the nurses while they were working.

Inleniew,s

Conducting interviews with nurses was a key data collection method ernployed in

this study. The fonnat; semi-structured, open-ended and face-to-face allowed for the

collection of rich data by the investigator. Interuiews serve to clarify the rneanings

attributed by participants to specific situations and help the investigator understand

phenomena through the eyes of the participants (Hutchinson & Wilson, 2001 ). By using
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the semi-sttuctured fonnat, the focus is around a specific topic area but still allows for

flexibility of scope and depth of exploration. Using a face-to-face inter¿iew also allows

for the immediate clarification or expansion of the participants' thoughts as well as

allowing the investigator to gain an understanding of contextual, non-verbal cues such as

facial expressions and gestures.

As the fonnat of semi-structured interviews dictates, the topic of interest for'this

study (the provision of end-oÊlife care) was explored using sensitizing questions

developed from the ernpirical literature on end-of-life care and from the theoretical

perspectives taken in this study (See Appendix E). However, interviewing using the

grounded theory rnethod is a flexible, ernergent technique that aims to define and explore

processes that are relatively unknown (Channaz,2002). This irnplies that the intelview

questions will evolve over time as concepts become known and revisions are required to

hone in on specific areas that require further clarification. Overall however, the interview

questions included both open and closed ended questions. The interviews began with

"grand tour" questions (Wilson, 1989) to explore broadly nurses' experiences in

providing end-of-life care to dying patients on rnedical units. Probes were used to clarify

the meaning of responses and to pursue sensitively all topics until no additional

infonnation was elicited. Ultirnately, the interviews elicited infonnation that is central to

grounded theory studies such as dirnensions, phases, properties, strategies, consequences,

and contexts of behaviour (Hutchinson & Wilson,200l).

Each interview was tape-recorded and fìeld notes describing the contextual

information about the interview were kept by the researcher. Brief field notes were

written during the interview and were expanded on as soon after the interview as was
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possible. One interview per participant was conducted with four participants being

contacted by telephone to further explore and validate findings. Multiple interviews

increase the likelihood of discovering process and add to the depth and breadth of

analysis (Hutchinson & Wilson, 2001).

Participants were interviewed in a variety of locations: at their honre (n:2), at

their place of employnent in an ernpty patient roorrì or conference roorn (n :4) and at

the researcher's office (n :4). The interviews ranged froln 30 minutes to 2 hours in

length. One interview was conducted while the individual was working. Originally this

participant had thought she would be acting as the unit manager for the day and would

therefore be able to take time to conduct the interview. When the researcher arrived, she

notified me she had had to take a patient assignrnent due to a staff member calling in sick.

She stated she still wanted to conduct the interview that day. I as a researcher felt

conscious of taking the staff member away fi'om their job and thus was much rnore

conscious of tirne. This failed to allow for the deeper exploration of the topics and

resulted in only superfìcial exploration of rnany of the questions of the study.

Since frndings of this study related directly to the quality of the data generated

through the interview process, every attempt was made to ensure that effective

interviewing techniques were used including the provision of privacy and a quiet

environment, clarification of subjects' cornrnents, and a non-judgrnental response on the

parl of the researcher to the subjects' comments (Field & Morse, 1985). In addition, in

order to provide consistency in interr¡iew techniques, I reviewed previous interviews and

field notes to remind rnyself about which questions needed to be followed up on in the

next interview and which questions required modification.
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P arti c ipan t O bs etyation

Participant observation was conducted to "understand and describe the typical

social structure and observed patterns of behaviour in the environment" of the units from

which the sarnple was drawn (Hutchinson & Wilson ,2001, p. 215). The underlying

assumption of using field rnethods is that there is an "interconnectedness between the

environtnent in which phenomena occul'and how that phenornena is perceived and

experienced by those in the environrnent" (Davis, 1986, p.64). Therefore, in order to fully

understand phenomena and the meaning ascribed to it, one rnust study it in its natural

environment. Every effort was made by the investigator to arange times to conduct

obselvation on the study units that would capture the interactions between nurses and

dying patients and their families. Despite these efforts, unfortunately no observations

were conducted of these interactions. Therefore, the obsen¿ation in this study focused on

describing the context of the care environment rather than on the interactions of nurses in

caring for dying patients.

The literature identifies two types of parlicipant obseruation based on the amount

of participation engaged in by the researcher in the field (Davis, l936). Participation is

said to range frorn being a complete obseruer wherein no interaction with participants is

conducted, to one of cornplete participation where the investigator's role as researcher is

concealed frorn participants (Streubert & Carpenter,lggg).In this study, the type of

parlicipant observation engaged in by the investigator was that of observer as participant.

In this role, the investigator's rnain objective was to interview and observe as well as

interact with participants at strategic mornents (Davis, 1986). Strategic moments such as
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after a nurse had responded to a farnily member's request for information about their

loved one or after attencling patient rounds were observed.

Parlicipant observation activities generally involved meeting with the study nurse

at a predetennined tirne and date to be 'orientated to the unit'. During this tirne, the nurse

took rne on a tour of the unit. Most of rny observation time on the units started at 0830

hours and continued until noon. I returned to several units to observe on evening shift and

stayed on the unit from 1530 hours until 1900 hours. A total of l5 hours of observation

was conducted. During this tirne I basically shadowed the nurse and observed the flow of

the unit. No predetennined interview schedule was used in collecting observations during

this tirne. Because of this my initial observations were more general and unfocused with

future obseruations becorning more focused and selective in order to help confinn the

ernerging conceptual categories in the interview data.

Observational data was recorded on a small note pad brought into the field by the

investigator. Notations were made as soon as possible after a period of observation, either

in an area on the unit that was not obtrusive, such as an ernpty rootn. Often for brief

questions that were asked, I jotted down a few notes in the hallway. My notations tended

to contain key words or ideas to help the research construct a lnore detailed account at a

later time. Indeed, once in my car or at home, these notes were expanded on.

Data Management

The data that was generated from the interviews, field notes and dernographic

questionnaires were managed in the following lnanner. The audiocassette tapes used

during the interviews with participants were stored in their original case along with the

code number assigned to it and the date of the interview. Transcribed interviews were
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stored on the computer hard drive. A back-up copy of the data was kept on a floppy disk.

Two hard copies of interview transcripts of the tapes were printed: a working copy for

coding, and a clean copy. Each of the hard copies, the working and clean copy, were

kept in chronological order in a file folder. Field notes were also stored on the computer

hard drive with disc backup. Dernographic data were entered into a spreadsheet progr-am

and stored on the computer hard drive. All raw and coded data was kept in a locked

filling cabinet in the investigator's office. Consent fonns and were also kept in a fìle

folder and in a locked drawer separate from other data.

Data Analysis

All tape-recorded interviews were transcribed verbatirn. As data was collected

through interviews, participant observation and field notes, it was analyzed using the

constant comparative rnethod. The constant comparative rnethod is the "fundamental

metlrod of data analysis in gtounded-theory generation" (Hutchison & Wilson ,2001, p.

228). Using the constant comparative method of analysis requires the researcher to

compare incident with incident, and category with category in the data. The comparison

of incidents allows the investigator to define the basic properties of categories and the

contexts in which they occur. As categories are compared, the mutual exclusivity of the

categories can be detennined and relations among the categories can be clarified. The

writing of memos by the investigator allows for the capturing of ideas, the documentation

of recuning themes, and the keeping track of the anal¡ic process (Corbin, 1986a).

Memos assist the investigator in exarnining and exploring developing categories and the

relationships between thern.
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Analysis began after the transcription of the first interview and continued beyond

the interviewing phase of the study. Data analysis was an ongoing, iterative process

involving rnultiple readings of individual transcripts and comparisons between

transcripts. The analysis of the data proceeded through the stages of coding as described

by the grounded theory rnethod. Level I coding or open coding, aims to discover, nalne

and categorize phenornena (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). Level I codes are also known as

substantive codes because they codify the substance of the data and often the participants

own words are used as the codes (Streubert & Carpenter,1999). Data was initially

examined line by line to identify processes and conceptualize underlying patterns

(Streubert & Carpenter, 1999). In level II or axial coding, "researchers code the data,

compare them with other data, and assign the data to clusters or categories" (Streubert &

Catpenter, 1999,p.1l0). The underlying objective in axial coding is the creation of a

category and the conditions that sumound it. This is achieved by using a coding paradigrn

that illustrates the context in which the category occurs, the strategies in which it is

rnanaged, the intervening conditions influencing the strategies used, and the

consequences of those strategies (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). Level II codes rnay also

result from condensing level I codes (Hutchinson & Wilson ,2001). Differences in

incidents were also sought in order to assist in explaining the wide variation in the

phenomena. The last step in coding is known as Level III or selective coding. Selective

coding occurs at a higher level of abstraction than axial coding and develops theoretical

constructs. Theoretical constructs "conceptualizethe relation alnong the three levels of

codes" (Hutchinson & Wilson ,2001, p. 226). Selective coding involves the activities of

selecting the core category, relating it to other categories, validating established
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relationships, and cornplete categories that require refinement and development (Strauss

& Corbin, 1998). Categories were detennined as saturated when no new infonnation on

the category ernerged. Operational definitions were written for all rnajor categories.

Descriptive statistics were used to describe the sarnple in tenns of dernographic

characteristics (See Table 1, page 69).

Enstu'ing Rigor in Qualitatíve Research

Establishing reliability and validity are impoftant in ensuring the rigor of

qualitative research. However, these issues are not addressed in the satre lnanner as in

quantitative fonns of research. When addressing issues of rigor in qualitative research

one tencls to evaluate the researcher's attention to detail and whether the research

accurately represents the participants' experiences (Streubert and Carpenter, 1999).

Strauss and Corbin (1990) often refer to the 'fit, work and grab' of a theory to describe its

applicability. A quality grounded theory displays codes that fit the data and the context

fiorn which they are derived. A quality theory must work in that it explains behaviours

and interactions in the area of study. Finally a quality theory should grab the reader in

that it so well explains the ongoing social processes and possesses relevance to the

reader. Lincoln and Guba (1985) have also identified tenns that describe several criteria

on which to evaluate rigor of qualitative research. They include: (l) credibility; (2)

auditability; (3); confrnnability; and (4) transferability. Each of these areas will be

described and the strategies used by the investigator to improve the rigor of the curent

study will be depicted.
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Credibilin,

The criterion of credibility refers to the activities undertaken by the investigator to

increase the probability that credible frndings have been produced (Streubert and

Carpenter, 1999). One means to increase the credibility of the findings is through a

prolonged engagelnent either in the field or with the subject matter. For this study, the

investigator interviewed participants and conducted participant observation over a four

tnonth perìod and then spent fìve months analyzingthe data. The research design also

incotporated triangulation of rnultiple data collection methods such as participant

observation, written field notes, and fonnal and infonnal interviews in order to assist in

the description and exploration of the processes involved in care of the hospitalized dying

patient. This ensured that the identification of significant influencing factors in care for

the dying were not missed. In addition, by using an exhaustive process of obseruing,

discussing, questioning and validating, the trustworthiness of the study was increased.

An additional means of ensuring credibility is to have participants review the

findings of the study to see if they are true to their experiences. Lincoln and Guba (1985)

have coined this as 'rnetnber checks'. This was done with a two participants who were

contacted by telephone to clarify points in the ernerging theory. They validated the

reported findings as representative of their experiences caring for dying patients on

medical units. In addition, the process of debriefing with members of rny advisory

committee provided further opportunity for debate, refinement and approval of ernerging

conceptualizations and the overall theory.
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Auditabilitt,

The criteria of auditability refers to the lranner in which a researcher documents

the activities of the study over time so that another individual can trace and follow the

way in which the study has unfolded. This is also refened to as an audit trail and is

airned at clearly articulating the thought processes that lead to the researchers'

conclusions. In this study, the progress of the research along with any decision-rnaking

points was doculnented in the investigators fìeld notes. Decision rnaking related to issues

in the analysis of data was documented in the theoretical notes and mernos. The

investigator also made notes after rneetings with rnembers of her advisory committee in

which analytical discussions were made.

One criticism of groundecl theory is that even though an investigator rnay have a

strong audit trail, that does not guarantee that research fìndings can be replicated,

contributing to low reliability (Chenitz and Swanson, 1986). Rather than using such a

positivist approach to measuring reliability, a tnore appropriate test for reliability in

grounded theory is through the use of the theory and its applicability to sirnilar settings.

Overall however, issues of replicability are not paramount to the discussion on grounded

theory because the purpose of this methodology is to gain a new perspective on a given

phenomena (Hutchinson and Wilson,200l). Nevertheless, based upon the audit trail

generated by this investigator, other researchers following the audit trail, though they

may not reach the same conclusion as this researcher, should arrive at conclusions that

are sirnilar to those found in this original work.
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ConJìntmbili1t

This criteria refers to the extent that the theory generated by the study accurately

reflects the study participants' experiences and is not based upon the biases of the

investigator. A strategy used in this study was that the investigators' preconceptions

regarding the provision of end-of-life care on medical units were written down prior to

the study and later compared with the findings. This technique is often refened to as

bracketing. Bracketing is "the cognitive process of putting aside one's own beliefs, not

rnaking judgements about what one has obserued or heard, and rernaining open to data as

they are revealed" (Streubert and Carpenter,1999, p.2l). Also when coding the data, the

investigator took care to use the participants own words in generating rnajor categories.

Since naturalistic research recognizes the role and potential influence of the

investigator on the research process (Streubert & Carpenter,lggg), reflexive jounialing

was used to assist the investigator in rnaking a conscious effort to identify biases and

establish distance fi'om the data (Davis, 1986). Reflexive journaling was also used to

describe the investigators' responses to study participants, to discoveries made in the

data, and to the whole research process in general. Reflexive journal was also used as a

means for the investigator to explore her own thoughts, feelings and responses to the

subject matter. This helped to keep the investigator aware of how her subjectivity rnay be

shaping the inquiry and data analysis (Hutchinson and Wilson, 2001).

Trans.f'erabilitt,

The final criterion, transferability, refers to the 'fit' or meaningfulness of the

study frndings to different participants in sirnilar situations (Streubert and Carpenter,

1999). It has been noted that detennining transferability rests not with the investigator
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but with the potential users of the fìndings (Sandelowski, 1986). To this end, the

transferability of this study will be detennined by the responses from conference

attendees when the study f,rndings are presented. Preliminary fìndings have been shared

with colleagues who are both palliative care nurses and have experience working in

rnedical units. Their responses have indicated that the theory 'seeûts to fit'.

E th ical C ons ideration s

Prior to the initiation of data collection, pennission to conduct this study was

obtained from the Education/Nursing Research Ethics Board (ENREB) at the Univelsity

of Manitoba and the Access Cornrnittees of Health Sciences Centre and St. Boniface

General Hospital (See Appendix F). To ensure participant anonymity and confidentiality,

all tape-recorded inteliews, transcripts, field notes and dernographic fonns were

identified by code numbers only and locked in secure cabinets. Lists with the names of

infonnants used during the recruitrnent process were locked in a cabinet separate from

the data. All potential parlicipants received infonnation in writing outlining the nature of

the study and the confidentíality of their responses. A written consent (Appendix C) was

reviewed with participants prior to data collection and a copy of the consent was given to

the parlicipant. The voluntary nature of their participation in the study was reinforced.

Summary

This chapter outlined the rnethods and procedures used in conducting the study.

A description of the methodology, sarnpling, data collection and analysis techniques were

discussed. Also, the ethical considerations when conducting a study with hurnan subjects

were exalnined. The steps to ensure the scientific rigor or quality of the research were

presented. The following chapters detail the frndings of the study.
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CHAPTER FIVE: STUDY FINDINGS ..CREATING A HAVEN FOR SAFE

PASSAGE"

Introduction

An overuiew of the model that ernerged froni the data describing how nurses seek

to provide quality end-oÊlife care to dying hospitalized adults on medical units will be

presented in this chapter. Characteristics of the sarnple will also be described.

Subsequent chapters will provide a rnore thorough detailing of the components of the

rnodel.

Creating a Haven for Safe Passage: An Overview of the Model

Through the course of data collection and analysis it became evident that the basic

social problerl expedenced by nurses in this study was to provide high quality end-of-life

care on an acute medical unit. Even though nurses acknowledge that the care

environment and the treatment orientation of a rnedical unit is not ideal for palliating

dying patients, there is a real sense of commitment and personal investment into trying to

provide the highest quality of care possible. Nurses working on medical units recognize

that dying is a unique and special time, one that requires patients to be with their loved

ones in a quiet space. The basic social process (BSP) that captures the response of nurses

trying to address the identified problern was "creating a haven for safe passage".

"Creating a haven for safe passage" was the process that nurses engaged in to

ensure that they could deliver the level of care that they judged necessary and suitable for

a patient that was dying. When they were able to achieve this level of care, various

consequences ensued for nurses ir-rcluding: receiving recognition from families of a job

well-done; feeling satisfaction about the care they delivered; and feeling that the patient



had experienced a good death. Overall, achieving this level of care often ensured that

end-oÊlifè care was of high quality. An overuiew of the main components of the rnodel

presented below in Figure l.
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Overall, the attainment of high quality end-of-life care depends upon a successful

lane change froln an acute care focus to one of palliative or comfort care. Physicians,

nurses, patients and farnilies influence this transition. Nurses working within the care

context act as mediators and seek to guide the lane change by supporting, educating and

persuading patients, farnilies and physicians that the time rnay be appropriate to initiate a

lane change. A full lane change is evidenced by the acknowledgernent by the patient,

farnily, nurse and physician that the patient will not recover fi'om their illness and that

further active treatment airned at cure is futile. When a full lane change is achieved, a

care plan can be developed by nurses and physicians that reflects the values and goals

that nurses perceive to be congruent for a patient who is tenninally ill. Nurses also seek

to rlanipulate the care environment in order to achieve a care milieu they perceive as

conducive to the attainlnent of quality end-of-life care.

"Creating a haven for safe passage" encompasses several sub-processes that

nurses engage in including: i) facilitating and maintaining a lane change; ii) getting

what's needed; iii) being there; and iv) manipulating the care environrnent. These sub-

processes occur within a care context that often causes nurses to feel the sense of 'being

pulled in all directiens'. This care context creates rnultiple responsibilities and demands

on nurse's time and energy. When dernands are high, such as when an acute crisis is

occuring within a nurse's assignment on the care unit, a context is created wherein

nurses have little time to be with any of their other patients, including palliative care

patients and their farnilies. Little time translates into only basic, immecliate care needs

being rnet with no time for 'extras' such as providing education or psychosocial care. The
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strategy nurses use to manage a high care context is to rely on collegial support 'to get

thejob done'.

The sub-process of facilitating and maintaining a lane change involves multiple

players including nurses. Achieving this transition involves the acknowledgernent by

physicians, patients, their farnilies, and nurses that cure is no longer possible and that a

more suitable goal of care is necessary. Ultimately, changing lanes involves the

reahzation by all involved in the patient's care that death is the final outcome of the

patient's illness. Nurses use many strategies to influence changing lanes which include:

(i) acting as mediators between the patients, farnilies and physicians; (ii) cueing people

in; (iii) providing education to patients and families; (iv) advocating the discussion of call

status when the patient is admitted; (v) asking questions; (vi) being honest; and (vii)

perspective taking.

There are also the presence of factors that facilitate the nurse's ability to use those

strategies. Facilitators are factors or conditions that enable the various nursing strategies

to be enacted upon and carried out. The facilitators for facilitating and rnaintaining a lane

change are: (i) clinical evidence that the individual will not recover from his/her illness;

(ii) patient and farnily understanding of the disease process; (iii) patient ability to

parlicipate in the decision-making process about care; and (iv) patient and farnily

acknowledge that death is an irnrninent outcome of the present disease/illness.

However, there are a significant number of constraining conditions that must be

considered in trying to achieve and maintain a lane change. Constraints are factors that

irnpede the use of nursing strategies. The constraining factors for facilitating and

rnaintaining a lane change include: (i) the difficulty of prognostics; (ii) the age of the
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patient; (iii) the presence or absence of a unit philosophy regarding palliative care; (iv)

physician "waffling"; (v) physicians and delivering bad news; (vi) different professional

paradigns; (vii) patient and family denial or rnisunderstanding; (viii) patient and family

treatrnent expectations; (ix) maintaining hope for a cure, (x) patient and farnily

knowledge of palliative care; and (xi) farnily dynarnics.

Once a lane change is achieved and maintained, a care plan that meets the needs

of a palliative care patient can be established. Nurses use strategies such as directing care

through experience and assessment skills, being an advocate, and the use of collaborative

approaches to ensure that they 'get what's needed'. There are many facilitators that

assist nurses to ensure that they get what's needed which include: (a) confidence in their

ability and knowledge; (b) feeling autonomous and supported by nursing leadership; (c)

being comfortable with dying; (d) having rapport with physicians; (e) having supports

such as palliative care services available within the hospital; and (f) the existence of clear

and enduring lane change.

Many of the conditions that provide the context within which the development of

the care plan can be achieved are related to physician behaviours. For exarnple physicians

must have changed lanes successfully and must possess knowledge concerning palliative

care and appropriate synptorn management. Other constraining fàctors that rnay

influence whether nurses are successful in 'getting what's needed' exist and include

nurses' lack of fonnal palliative care education and not feeling they had any available

palliative care support. When nurses are unsuccessful in irnplernenting a plan of care that

reflects the needs of the palliative patient, nurses express frustration and feel that the care
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adequately control patient's symptorns.

The third sub-process of the model, 'being there', centres around the nursing care

delivered to fàmilies. Once nurses feel that patients are physically cornfortable, nurses

focus more on the care of the farnily because it is seen that they have done all they can

for the patient. "Being there" emphasizes the emotional component of care that nurses

provide to palliative care farnilies. The strategies that nurses ernploy to ensure they are

being there for the family include: (i) taking cues from farnilies; (ii) cornrnunication

strategies; (iii) using touch; (iv) accessing other seruices such as pastoral care; and (v)

providing culturally appropliate care. Nurses must be comfortable talking about death

and dying in order to use many of these strategies as well as have the presence of a

supportive farnily; one that is acknowledging that their loved one is dying. Being there

also focuses on the desire of nurses to be present throughout the dying process. This

often means that nurses wish to care for patients frorn the tirne they are recogni zed as a

palliative care patient until they have died. There are however, constraints that irnpeded

both being there for the farnily and being there till the end. These include the care

context, families in denial and the palliative care referral system. Nurses express

tremendous satisfaction when they are able to be there for families during this difficult

time.

The final sub-process, 'manipulating the care environment' involves nurses using

strategies to try and make the physical care envirorunent more comfortable and suitable

for dying patients and their families. Nurses displayed the actions and behaviours of
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reananging roolns, bending the rules, and doing the little extras to try and achieve

surrounding that are aesthetically pleasing, relaxing, and patient and farnily focused.

Though this rrodel has been explained in a linear fashion, there would appear to

be a significant amount of fluidity between and within the sub-processes. Within the

diagranr in figure l, this fluidity is represented by the zigzagging lines between the

circles. The concentric circles also illustrate that the nature of the relationships between

the sub-processes is one that builds and flows frorn the previous sub-process. Changing

lanes is centred within the circles since it is the attainrnent of this process that starts the

'rippling effect' outwards. However, the fluidity between the sub-processes can cause a

back-flow and retuming to a previous process. For example when working towards

changing lanes, the nurse and physician rnay have successfully negotiated the lane

change leading them to get what is needed. However the patient and farnily may not have

made this shift, thereby requiring the nurse to alter his/her rnethod of communicating and

interacting with the patient and fàrnily. This may result in an inability to rnanipulate the

care environment or fully be there for the farnily. This leads to fluctuation back and forth

between the sub-processes? as patients and families question the appropriateness of care

and strive towards changing lanes.

A cornprehensive explanation of each of the components of the model will be

detailed in the following chapters. These chapters will present data as it relates to: i) a

description ofeach ofthe sub-processes of"creating a haven for safe passage"; ii) the

strategies and behaviours associated with each sub-processes; and iii) the consequences

of these strategies. The influencing factors that either helped or hindered the use of the

strategies in each of the sub-processes will also be presented. Though it is artificial to
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separate each of the components of the rnodel due to the significant alnount of interplay

between each sub-process, this has been done for ease of understanding and reading.
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Characteristics of the Sarnple

Dernographic infonnation describing the study sarnple of health care providers is

presented in Table l.

Table l. DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE OF STUDY PARTICIPANTS (N:10)
Characteristics Nurses
Age

I 8-30 yrs

3l -50 yrs

5 l-65 yrs

Gender
Female

Level of Education
RN
BN

Years of Experience

l-5 yrs

6-9 yrs

l0-14 yrs

l5-20 yrs
>20 yrs

Length of Time on Study Unit
I -5 yrs

6-9 yrs

l0-14 yrs

I 5-20 yrs
>20 yrs

Work Status

FT
PT

Formal Palliative Care Education/Experience
yes

No

3 30%
2 20%

2 20%
t 10%

2 20%

r0 t00%

5 50%

2 20%
| 10%

t 10%

1 t0%

4 40%
4 40%
2 20%

s 50%

s 50%

I 90%
I t0%

6 60%
4 40%
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The flnal study sarnple consisted of l0 registered nurses working on one of four

medical units at two tertiary teaching hospitals in Winnipeg, Manitob a, Canada. Eight

nurses were recruited from hospital A and two fì'om hospital B. All ten nurses were

female. Four nurses were between l8-30, four between 3l-50 and two.were 5l and older.

The mean number of years working as an RN was I I .5, with a range frorn 2 years to 3 I

years. The average length of time working on the study unit was 7.3 years, with a range

from 2 to 2l years. Ninety percent of the nurses worked full-time. The sarnple was split

equally on education with 50o/o havins a Bachelor's degree in nursing and the other half a

nursing diplorna. The rnajority of nurses (60%) had some palliative care experience,

which ranged from fonnal education to attending palliative care conferences.

Description of the Care Context

The rnedical unit of an acute care hospital is a complex care environment. Nurses

working within this environrnent typically are caring for five to seven patients with

different illnesses and levels of acuity. This creates rnultiple levels of care needs, which

are based upon the acuity of the patient. For example, at one moment the nurse may be

preparing someone to go for surgery, the next minute they rnay be educating sotneone

about their rnedications, while also trying to prepare someone to be discharged home.

Within this rnix, nurses rnight also be charged with caring for a teminally ill patient who

requires a different level of care compared to an individual with an acute illness.

The care environment can therefore be classified as either being a low or a high

dernand context. When the context is low dernand and in a state of calm, nurses have time

for all their patients in order to address psychosocial concerns, spend tirne teaching and
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socializing with. Low demand context occurs when the unit is optimally staffed and

there is no acute crisis occuning. This is when the systern is in equilibrium.

'When the context is high demand and in a state of chaos, only irnrnediate

concerns are addressed. There is no time to spend on the 'extras' for any of their patients

and families not experiencing immediate concerrrs. High derrand context occurs when

there is high acuity of patients on the unit or within a nurse's assignment, when an acute

crisis such as a patient experiencing a myocardial infarction occurs or when the unit is

shorl-staffed and nurses have a higher patient load. As several nurses expressed:

...being spread thin when you're shorl-staffed, your patients that are palliative are
even less , not being seen even. Like they're even put off to the side even fftore.
Because now you've got 7 patients instead of 5 and those other patients are
usually acute, so you're dealing with stuff, waiting for tests, and if you have an
emergency, you're pretty much tied up in that rooln. So it definitely has an effect.
(lnterview #2)

I may be assigned to you but I also have four or five other patients that their
acuity rnay divert rne. It may refocus me and I rnay not have for you what you
need. (Interview #8)

You can't do it alone, because, you can't do everything for all your patients at all
times. And, of course, something's got to go, the bottorn falls out and you can
only do what is of highest priority. And in an acute care setting, I think often who
fälls down the cracks is the palliative care patient. Because when a code is
running or a near code, or someone is in flash puhnonary edema. You know
who's going to get it fyour attention], right? (lnterview #8)

When the context is high demand, one of the consequences nurses expressed is

they do not have the time to spend with their patients. The lack of time was expressed by

several nurses as having a rnajor irnpact on their ability to provide the care they wanted to

deliver:

The only thing, I think, sometimes does end up happening - and sometimes it's
not done personally, it's done lnore-or unintentionally-it's done more without
realising--, is not giving the palliative patient enough, enough time to spend with
them to help thern go through sorne of their grieving. (lnterview #3)
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Being so busy with acute patients, you really don't get the tirne to spend with the
fatnily and talk with them, and kind of do some teaching in tenns of what they
can expect. (lnterview #4)

It can be frustrating working in acute care because you don't really have that time
that dying patients really need to really provide the kind of care that I would like
to give. I think I'rn happy to some extent if I arn able to provide fsome care], but
I still feel that they get some what cheated on an acute floor. (lnterview #7)

Nurses see spending tirne with patients and families as being very imporlant to the

care they deliver. They express that not having enough tirne that irnpacts on their ability

to educate families and patients and to just provide the 'little extras' that are irnporlant.

As one nurse noted:

I find that in acute medicine, because you are so busy you don't always allow,
even for the srnall things like offering a cup of coffee or something that they need,
that kind of thing. They fthe farnily] need as much support in dealing with the
reality of the situation. (lnterview #7)

Not enough time can also have consequences for the development of connections

and rapport with patients and fàrnilies. Though nurses did express that the quantity of

time was not the sole influence on rapporl building, it did play a role. For example:

And then sometimes if you're really busy and you can't get in there to see the
patient as much as you do, then the family, the rapport is kind of hard to build,
when you're in and out kind of quick. (lnterview #2)

I think you have to have an intirnate relationship with the patient, in the real sense
of what intirnacy is about. I guess, when I talked about how much influence we
can ltave, you're right, it has to do with the relationship that you have with that
patient and you have to have time to build that relationship. And that can be a
problern in an acute setting because while you're trying to develop that kind of
relationship and the tirne. You know, often when you're trying to do that, you're
thinking, 'Okay. I've got like l5 minutes to get what I've got to get done, you
know, discharged and I've got a new adrnission coming in soon' and on and on
and on. All of that is going on. So you have to learn ways of sort of shortening the
path to getting close to the patient. (lnterview #5)

Because time is lirnited, nurses rnust make the most out of the tirne that is available. One
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nurse expressed that:

Time is a big thing.

Q: To have quality care you need to have time?
A: Yeah, you do. But the time - how can I say it? - the tirne can be managed well,
'cause, you know sometimes when you get the patients or farnily mernbers who
are always asking rnillions of questions often, I feel, because they doú't trust us.
so if I spend a lot of time in the beginning, of my three day shift, and they
gradually trust, then I've built up a relationship where they'll know I'm there.
(lnterview #5)

Rapport allows nurses the freedom of being 'ever present' and to care at a

distance. Caring at a distance evokes the irnage of the nurse standing in the door-way of

the patient's rooln, assessing the situation for immediate need but not getting involved in

any detailed discussion with the patient or farnily. This allows the nurse to maintain

contact with the patient and farnily and ensure that the physical needs of the patient are

met without getting involved in 'time consuming' psychosocial care.

By establishing a relationship, farnilies know even though the nurse cannot be

there all the time, they know they can count on them in their tirne of need. As a few

nurses stated:

So they do understand that you're busy and a lot of the tirne, the rapport is pretty
good and that makes it a lot easier to go in and say I'm going to be really busy
today, but I'm here for you (Interview #2)

Quality patient care is to give what that patient and farnily needs at that tirne. So
it is the ability to rapidly connect, rapidly gain trust of family/significant others, to
tnake them feel that you are for thern l00o/o, completely, even though you're not.
Because you can't be there all of the time. They have the confidence that when
they need you that I will be there. (lnterview #8)

One of the strategies used by nurses to try and compensate for a lack of time is by

relying on their colleagues to get the job done. Tearnwork was seen as being vital to

providing quality end-oÊlife care. What teamwork did was to allow the nurse caring for
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the dying patient, the freedorn to spend time with that patient and farnily and not woffy

about their other patients. Several nurses noted this:

I spent the whole morning in there with thern. And it was great, because my
colleagues kind of rallied around me, took rny patients for me and enabled rne to
spend sotne time with thern, 'cause they fthe farnily] really needed it. (Interview
#4)

Almost without fail, I think we consider ourselves a team. The nurnber of tirnes
people colne around and say "need a hand, you look like you are busy, what can I
do" or "what's going on". I tnean no one is caring for their gloup of patients
alone. And that's of course, as it should be. It doesn't always happen that way,
as I'ttt sure you're aware. But, right now I'd have to say, I feel good about our
team. If I arn in trouble all I have to say is, "agh", need help, then it's "what can I
do" so it's great. Wjth the acuity, with so much happening sometimes all at once,
you can't do it alone. Nursing was never intended to be done in isolation. Well,
not in the hospital anyways. You can't do it alone. And, I've witnessed wards,
I've seen wards in disarray, where there isn't that collegial team spirit and of
course, patient care suffers. (lnterview #8)

And usually there's enough of us on the unit that if someone is really busy there's
always somebody there that can step up, deal with the crisis and let the nurse deal
with the priority of that. Cause that's how the unit works as a team. So we use
our own professional ability to decide what's a priority and work together.
(lnterview #9)

Summary

The basic psychosocial problern identified in this study concemed the way in

which nurses seek to provide a high standard of care to patient dying on rnedical units.

The process that emerged frorn the data to address this issue was that of 'creating a haven

fbr safe passage'. A general oven¡iew of the model, its sub-processes, the strategies and

consequences has been provided. Dernographic characteristics of the sample were

descrjbed. The care context of the current study and the strategies ernployed by nurses to

overcorte a high care context were illustrated. Subsequent chapters will provide a lnore

in depth analysis of the components of the model.
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CHAPTER SIX: THE SUB-PROCESS OF FACILITATING AND

MAINTAINING A LANE CHANGE

The sub-process of facilitating and maintaining a lane change is a comerstone to

nurses being able to deliver quality end-of-life care. This sub-process focuses on the

recognition and acknowledgernent by physicians, nurses, the individual and their farnily

that the patient is dying. It reflects a shift in thinking away from acute treatment airned at

cure, to one that is focused on actively pursuing cornfort care. The sub-process of

changing lanes involves rnultiple players: patients, families, nurses, and physicians. Each

of these groups can affect whether the transition from active treatment to palliative care

occurs or not and whether that transition is smooth or burnpy.

Nurses ernploy rnultiple strategies to enable the process of changing lanes. These

include: (i) acting as rnediators between the patients, farnilies and physicians; (ii) cueing

people in; (iii) providing education to patients and farnilies; (iv) advocating the

discussion of call status when the patient is admitted; (v) asking questions; (vi) being

honest; and (vii) perspective taking.

Several facilitators to changing lanes exist and include: (i) clinical evidence that

the individual will not recover from his/her illness; (ii) patient and farnily understanding

of the disease process; (iii) patient ability to participate in the decision-rnaking process

about care; and (iv) patient and family acknowledge that death is an irnminent outcome of

the present disease/illness.

There are many constraints to changing lanes, which include: (i) the difficulty of

prognostics; (ii) the age of the patient; (iii) the presence or absence of a unit philosophy

regarding palliative care; (iv) physician waffling; (v) physicians and delivering bad news;
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(vi) different professional paradigns; (vii) patient and farnily denial or misunderstanding;

(viii) patient and farnily treattnent expectations; (ix) rnaintaining hope for a cure; (x)

patient and farnily knowledge of palliative care; and (xi) family dynarnics.

The positive consequences of achieving and maintaining a lane change are: (a) the

establishrnent of a care plan that leflects the values and needs of a palliative care patient;

(b) patients and families being able to make decisions together; and (c) facilitation of the

grieving process. When an appropriate care plan is in place, the achievernent of quality

end-of-life care is rnore likely. However, when a lane change is not achieved, negative

consequences result for nurses, patients, and farnilies. For nurses these include: (a)

feeling fìustrated and rnorally disturbed; (b) an inability to deliver an appropriate plan of

care; (c) an inability be honest and candid in conversation with patients and families; (d)

an inability to connect rneaningfully with patients and families; and (e) experiencing

expressions of patient and farnily anger regarding the standard of care being delivered.

Negative consequences for families include: (i) uncertainty and dissatisfaction with the

cale delivered; (ii) feelings of anger towards the health care team; (iii) feelings of loss of

control; and (iv) being forced to make decisions about care when the patient is no longer

competent. A final negative consequence that often occurs when a lane change is

facilitated is that patients are often taken off teaching seruices. Each of the strategies,

facilitators, constraints, and consequences will be discussed in detail in the following

sections. Table 2, which sumrnarizes these factors, can be found on page I 12.

Nursing Strategies

Nurses ernploy many different strategies to try and help patients, families,

physicians and their own colleagues rnake the transition from active treatment to
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palliative care. What charactenzes these strategies is a philosophical orientation to patient

care that recognizes the individual nature of the patient and incorporates farnilies into the

scope of care. Nurses recognize the challenge of rneeting the needs of patients and

families but reveal that their number one priority is to ensure that patients and their

farnilies are comfoftable and well supported.

Strategies that ernerged frorn this study include: (i) acting as rnediators between

patients, families and physicians; (ii) using influencing strategies; (iii) providing

education to patients and farnilies; (iv) advocating call status; (v) asking questions; (vi)

being honest; and (vii) perspective taking. Most of these strategies focus on supporting

the patient and farnily and responding to their needs for ìnfonnation. Educating farnilies

and patients can help overcorìe many of the misconceptions they may hold about what

constitutes care in a palliative care context. Clarifìcation of rnisperceptions in turn may

facilitate changing lanes.

Acting as Mediatot's

A strategy nurses used to help achieve lane changes was to act as a go-between or

rnediator between patients, families and physicians. The use of this strategy often arose

in response to patients complaining to nurses that they did not understand the information

regarding their diagnosis or treatment that the physician had provided to thern.

Sometimes it's more of a fìustration on where we're at in terms of the medical
plan, what they're doing and the patient they're the ones that cornplain to us about
all these things happening and then I'm having to argue with the doctor, this is
their problem and you need to address it. So, it's a lot of those kind of stressors.
(lnterview #9)

As a mediator, nurses would then have to then 'track down' the physician, clarify

the infonnation that had been delivered to the patient or farnily, and then relay that

infonnation back to them. As one nurse stated:
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Nurses are left to do a lot of the scut work in that a physician will corne into the
room for 5 tninutes and just soft of say their piece and that's it. And I find that a
lot of fàrnilies don't understand what's going on and really are lost and at times I
don't think it's my responsibility to tell sornebody that they've been newly
diagnosed with some sofi of cancer or whatever, but I find that there's a huge
responsibility and I don't think it's a wrong responsibility, but that nurses take it
upon thetnselves that they are there sort of to really nurse the whole farrily.
(lnterview #10)

By using the mediator strategy, nurses began to force physicians to think about

the appropriateness of the cunent plan of care by bringing the concerns of patients and

families to their attention.

Nurses are forced to harass and get thern (doctors) thinking about where are we
going with treatment, have we talked about what the patient wants. (lnterview #8)

Nurses would also ask patients before physicians came into their roorn if they

could be present when critical infomation was being relayed. In this manner, nurses

stated they could be more aware of the infonnation that had been delivered to the patient

and often their farnily. This allowed nurses a first hand account of the infonnation that

was provided to thern and allowed thern to act more effectively in the rnediator role.

But, I think it's our job to put your nose in there, butt in, and say, ... ask the
patient first 'The doctor's going to come and talk with your farnily ...' Or the
farnily ... if they want to talk withjr¿s/ the farnily, but one should ask 'Do you
want me present?' 'Would you like me to be there?' I think that's irnportant:
sirnply presence. But also then, you're kind of a go-betweelt, you know.
(lnterview #4)

Early involvement of farnily members was seen as irnportant by nurses in order to

help srnooth the lane change.

If solnebody has come in with a chronic problern and we all know that within a

short period of tirne that they're going to either be cured or not be cured, if they
[i.e. the farnily] are involved in the whole process, it seems to have a much easier
transition. (lnterview #3)

Nurses also advocate for using family conferences to lay all the issues on the table

to help facilitate a lane change.
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It is easier I think, when it's done with a family, in sort of a farnily meeting where
these are, you know, the whole issues are brought to hand and the patient's
involved and that patient is able to make a decision. (Interview #7)

Cueing People In

One of the strategies that nurses use to try and facilitate lane change is to 'cue

people in'. This strategy entails the pointing out to farnily members of the salient changes

in physical synptoms exhibited by the patient. By the use of this strategy, nurses can

gently point out evidence regarding the patient's physical status that is suggestive of the

need to lnove away from interventions aimed at cure to those airned at cornfoft care.

Farnilies we kind of gently try to say well, you know what? She's not having as
good a day as yesterday, she's sleepier. (lnterview #l)

Nurses often use their assessment skills to try and achieve lane change with

physicians. This often centres around cueing physicians into changes in patients physical

synptorns that possibly indicate a worsening condition and rnay warrant changing the

current plan ofcare.

Depending on the physician, it's an uphill battle. They will corte and look at thern
fthe patient] and then you rnight ask tell me what you see because this is not what
the patient looked like yesterday or this is definitely not what the patient looked
like this morning. Her breathing has changed, or they're unconscious, they're only
responsive to pain. We try to make our arguments about why we think they need
to be comfoft care only. (lnterview #l )

Providing Education

Providing education to patients and their family members is a major strategy that

nurses ernploy to facilitate changing lanes. Often this education centres on teaching

about disease processes and ensuring that patients and farnilies have a finn understanding

of the patient's cument situation and what to expect as the disease trajectory unfolds.

I give a lot of reassurance to the farnily. I try and be very good at explaining what
is happening, where we're at with sorne of the processes. Yeah, I think those are
the key things: a lot of talking, a lot of caring. (Interview #3)
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Nurses in this study indicated that the responsibility of providing education falls

on them because their physician colleagues are not particularly adept at delivering .bad

news' to patients and families. Several nurses stated:

I think if there is a lot of comrnunication and if there is any kind of understanding
with families, a lot of it cornes fì'om the nursing. Because we have, tirne and tirne
again, we have had farnilies say how they don't know anything from the
physician, or they don't know what is going on, they don't know what the plan of
care is, they are not always getting what they want. I mean there is a real need,
fanilies don't understand what's going to happen. I think our doctors try to
communicate, but I think there's just...there is a need. And I think the need is
bridged with the nurses and we're the ones who really end up explaining things
and trying to keep them infonned. (lntervi ew #7)

Nurses in the study provide much of the education to patients and families about

what is to be expected when changing lanes.

And then I think the other one that I try and encourage and I incorporate into rny
own practice is telling the farnilies what to expect; what is this going to look like;
what is going to happen. The first thing I try and do is I'll say to the families or
patients, do you have questions, or, this is what you are going to expect to happen.
And it's not a case of I have a big serninar or discussion, but I'll look for
sonrebody in the room that can liaise with everybody else and that infonnation
will be passed on. So that at least the word is out there, that they know what to
expect and that solnetimes it will be very peaceful and they'll just, the breathing
will just become slower and slower and slower and then they'll just stop
breathing. (lnterview # I 0)

By providing education around what palliative care is, nurses felt they were able

to dispel some of the rnyths held by patients and families and move them towards lane

changes.

It's again that you have to just teach them what palliative care lneans and it all
gets down to education and communication. For people don't know what it
lÎeans, but with, once you explain it to thern, and through the process they usually
pick up on it and know what it means. I had one lady, she wasn't rny patient and
her mom wasn't very comfoftable and she was getting very frustrated with the
situation ancl, uh, what was happening and, uh, I prornised her by the rnoming
tirne her mom would be cor-nfortable and I would do ever¡hing to. . ..and,
anyway, she was cornfortable and her rnorn died that day and it was a good
feeling knowing that her daughter didn't leave that process feeling fìustrated and
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that her lnom's needs weren't met. So, that was a good feeling. That her mom
died comfortably and they felt at peace with it. (lnterview #9)

Advocating Call Stans

One step in achieving lane change is the change in a patient's call status. This

irnplies that in an emergency situation, the patient would not be resuscitated if they have

changed lanes to being a palliative patient.

Sometitnes it's nursing that will push and say that you fphysicians] need to
address calls with this person because they are very sick and we're not rnaking
any headway and if they anest what's the plan? What are you doing for the¡r?
(lnterview #10)

When patients are admitted to medical units whom nurses perceive have the

potential to become palliative, nurses strongly advocate that call status should be

discussed witli patients at the tirne of admission, when they are aleft. In the follow-up

interviews with the nurse participants in this stucly, one nurse alluded to the fact that they

were trying to get the call status of patients to be added to the adrnission sheet used in

their hospital so that it would be addressed at the time of adrnission. One nurse also

stated:

My feelings about calls, it should happen when they walk in the door. It should be
a part of any history and physical. And the way things stand right now it's within
the medical regirne. It is not nursing who decides calls, no calls. I believe
doctors need to, rnedicine needs to acknowldege, that this is an irnportant aspect
of what you assess in the patient. Their feelings about what they want to happen
to their life. Ernpowering the patient to make that decision. Giving them the
infonnation they need to make a good decision. Doctors shouldn't be deciding,
patients should be deciding. (lnterview #8)

Nurses in the stucly saw achieving a change in call status as a significant event.

Tliat is, it signalled to thern that even though a patient rnay still be receiving active

treatment, there was some recognition by the health care team that the patient should be
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considered palliative. Advocating call status change was often difficult for nurses and

achieving the change in status was seen as having to occur at an appropriate tirne.

Hopefully if they have a good death I would want the person if they were being
convefted from like a level 2 to a level 4 to it happen at the appropiiate tirne.
(lnterview #l )

ln many of these cases, nurses themselves had already had conceptually changed

lanes; seeing the patient as lnore appropriately receiving palliative care. By advocating

f-or call status change, nurses were exefting solne control over a situation they felt should

be more forcefully addressed by physicians with patients and families.

Depending on who the attending is, they will not go and see the patient. We're
pushing physicians to change sornebody from a level 2 to a levei 3 to a level 4 and
even soûìetirnes just to a level 2. Because you know if that patient codes when
ICU comes down, they're gonna take one look at this patient and say he's not
resuscitatable, so forget it. (lnterview #l)

Asking Questions

The nurses in the study use asking questions as a strategy to establish what is

ktrown by patients and faurilies regarding their disease or cuffent illness. This provides

some groundwork and allows nurses to sense what patients and falnilies understand to be

going on with their illness. Several nurses expressed this:

To ask farnily how they fèel and to be infonned of why they are rnaking that
clecision. I guess, to talk to farnily, to be able to say, ,How do you feel ãbout
that?' and 'Are you comfbrtable with this decision?' 'Do you have any more
questiotts', to encourage questions, and making sure they understand what's being
done and why. (Interview #4)

Well, one of the things I've found valuable for rnyself is just to sort of ask thern
Ithe farnily] point blank 'From what the doctors have told you, what have you
heard? What do you think is going on here? ' so I can understand where they're
corning from. Because, we've all done it, I mean, you go to any lecture, a part of
it sticks quite well, the rest of it's sort ofjurnbled you know. So, that's one of the
things I've found beneficial is to find out right away what they know and what
they haven't been able to hear because it has been said. (rnterview #5)
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Once nurses are able to establish wliat patients and families know, asking

questions will then assist the nurse to raise issues around the appropriateness of exploring

the option of changing Ianes.

Perhaps it is the relationship that has developed with farnilies that you take the
tilne to sit down and talk to them and find out *hut it is they want. what do they
want for the patient and what does the patient want for themselves. And it doesn,t
have to be, let's talk about death, it cafjust be, you could be going to do
something ancl that patient says, "You know, I'm just fed up, Ï¡usiaon't want to
do anynore". And it can just be sornething that will open th" ãoor. (lnteruiew
#l 0)

And knowing when the time is right to say, I mean to advocate for this farnily or
patient where I need to broach the subject with the farnily and say, you know,
"What do think the end point is going to be; where do you want to see yourself;
do you want to go for another round of cherno; do youïant to go through further
testing"? (lnterview #10)

Being Honest

Being honest about the patient's illness and the likelihood of death was a strategy

fiequently employed by nurses. Nurses would explain the disease process and draw on

their past expetìetrce to illustrate to families ancl patients that changing lanes would be an

appropriate course to take.

And the other thing is I am very honest with patients and farnily. I always say, -when things are really unrealistic, and the faniily is totally unrealistic, and
everybody has been there and explained the situation-, I often say to ihe patients
and farnily, pafticularly to farnilies because it is often them, that iWe don,t want
to take away hope. Hope is an invaluable thing. You know, in the big scherne of
things, we know about this rnuch but we also know what this disease-can do to a
person. And so drawing on my own expedence and sharing that with them.
'These are some of the things that I have seen. This rnight not happen, but...'
That's what I tr.y and do. (lnterview #5)

Nurses also expressed that they would continue to reiterate what they knew about

the patient's illness and what they were doing to ensure comfoft in the hopes that a

fonnal Iane change could occul-.
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Perspective Talcing

Perspective taking involves the nurse getting farnily members thinking about the

level of care the patient would have desired. Perspective taking often occurs when the

lane change has been left until the patient is no longer able to cornrnunicate their wishes

because they have become comatose or cognitively irnpaired. Nurses use the strategy of

perspective taking to get families to think about what their loved one would have wanted

as a mechanism to facilitate changing lanes. Nurses say such things as ,your loved one

surely must have said what they would have wanted in this situation,.

V/hat I did in that case is, I did speak with the farnily - because I had a good
relationship with them - and said, 'Your mother at some time she must have
mentioned what she would not like to suffer. She must have, 'cause she had breast
cancer. So those are things that she would have thought about. What were her
thoughts? Do you think she would have wanted this situation?' (lnterview #4)

often nurses have to help farnilies make the hard decision to change lanes:

And it's often very hard for families. They want their loved one comfoftable but
they still want to talk to that person. So itls part of really educating the¡r and
saying, and I do say it, all depending on whère they arein their gri"ef, ,sometimes
we have to make a decision. What's really better, for them to bJasleep and
without pain or to be awake so you can talk with thern, but they're suifering? you
know, even that tone of voice helps them make that decision. (interview #5)

Facilitators

There are several facilitators to the strategies nurses ernploy to try and achieve

lane changes. These include: (i) clinical evidence that the individual will not recover froln

their illness; (ii) tlie patient and farnily have a clear understanding of the disease process;

(iii) the patient is able to parlicipate in the decision-rnaking process; and (iv) the patient

and family acknowledge that death is an imminent outcome. Each of these facilitators

will be discussed in detail below.
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Clinical Evidence that the Individttal vtill not Recover.fi.ont his/het. Illness

There are cases when nurses feel tliat changing lanes occurs rapidly and smoothly.

Often these are the cases when medical units rnay get transfers frorn the Emergency

Room (ER) where the patient rnay die within hours of their corning to the unit. In this

scenario, detennining that the patient is tenninal is clearer than someone with a chronic,

life-threatening illness. Nurses seem to feel that physicians are better able to switch gears

when the prognosis is dire. As one nurse noted:

But I find that sometitnes the ones that are rapidly happening, we get on them
faster because we realize what's going on. The ones that we are not quite sure
how long this is going to take, is it 6 months, is it a year, two years, three years,
whatever, I think there is the feeling we've got lots of tirne and tliey are going to
cure me. (lnterview #3)

When death is seen as imminent and inevitable, nurses noted that care was

directly focused on palliation:

ln rny experience, nursing is rnuch rnore willing to accept that the end result is
this person is going to die. And I think nursing advocates for palliating sornebody
a lot quicker than medicine, unless sornebody corres in with a huge bleed in their
head and they're, a brain stem bleed, and they're comatose and they're not
expected to live for 12 hours. Versus sornebodywho's been in and out of hospital
for years on end with, like a chronic lyrnphorna and, they've been quite sick and
then pulled through. I think it really depends on what is actually the cause versus
I guess sornebody who, the decision has already been rnade. Like it's defìnite that
this person will not sun¿ive this illness, versus well if we just push on and we try
this for a few more days or whatever the case may be then. If it's black and white
I think it's easier, but if it's, somewhere in between I think it's a lot more
difïcult. (lnterview # I 0)

When a lane change is presented as clearly the only option to pursue, nurses

indicate that often that transition is rnade more srnoothly.

We've been very good in our unit with being able to transition from an acute care
type of setting and acute-care for the patient and transitioning right over to the
palliative once the patient is deerned unable to recover. (lnterview #3)
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Patient and/ot. Fantiltt (Jndet.standing o.f'the Disease process

When patients and their loved ones have a clear understanding of the nature of

their illness and that the end result of their disease rnay be death, nurses express that

changing lanes occul's much more swiftly and srnoothly. Often because of their rnore

intilnate understanding of, and experience with their illness, patients have thought about

the type of care they would or would not want. For example:

I recall one fellow who had an incredibly supporlive farnily, a very
knowleclgeable patient, with chronic lynphocytic leukernia. He was diagnosed 20
years ago, so it's not something that all of a sudden diagnosed today and you're
going to die tomomow. And it just flowed so nicely, there were no obstacles,
there was no push, the patient, sort of knew what he wanted and he knew that with
this acLnission this was going to be it and not necessarily it, but that there was a
huge possibility that this would be it. That his cancer wouldn't respond and the
family just were very welcorning and it wasn't stressful it was very peaceful. I
just clon't remember any hang-ups. It was just nice and he was cornfortable and it
was just good. (lnterview #10)

Patient Abilin, tu Participating in Decision-Malcing about Cat-e

The decision is made to change lanes while the patient is still capable of providing

input greatly facilitates the process, according to nurses. one nurse expressed:

When we went to discuss it, they said, 'We talked about this over the last year
when I was sick. We decided that if it ever came to this again, we wouldn't want
it.' And they had everything just laid out. They knew. They felt cornfortable with
the decision. The wife didn't have to make the decision. The patient was aleft.
(lnterview #2)

Palient and Fanú|1¡ Aclcnowledgntent that Death is an Inuninent Outcome

Nurses recognize that achieving a sense of acceptance towards the imrninence of

death is diffìcult for families and requires tirne.

If they're supportive they've usually accepted that cleath is at least a possibility.
Maybe not imrninently, but they're not going to fully recover from their ailment.
(lnterview #l)
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What nurses see as facilitating changing lanes is not so much an acceptance but

rather an acknowledgment that death will be the end result of their illness and that there is

some level of support towards rnaking the patient cornfortable. This was expressed by

two nurses:

...that the farnily's at least acknowledging that their loved one is gonna pass
away.l'tn not saying accept it because it's hard to accept, it takes tirne. (Interview
#t)

I think in a lot of ways having a supportive farnily not necessarily all agreeing
with what's happening, defìnitely that makes the process a lot easier. (Interview
#10)

Constraints

There are many constraints to changing lanes, which include: (i) the difficulty of

progrostics; (ii) the age of the patient; (iii) the presence or absence of a unit philosophy

of palliative care; (iv) physician waffling; (v) physicians and delivering bad news; (vi)

different profèssional paradigrns; (vii) patient and farnily denial or misunderstanding;

(viii) patient and farnily treattnent expectations; (ix) rnaintaining hope for a cure; (x)

patient and farnily knowleclge of palliative care; and (xi) farnily dynarnics.

Prognostics

Prognostics, by definition, are concemed with pledicting the likely course of an

illness. When examined within the context of changing lanes, the issues surrounding

ptognostics stem from the fact that detennining the trajectory of an individual's illness is

an inaccurate science. Individuals with sirnilar diseases may have very different

prognoses based upon a rnultitude of diverse inherent characteristics. This poses a

challenge to physicians since it limits their ability to accurately predict how a patient rnay

respond to a specific illness. What cornplicates matters further is that the nature of

chronic illness is episodic, characterizedby acute flare-ups and periods of remissions.
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Frorn this standpoint, physicians rnay be reluctant to tenninate active treatment and

pursue a plan of care that is more focused on comfoft care since this 'rnay not be the

end'. Patients and falnilies also may express similar feelings since they rnay have gone

thlough the "final clays" multiple times before in previous admissions. This restricts

changing lanes by creating a sense of hesitancy in discontinuing active treatment for a

rnore palliative approach. Nurses expressed the perceived inability of physicians to

'switch gears':

...he was sort of in a lirnbo state. He was no code blue but he was also still being
treated to a ceftain extent. And I think the docs were sort of having clifÏculty
trying to distinguish where to draw a line. (Interview #3)

Oncology they want to offer all. And that's good but sornetimes they need to
recognize when it's over too. I've witnessed chemotherapy to someone who
would be better served if we'd said, now it's time. Because they die during
chemotherapy. What are we doing, giving chernotherapy to someone who is
dying, who we could rnaybe better help thern accept theil death, help farnily see a
cornfortable death rather than one rife with all of the syrrptomatology that
sunounds sotne of these high powered chernotherapy agents. I have to sometimes
question their offèring it, because, when you offer someone this, I don't think
most of them would refuse. To refuse says you're giving up and that is the wrong
way of looking at it. It's not giving up, it's acceptance that this is now rny tirne
and now what can I do to tie up loose ends. It's okay to refuse treatment but we're
not there yet. I watch my co-workers, I watcli the doctors when a patient says no,
there's anger at a patient who says no. (lnterview #8)

The diffìculty often stems from not knowing what stage of their illness the patient

rnay be in.

The difficulty is knowing at what phase of their illness trajectory they're at.
Sotletimes it's not an easy task to be able to detennine that. (lnterview #3)

Pa[ient Age

Changing lanes can also be afÏected by the age of the patient. It seems that the

younger patients are seen to be 'harder' to care for because ofthe fact that they are
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young. This makes the lane change from acute treatment to palliation extremely difficult

for farnilies and health care providers. This was captured by one nurse:

This was a very young worÌ1an with lung CA in her 40's and a teenage son, 17.
The son was very quiet ... and the daughter. But this farnily was ... they wanted
everything done. The husband was ready to fight, and I mean, rightfully so: she's
so young. But she had advanced ... she had stage IV flung cancer]. (lnterview #4)

Often when patients are younger, nurses expressed it was difficult to let go and

make the transition to a rnore palliative approach. Nurses appear to justify their greater

feelings of sadness when a younger individual died by the fact that they had not lived a

full lifè. This was expressed by several nurses:

It's hard sometitnes, especially when they're young. Especially when they have
kids, and it hits you as a parent. But I'm sure for the elderly it's not as bad, 'cause,
as they say, they had a good tirne in their lives and had accomplished so many
things. (lnterview #6)

What we are having to rnaybe deal with more and more and I can see it happening
lnore and trìore, is we are getting a lot of young people die. With AIDS ancl I
think that provides a dirnension that makes it perhaps a little bit harder. I think
because, when one dies younger it rnay be perceived that they, they didn't get a
chance to do all they wanted. When sorneone dies there's less of a feeling of
acceptance frorn farnily. There's less closure perhaps. There is an elernent of
blalne that perhaps isn't quite so rnuch when you're 82 and now your kidneys
aren't working anylrore. (lnterview #8)

It depends on the situation but usually you tend to feel more sad for the younger
people than the olcler people. That's just, I guess the natural....like the child, the
child that dies over solneone who's 80. It's just natural... human nature.
(lnterview #9)

When the patient is younger, nurses expressed that they pushed for a lane change

quicker so that farnily could begin to say good-byes and resolve any issues.

I feel rnore of urgency to have farnily come to acceptance sooner, or have more
tirne. (lnterview #8)

Presence or Absence of a Unit Philosophl, Regarding Palliative Care

The philosophy of palliative care encolrpasses ideas surrounding what type of
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care is appropriate for a patient that is deemed at the end-oÊlife. When rnultiple

philosophies or no philosophy of palliative care exist within a medical unit, confusion

around the appropriate actions to take can occur. In this sense, units may have many

different icleals of palliative care in operation within the unit depending upon the

attending physician at that tirne. Since most medical units have attending physicians that

rotate every four to six weeks, nurses may have to adapt their strategies depending upon

the group of physicians on the unit. Since no unit included in this study had an oveft,

observable philosophy of palliative care, there was consistency in how it was defined and

hence operationalized in practice. Ultirnately, a reliance on acutç active treatment airned

at cure predorninated.

Nurses express that many of the physicians they interact with appear to hold a

philosophy of palliative care that is seen as cornfort care only, resulting in syrnptorns not

being rnanaged. For exarnple:

There is an issue though between what everyone's beliefs are on palliative care or
comfort care. To lne if soûleone is having symptoms, they're uncornfoftable,
some woulcl say just give thern morphine, oxygen, let them go and I say this lady
needs Lasix, and sorneone said'that's not comfod care'and I'd say'yes it is.'
And I had a disagreernent with the doctor, trying to explain that comfort care ìs
synptom management as well, you need to treat the symptom. That's another
thing that's hard, everyone's got different views. (Interview #2)

When there is no shared philosophy of palliative care, nurses expressed that it was

difficult to provide end-of-life care. This is often because there is no consensus

conceming the appropriate level of care for a palliative patient. One nurse stated:

But what does 'comfort care' mean? Does it lnean we have a rnorphine sage?
Does it lnean there's no blood work? There's no vital signs being done? There's
no kind of invasive procedures? And sometimes when one resident will order,
'comfoft care', they're still doing blood-work and we're still checking accu-
checks. (lnterview #4)
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Phltsis¡sr "Wa.ffling"

Waffling irnplies the wavering back and forth on irnportant decisions. The

inability of physicians to 'get off the fence' and make decisions regarding the termination

of active treatment is seen by nurses as a major barriel to their ability to deliver quality

end-of-life care. This reluctance to make decisions stems from many of the issues

discussed in the previous section: the difficulty of accurately predicting illness

trajectories. Tliough nurses agree that it is difficult to make these decisions, they express

a lack of direction and leadership fiorn physicians in this area. Nurses in the study often

perceived that physicians may advocate for a lane change but then not provide the care

required to meet the needs of a palliative patient inherent in such a change.

...or that house staff is aware that somebody's becorne unresponsive and they're
just going to continue with light supportive care, but nothing too aggressive and
you go in the room and the patient is 'Cheyne Stoking' and is fìlling up with fluid
and he's very uncolnfbrtable and the farnily are watching this patient in such
distress and it's like this doesn't have to happen. So whether that's a lack of
understanding or a lack of experience, I don't know. I mean there have been
situations [like that]. Or even just a fight to get somebody to that point where
they should be palliated. And sometimes we'll talk to the house staff and that's it.
Or, we'll talk to an attending physician on nuûrerous occasions and they will sit
on the fence because they know that they are frnished on Friday and they don't
want to address call status for this patient, or what the next step is. And then it
will take a crisis or a breaking point to then say, okay, are we intubating this
patient, or are we palliating this patient or, whatever the case may be. (lnterview
#10)

Another prominent area of physician wafÍling concerns the issue of call status.

That is deciding whether someone should receive CPR and be resuscitated in the event of

acardiac anest. Several nurses discussed this:

I had a patient who was quite young and she was going to die frorn her disease.
Now she wasn't my patient, but I was in charge that day and basically she wasn't
doing very well. Was on a lot of oxygen and needing a lot of things. It was
happening very acutely and she hadn't even been deemed palliative care and then
our fiustration came out when she was still on full codes. And the physician had
coÍìe down to say, and basically said that there was nothing he could do for her
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but he's left the decision with her whether she wants to be resuscitated. He
apparently had gone and talked to her but he was leaving it up to the patient to
make this decision. Yet, this patient was really deteriorating and she was going to
be needing an ICU bed and ICU had corne down, and said she is not a candidate
for our unit. She is palliative and she is dying. But the doctor still hadn't written
a note. (lnterview #9)

However, nurses perceive physicians to be reluctant to speak with patients about

rnaking these types of decisions. Often nurses stated that physicians may offer more

active, curative oriented treatrnent options rather than changing lanes to a more palliative

treatment focus to patients and falnilies.

I had a patient die who was still on calls, needed to be off calls, needed to be
palliative, farnily in denial. Doctors not wanting to go there because they wanted
to offer one rnore thing. Again some doctors just can't accept tliat the patient will
die. I guess it's failure. So, lousy, really lousy. (lnterview #8)

Nurses in the study often felt that oncologist were the rnost reluctant to change

lanes, often offering more curative focused chemotherapy to patients nurses felt should

be palliative.

Oncology they want to offer all. And that's good but sometimes they need to
recognize when it's over too. I've witnessed chemotherapy to someone who
would be better seled if we'd said, now it's tirne. Because they die during
chemotherapy. What are we doing, giving chemotherapy to sorneone who is
dying, who we could maybe better help them accept their death, help family see a
comfortable death rather than one rift with all of the syrnptomatology that
sumounds sotne of these high powered chernotherapy agents. I have to sometimes
question their offering it, because, when you offer sorneone this, I don't think
most of them would refuse. To refuse says you're giving up and that is the wrong
way of looking at it. lt's not giving up, it's acceptance that this is now rny time
and now what can I do to tie up loose ends. It's okay to refuse treatment but we're
not there yet. I watch my co-workers, I watch the doctors when a patient says no,
there's anger at a patient who says no. (lnterview #8)

Another situation that some nurses described as placing undue stress on farnilies

was that sorne physicians would make the decision to terminate curative oriented

treatment and pursue a rnore palliative approach without farnily input. For example:
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I guess another tir¡e when they were transferred down fiom the unit, and I guess it
was just the exact opposite. He was taken off codes up there. Doctors agreed
when he came to the ward [he was to be comforl care only], but the farnily wasn't
notified. It was a medical decision. Service just didn't seem to be bothered, that
maybe it was irnportant to discuss with farnily that a life choice decision was
being made by them. And they [physicians] can do that but ethically, it would be
nice to involve farnily and kind of explain why they want to make that decision.
So just fi'om there, it was a rocky starl. Really, they weren't ready to rnake that
decision, I think, and having it rnade for them was very difficult. (lnterview #4)

Though these situations did occur, nurses were quick to point out that they tended

to be isolated incidents. The majority of the time the decision to tenninate treatlnent is

done in consultation with the farnily when the patient is no longer able to participate in

treatlnent decision-rnaking. Most often the decision to tenninate treatment wíthout input

fi'om the patient or farnily is done for dialysis patients where the decision to withdraw

dialysis is made or in the case of extrerne illness when the intensive care physician has

been consulted and they deern the patient un-recoverable. Nurses in the follow-up

interviews expressed that in these situations, the decision to tenninate treatment did not

colre 'out of the blue' but rather far¡ilies and patients were fully aware of the dire nature

of the situation.

Physicians were sornetirnes perceived to make treatment decisions for patients

when they did not consider patient generated advance health care directives. Nurses did

express that these were often isolated incidents and that the presence of advance

directives was still a rarity. However, one nurse described how great it was to have

advance directive, which outlined the care desired by the patient only to have it

overridden by the attending physician:

Sorne patients now have this ple-arranged advanced directive, which helps us. But
then in the advanced directive, there are solne notes as well that just specify
things that are to be done which helps the nurses and the doctors. So at least we
know what to do. It's a lot better when we're infonned. You know, you can talk
to thern; they can decide by thernselves whatever, they want. Some of them, even
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though they know they are dying, they still want things to be done. That's hard,
you know. But it's their choice. So we have to go by it. But then at the last
tninute, some of the doctors will say it is a medical decision and so they'll
override the advance directives. (lnterview #6)

One nurse clarified this situation by stating that often if advance directives were

over-ridden, it was done because farnily members may have objected to its contents.

Physicians and Giving Bad Netvs

A constraint to achieving lane change that nurses identified was that often they

perceived that physicians did not want to give patients' a bad prognosis or deliver 'bad

news'. This was often rnanifèsted when physicians wanted to first confin¡ 'their

hunches' about the diagnosis by doing more tests. What nurses perceived to result from

this practice was withholding of infonnation and not offering full disclosure.

Another thing that I do see with these inexperienced doctors is the need to not tell
thern fthe patient or farnily] anything until they are absolutely sure. Do a lot of
diagnostics, they know they're checking for cancer, but we don't want to tell the
patient yet. You are testing, when you send something off for tumor cells, you are
checking for cancer. And there must be sornething that tells you that it rnight be
happening. I think patients, I think people need to know what it is you're
suspecting. (lnterview #8)

When physicians did not deliver full disclosure of infonnation, solne nurses felt

placed in an awkward situation:

I think there is ntiscommunication sometimes or the physician will corne in and
they will say nothing about death. And then you're in there and you're saying,
"Hi, I'tn the nurse of death"! You know what I mean, like you get very conflicted
stodes. So sometinles you jurnp with both feet and you think, Oh rny God, what
have I done. But I don't think you ever put yourself in a situation that you can't
really get out of. I don't think it hurts to talk about the issue. I think it's all in your
approach. (lnterview # I 0)

Nurses often perceived that physicians avoided patients when tough decisions

about rnaking a lane change were needed and in a sense, these patients 'were put on the

back-bumer'.
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I found I was angry and I was frustrated with the way she was just soft of thrown
soft of on the back bumer and how you see that a lot. You see that a lot in
rnedicine and it is really hard to deal with that. I think they got cheated.
(Interview #7)

When physicians fail to fully disclose their pulpose and reasons for further

diagnostic testing, nurses perceive that the ability to facilitate a lane change is harnpered

by not giving patients or families the time to process the infonnation.

Q: So you are find that there is withholding of infonnation until the last minute
which effects then decision-rnaking?

A: It affècts so much. It's time to get used to the idea and they fool themselves.
I think rnost people colre in and a lot of thert are worried that that is exactly what
they have (i.e. cancer). So the longer we don't talk about it, or raise it as a
possibility, you're pushing it down, r'ather than bringing it up and examining it out
in tl-re open. Why are we afraid to talk about it? What's so wrong with having
checked for it and not found it. Not that you want to depress people ancl make
them overwhehned with that, but, these are the possibilities. Why can't we be
honest about this is what we are checking for? (Interview #8)

D ifJère nÍ P ro.fes s io rt a I P arad ignts

Another constraint that mitigates against changìng lanes is different professional

paradigrns. A paradigm is defined as the governing model or philosophical orientation of

the profession. This constraint refers to the fact that nursing and medicine deliver care

based on different philosophical orientations. Nursing has traditionally delivered care

that is based on a holistic model, one that views the entire patient and their farnily as the

scope of care. Medicine on the other hand, is viewed by nurses as focusing solely on the

presenting illness. This orientation gives nurses the perception that rnedicine is only

concemed about curing illness and is unable to change lanes when cure is no longer the

appropriate focus of care. For example one nurse expressed:

If this would rub off on some of the attendings that we have trouble with, life
would be better. I don't know if it's because they're internal rnedicine and they
think I'm gonna cure this person, that they're not as readily acceptable to
changing things, I don't know. (lnterview #l)
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This difïerence in philosophical orientations also leads nurses to perceive that a

gap exists between nurses and physicians.

I think a lot of times there's a huge struggle in getting that person to be palliative
and I f,rnd there's a big division between medicine and nursing. Big time.

Q: So there is a real struggle in rnaking that transítion tiorn seeing a person as
curative to palliative?

A: I think so, and I think nursing is in rny experience, nursing is rnuch more
willing to accept that the end result is, this person is going to die and I think
nursing advocates for palliating sornebody a lot quicker than medicine. (lnterview
#r 0)

There was also the general perception that the philosophical orientation of a

hospital was fiìore geared towards cure than care. Because of this orientation, advocating

fòr changing lanes can be perceived by nurses as being extremely difficult.

I guess one of the rnore difficult aspects of that is that, this being a teaching
hospital, and using the rnedical model of 'we can treat and fix everything' and
expect that nobody dies. (lnterview #5)

Denia I ot' M isundet's tand ing

Issues around the acceptance or denial of the inevitability of death by patients and

families have a significant irnpact on nurses perceived ability to provide quality end-oÊ

life care. Denial and acceptance in themselves are also exacerbated by the care

expectations and knowledge of palliative care espoused by patients and their loved ones.

Acceptance, as derived from the conversations with nulses, is the acknowledgement that

acute active treatr¡ent is no longer effective or the most appropriate option for the patient.

It requires that farnilies and patients see that they are not going to get better and begins

the process of 'letting go'. It is accepting that death is a real possible end result of their

illness.

When nurses in this study perceived patients or farnilies having a 'hard time
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letting go', they characterized it as denial. As several nurses expressed:

I couldn't believe that she was, she just was so much in denial, the patient hirnself
wanted to be resuscitated. It was, it was areally bad situation, where it had been
discussed with the oncologist. He had tried to tell them that he was dying, and
they just couldn't accept it. That was really hard." (lnterview #2)

"...except the wife had a whole lot of denial. It was very difficult to get through
to her until rnaybe the last few hours of his life; she finally did understand that
things weren't going to get better. I think in all the death experiences I've had,
that was probably the most emotional for rne, because I could see the hght in her,
wanting to prolong his life. But by the same token, the battle she was having with
it, deciding that, yes, it was inevitable, he had no life to live-no good life to
continue to live."(lnterview #3)

Denial often manifest as a farnily member 'bargaining time', expressing anger or

questioning care. Often nurses see that denial rnay develop because of

misunderstandings around the objectives of care.

Maitúaining Hope.for a Cw'e

One of the constraints to achieving lane changes is that often nurses perceived

that patients and families felt they would be giving up hope if they adrnitted that

treatment was no longer effective. Most nurses expressed that a sense of hope was

closely tied to the patient's continued reception of active treatment ailned at cure. Once

active treatment was discontinued, hope was seen to be taken away.

I think we could have rnaybe progressed faster had their been more disclosure in
the beginning. This guy was a very powerful person. They were afraid to talk
about dying, because we could never give up. And that is soft of a bad way to say
it but that's how they looked at it. Right? If you're thinking about giving up that
lreans that there's failure and that's the wrong way to look at that when you're
89. (lnterview #8)

Nurses within this situation recognized that patients and their families often were

defining hope within the namow confines of disease response. However, not only do

nurses perceive patients and farnilies as feeling like they are giving up hope when active

treatment is discontinued, often the health care team that rnay express sirnilar views.
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I think, maybe it takes us a while [to change focus from cure to palliative]. We're
so kind of geared towards, 'What are we doing fol this patient? What's the plan?'
But I think we do it well. I think we try and provide it all. (lnterview #2)

Tt'eatnt en t ExpecIat io ns

One of the major factors that can help or hinder changing lanes is patient and

farnily expectations around care. Nurses perceive that patients and their farnilies often

have unrealistic expectations of rnedical care such as their being a treatlnent f-or every

disease. Nurses expressed that often more treatlnent is wanted in order to try and prevent

death. As one nurse noted:

But I think some of the issues are the farnily's unreasonable or expectations in
tenns of what we can do to intervene to prevent death. we can't, you know
prevent death. (lnterview #5)

It seems that nurses perceive the general public as having a lack of understanding

around the lirnitations of medical care. This was noted by two nurses as having a great

irnpact on them:

I guess some of the outside influences were, not the patients themselves, but often
the family and their expectations. Cerlainly people have become much better fin
their] understanding of the health care, asking questions, less accepting ofjust
whatever we say as gospel truth. And that's a good thing, but they also watch a lot
of TV, and as I often say to people, 'Well, great. E.R. [ed. the television prograrn]
can adrnit you, diagnose you, treat you, and discharge you, cured, in an hour.' So,
that sometimes is an issue; unreal expectations. (Interview #5)

I think in some situations patients just don't understand and don't take care of
themselves or, want everything done under the sun for them but they haven't
taken the tirne to take care of themselves. And we're not miracle workers. So
there's a lot of rnisconception, there's a very high expectation placed upon us
that's not very realistic. (lnterview # I 0)

Patient and Famill, Knowledge of Palliative Care

A lack of knowledge of what constitutes palliative care is also a barier that feeds

into issues of denial and acceptance. Nurses expressed that there are many

misconceptions concerning palliative care and the 'no code' status that need to be
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addressed not only with hospitalized patients but also with the general population. This

tnisconception concerns the commonly held assumption that when you are dying nothing

lllore can be done for you and you will experience severe pain and suffering. As several

nurses noted:

I think there is room for tretnendous education. People have emoneous
expectations of what CPR is. Or no 99's or no codes, DNR, whatever you want to
call it. People need to be aware. It doesn't mean we are not going care for you.
It doesn't mean that we're not going to fully diagnose or find out what is wrong
and then treat you. We just want to know that, when it cornes right down to it and
your heart stops you don't want us pounding on you. That's all it is. That is all it
is. And somehow we need to educate people. (lnterview #8)

Falnilies can be hard because, it's not so bad to get a level 2 but getting thern to a
level 4 (cornplete palliation). Cause they're worried that we're not going to do
anything for thern. I think there's a misconception that they're just going to die -
kind of left in the background (lnter-view # l)

Fantiht D),nantics

Farnily dynamics can also constrain the ability to effectively change Ianes. Nurses

acknowledge that farnilies are not clean slates that enter the hospital when a loved one is

ill but rather bring with them a lifetirne of issues. One nurse stated:

You recognise a lot of times - and that's a really sad thing - is that a lot of tirnes,
tliere's a lot of farnily dynatnics, going on: issues unresolved. We all have thern.
And end-of-life is often when they come up. So sometimes people's desire to
keep their loved one alive has a lot to do with their own issues with that, for
example, their sense of guilt or responsibility or, you know, those kinds of things.
And this is something we can't change. (lnterview #5)

Farnily dynarnics may also materialize as patients and farnilies being at different

points. For example the patient may have changed lanes and wants more infonnation

about the dying process but their farnily members may not be at that point. This was

expressed by one nurse:

I came in one day and the daughter said, 'What the Hell are you talking to my
mother about death for?'and totally confronted me and was very angry with rne.
And I said, 'Your mother is dying. She had questions about it,' and I said, 'l tried
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to answer thern as honestly as I could in an honest way.' 'well, we don't want
you doing that!' And I'm like, 'Okay,' and I was taken aback. I went to the back
room. I cried. It was very cliffrcult. She died in the hospital, on Z,l guess, a week
or so later. Doctors gave her 2 weeks to 2 months. And the family still, I think,
were angry. Not ready to let go. So, I felt when I was doing a good job, I really
wasn't because I wasn't reading them properly. (lnterview #4)

Another nurse put it:

The diffìcult time is when you have a palliative patient whose farnily is not quite
ready. The patient has made the decision and the farnily isn't quite willing to
accept that or even colne close to accepting. That's hard because you end up
spending a lot of time with the fàrnily. (lnterview #2)

Consequences

There are many consequences associated with both achieving, and failing to

achieve a lane change. The consequences ofachieving a lane change are: (a) a care plan

that reflects the values and needs of a palliative care patient can be established; (b)

patients and far¡ilies are able to make decisions together; (c) the grieving process can be

fäcilitated; and (d) nurses achieve a sense of quality end-of:life care. when an

appropriate care plan is in place, the achievernent of quality end-of-life care is more

likely. However, when a lane change is not achieved there are many negative

consequences including: (a) nurses express fìustration and feel rnorally disturbed; (b)

inability to deliver appropriate care; (c) nurses are unable to be honest with patients and

families; (d) the ability of the nurse to connect to patients and farnilies is hampered; (e)

families rnay question the care delivered and express anger towards nurses; (f) loss of

control for families and patients; and (g) farnilies may be forced to rnake decisions about

care when the patient is no longer competent. ln aá¿ition to the consequences of either

obtaining or failing to obtain a lane change, there are several independent consequences

to tnany of the constraints identified in the preceding section. For example often when
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patients are made comfoft care they are rernoved frorn the teaching services. Each of the

consequences will be discussed in the fbllowing section.

Positive Consequences

Establishing a Care Plan

All the nurses in this study echoed a sirnilar sentiment: once a lane change was

fonnally achieved they felt they could begin to focus on getting what's needed. As one

nurse aptly stated:

Once you can iclentify that they are palliative as opposed to acute and active
treattnent or diagnostic, you change everything. And for sorteone like me, it's
honibly fi'eeing once we get to that point. You sort of stop thinking about what is
it, what is it, what can we do, what can we do, urgency, you know to now the
urgency is what can we do to make it so that it is the best that it can be.
(lnterview #8)

Though this is a direct positive consequence of achieving a lane change, it also

represents a clistinct process within the uiodel. For this reason it will not be discussed at

present but is fully elaborated on in the section entitled "Getting What's Needed".

Joint Dectsion-Making

When the decision to tenninate active curative treatment and pursue a more

palliative approach to care is made early on in the adrnission, a positive outcome is that

because patients are often more aleft and they are better able to fully pafticipate in the

decision rnaking process. Nurses express that when patients are able to express their

desires and wishes, it relieves a g'eat burden fiom families by not having to act as proxy

decision makers and facilitates the lane change.

We leave it fàr too long too often that we don't talk to the patient, it now becomes
farnily's responsibility. I think that's not good, that is not fair to farnilies having
to tnake that decision. When really it should be everyone of ours decision what
we want when we no longer can decide for ourselves or, we can no longer expect
quality of life. Let's talk about it while the patient is alert, odented, in full,
knowing that we will do everything we can (Interview #8)
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Facilitating the Grieving Process

When the decision is made to change lanes, this in essence is acknowledging that

the patient will eventually succumb to their illness. With this acknowledged, nurses can

help families to begin to systematically explore their feelings and reactions around the

irnpending loss they will experience.

There was a gentletnan, Mr. Kay. I had transferred him up to the unit and a few
days later, I guess, they had withdrawn measures. So, they didn't want to keep
hirn up in the unit. So, they basically sent hirn down to the ward to die. So it was
very hard on the farnily but we knew the reason they had transferred hirn down.
So that was a way for us to begin teaching with the family, about the expectations,
what would be happening teaching thetn about breathing changes and stuff like
that; the skin; and that he's not going to make much urine. And just stuff that they
could see. Vy'e could get on top of getting orders for pain, for establishing a
rnolphine sage, getting Scopolarnine ordered right away, and establishing a
routine with the nurses aides with cleaning, with hygiene and doing tums. You
know, we're not too bad for that, to involve the whole team. So, yeah: it was
good. The wife was so appreciative for it to everyone. (Interview #4)

Patients can freely discuss their fears and good-byes can be said. Ifthere are

issues, they can hopefully be resolved.

One patient I remeurber quite clearly, came in 'feeling' healthy but was jaundiced.
In for work up. Within 24 hours we had diagnosed liver cancer. That lnan was
dead within thlee days after diagnosis. Now they don't nonnally die that fast.
But there was something about this rnan and his family. As soon as we had that
diagnosis we rnoved the patient in the other bed. We just sort of clicked in and
that farnily, I watched that, you know like, talk about fast forward grieving, okay,
that fàrnily, that patient, who was alerl and oriented right till the end went from
denial, you know all those things, whoa, like on fast forward. And, fortunately he
was my patient the very frrst day I worked. He died on the last day I worked. I
got to care for that farnily and that man through four days and at the end of that
day we all cried together and it was, it just wasn't any better than that. It was so
good that they came as far as they did, that man caûre as far as he did and was
okay. When he drew his last bleath he was okay with dying, and the wife was
okay, the brothers that flew in. He said his goodbyes, they had apafty,I mean,
we did it all, and it didn't feel rushed and, I don't know, just everything was just
perfect. (Interview #8)
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Nu'ses Qualiry End-of-Life Care

The nurses sense of achievement of quality end-of-life care is deeply connected to

whether or not the patient or farnily has come to some sense of acceptance around their

death. When acceptance occumed, a lane change was achieved.

I think, I guess when I'm looking at the ones that have gone well, it's the ones
that have accepted. They've come to that conclusion. It's nice to see them make
that growth. Because initially it's hard, it's that resistance, the denial, you can
soft of see the denial process at work and then it's nice to see them eventually,
given the right care and the right attitude is there then they are able to make that
growth to acceptance, okay this is what's going to happen and then we can staft
helping thern focus on soffte of the memories and bring things up that will rnake
thern happy. And that, to see that, where at least you know they've going and
they're happy and have reached that point where they've been able to deal with it,
then that's great. It rnakes you feel good as a nurse, but it's, the way I look at it
too, it makes rne happy for that person. So, that's really rewarding frorn that
perspective. (lnterview #7)

When a patient and their farnily who absolutely denied that it was going to
happen. I guess that's the exarnple right. This was a good example for like the
worst it could be, cause actually this came close to the worst it could be. It was
the hardest death that I have helped sorneone do in the last four years. Because
they were just so absolutely adamant and angry they personalized it. Now, when
the patients and the family are just so very adamant that we are doing the wrong
thing that we weren't doing enough, that indeed every worsening of his condition
was our fault, oh, so challenging. His children were like in the 50's or early 60's, I
know that they finally came to tenns. Wife didn't, so that was a failule, but I
don't know what more I could have done. There was rnaybe sornething more I
could have done, but ugly, ugly and what I took away frorn that is that I could
help a few of them. You can't help thern all. And the rnan died not accepting
either. So when patient's don't agree and farnily don't agree you are unable to
provide a peaceful, caltn, accepting environment free of syrnptoms. (lnterview #8)

Negative Consequences

Nmses Frustrated and Moralht Disttu'bed

When a lane change is not achieved yet nurses have the sense that active

treatment should be tenninated and a more palliative approach to care enacted, nurses

expressed profound frustration. The difficulty that is inherent in detennining the illness

trajectory and causes physicians to become rnore hesitant in discontinuing active
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treatment for a lnore palliative approach, leads to nurses feeling frustrated and unable to

deliver the care they deern appropriate for that patient. Nurses express deep frustration at

the perceived inability of physicians to 'switch gears':

I can remember we had one lady, literally, who was dying. I think it was the day
before she died and the husband was very upset because we're trying to rnake this
patient cornfortable and prepare him for what was happening and yet the doctor is
saying, well we could do some more chemotherapy. I'11 never forget looking at
hirn, talking to this husband and looking at this woûran and thinking - what the
hell are you talking about, you are out of your mind. And she died the next day so
it was very frustrating cause we were trying to help the husband through the
grieving process of his wife dying yet on the other hand we had this doctor who
still is being very proactive and didn't want to give up hope. And it was like, give
up hope, hope is a big word. I unfortunately don't see the success stories because
I work in a hospital. I don't see the success stories in clinic, but I pretty much
know when the hope is gone and when somebody's deteriorated and there's no
hope that chernotherapy is going to do anything when they are having apneic
spells. (lnterview #9)

When the tirne to change lanes is intuitively sensed and not acted upon, nurses

rnay be asked to continue to deliver care they feel is no Ionger appropriate for the

patient's cument condition. This leads nurses to feelings of moral fi'ustration. As one

nurse expressed:

Even trying to have medicine recognize this person should be off-calls. 'What are
we doing? Why are we doing this? Why are we still doing bloodwork?' 'Why are
we still doing accu-checks?' You know, some of the invasive things. Those are
the things that I find difficult. A while ago, I had a patient who was a wornan in
her late 60s who had breast cancer, and had been on chemo radiation.
Unfortunately, she got a rather large dose of chemo, which caused some pretty
devastating eff'ects on her. And I just felt that we were being too agglessive, I
lrìean, way too aggressive. There was no question that this person was not going
to survive this. 'So why are we doing this?' And I remember speaking to the
physician on the phone at 5 in the moming, saying 'When are we going to start to
stop? When are you going to stop this?' I did say quite clearly that I felt that we
were tofturing her, and he took it very offensively and he said so. And I said,
'Well, I do believe that that's what we're doing. When are you going to make the
decision of when you're going to stop all of this stuff? It's going to be based on
bloodwork? Okay. The bloodwork has been the same for weeks now.' 'So, she's
not getting any better; you still haven't discussed it with her.' You know, all these
sorts of things. Yet he wasn't sornebody who wanted the patient to be teaching.
So I had no alternative but to deal with this particular physician. I just found it so
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heafi-wrenching. And it's also very difficult when morally, you feel strongly, that
what's going on is not in the best interest of the patient per se and then how do
you deal with the family, when you want, in your heaft, to say, ,Talk to your
physician and tell him to stop all of this.' You can't - You know, we can't do that.
(lnterview #5)

Nurses also expressed that when it was denied that the patient was tenninally ill

they f-elt ernotionally exhausted.

The whole process part of it was good except the wife had a whole lot of denial. It
was very difficult to get through to her until rnaybe the last few hours of his life;
she fìnally did understand that things weren't going to get any better. But even
then it still was very traumatic. I think in all the death experiences I've had, that
was probably the most emotional for rne, because I could see the fight in her,
wanting to prolong his life. But by the same token, the battle she was having with
it, deciding that, yes, it was inevitable, he had no good life to continue to live. It
was very intense. You know, I went home feeling ernotionally exhausted.
(lnterview #3)

This emotional exhaustion expressed by sorre nurses caused them to experience

emotional distress. Many nurses also stated that they often cried at work due to the

emotional exhaustion.

He had tried to tell thern that he was dying, and they just couldn't accept it. That
was really harcl. And he ended up dying on our ward. And it was, awful, an awful
situation. They had so much hope. That, for lne, was probably the worst. I started
crying that day at work and I don't usually do that. I was so frustrated because I
didn't know how to provide care to her or him, because you'd go in to tell thern
sotnething and they'd be like, 'He's corning home on Friday, right?' (lnterview
#2)

Inabilih, îo Deliver Appropt"iate Care

A lane change signals recognition of the fact that a patient is tenninally ill and a

different coutse of action is needed. When this recognition and attendant shift in

orientation fàils to occur, crafting an appropriate plan of care is hampered. Since the

philosophy of palliative care can be different depending on the resident or attending

physician caring fol that patient, there is inconsistency in the ordering of medications and

the level of invasive plocedures carried out. When there is a continual wavering back to
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acute, active treatlnent it denotes failute by the health care tem to embrace that this

individual is dyrng and thus affects the ability to achieve a lane change. Though the

treatlnent of synptoms is appropriate in the management of a palliative patient, nurses

question when the treatment of other non-fatal acute diseases such as a urinary tract

infèction becomes excessive. Two nurses express this:

That's sornething we struggle with a lot. I think that the trick or the difficulty
sometimes is knowing whether solneone, although palliative, is deerned to be
irnlninently palliative or not. So, if somebody was in an acute situation, I think
we'd tt'y and treat it, treat the synptom, and then just see where we are at as far as
the rest of the treatment. Because I know there's been some circumstances where
solneone is septic and they are palliative. And do you treat them with antibiotics
or don't you treat thern with antibiotics? The difficulty is knowing at what phase
of their illness they're at. Sornetirnes it's not an easy task to be able to detennine
that. (lnterview #2)

I think there is an ethical dilernma. Are we going to treat the congestive heart
failure because it would be comforting? Or are we treating it because it can be
treated? If they are conrfoftable then let's not be aggressive. And yet even that
same person where the end result is the fact that they are still going to die if they
develop a pneumonia, if they are a certain level you treat it. You treat the
pneumonia that rnight end up cornplicating thern and rnaybe they die sooner as a
result of the pneumonia. I think we do prolong life and I think we control how
they're going to die. Ancl I think it becornes a real issue when that person can't
tlake the decision for thernselves. Should we treat the pneumonia when they're
dying? I don't know. Is it going to make a difference? Is it really irnporlant?
Those are tough questions. End of life is a real tough issue especially in the acute
context."(lnterview #7)

Unable to Connect and Be Honest wíth Patients and Fantilies

Nurses expressed that when farnily deny that the patient is tenninally ill and a

lane change is not made, they felt they could not develop a rapport with the farnily. This

was often because tension was created between the nurse who felt that the patient should

be fonnally clesignated as palliative and the farnily or patient who still wanted to pursue

active curative treattnent. Nurses also expressed feeling that they were unable to provide
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honest infonnation about the situation and often couched the reality of the situation in

euphernisms when talking with far¡ilies.

I can't relnelnber his name, but he was forty-something -, catîe in, and the wife
came in and she was cotnpletely out in left fìeld -- not to sound rude or anything -
But she had no idea ... like she thought, she was she was taking him home on
Friday, and I knew he was dying. So, I could not build a rapport with her, because
I couldn't even have a conversation with her that was truthful or honest, because
everything she was asking me, I couldn't believe that she was, she just was so
tnuch in clenial, the patient hirnself wanted to be resuscitated. It was, it was a
really bad situation, where it had been discussed with the oncologist. He had tried
to tell theln that he was dying, and they just couldn't accept it. That was really
hard. And he ended up dying on our ward. And it was, awful, an awful situation.
They had so lnuch hope. That, for me, was probably the worst. I started crying
that day at work and I don't usually do that. I was so frustrated because I didn't
know how to provide care to her or him, because you'd go in to tell them
sornething and they'd be like, 'He's corning home on Friday, right?' And I was
like, 'okay, well, how do you respond to that? well, I just take one step at a
titne'. That to me was very difficult and I couldn't build a rapport with her.
(lnterview #2)

Ques tio n i n g Care D elivered

Nurses perceived that when farnilies or patients misunderstood the infonnation

that was delivered to thern by rnembers of the health care tearn, they would question the

care that was being delivered. Often family members became hostile and expressed anger

at nurses and demanded to know 'why weren't they doing rnore?'

I can't remember exactly when, but it was the hardest death that I have helped
solneone do in the last four years. Because they were just so absolutely adamant
and angry they person alized it. For the most part, I didn't internalize it, but he
was lny patient for at least 2 or 3 weeks. He was always lnine. So whenever I
was working he was tnine. And that was probably good. It was hard on me, but it
was probably good. Now, when the patients and the farnily are just so very
adamant that we are doing the wrong thing that we weren't doing enough, that
indeed every worsening of his condition was our fàult, oh so challenging.
(Interview #8)

Nurses in the study also found that the care delivered was questioned when

fàmilies were in 'denial' that their loved one was dying.
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...soüle of them because they haven't corre to tenns with the fact that their loved
one is irnrninently dying, that they don't even have a concepts that they're
actually dying will say to you 'why aren't you doing this, why aren't you feeling
them'. (lnterview #l)

Loss o.f Control

When the decision to change lanes is made by health care professionals without

the input from farnilies or patients, nurses expressed that it left the farnily 'in limbo', and

often f ightened.

Q: That transition fi'om acute care active treatment to cornfort care, how srnoothly
does that go sometimes?

A: Not so smoothly. You know, we'll be working with the seruice. Everybody
will be working up the patient diagnostically. And if nothing's working, or they're
just kind of at the end of the rope, then bam: it's comfoft care. And then nothing
seefils to be done. It's very difficult for the farnily when a doc will say, 'Well,
we're kind of at the end of our ropes. There's nothing ûtore we can do. So that's
it. I think we should withdraw.' And it's frightening for they family and they're a
little bit in limbo, because they know that nothing more can be done, but yet
they're, kind of, like, 'Now what?'

Families Malcing Decisions Without Patient Input

When the decision to begin palliation or to irnplement a non-resuscitative status is

left until the patient is no longer able to provide their input, nurses feel that this places an

unnecessary burden on farnilies to rnake these decisions.

When sornebody is dying or when sornebody comes to a hospital and they realise
there's nothing more else we can do, they should be palliative, having the farnily
make that decision, that is honible. I find a lot of times the doctors make the
farnilies coûìe to that agreement. Like they'll maybe say, 'Well there's nothing
much we can do and we want to make thern palliative,' and then the families kind
of have to think about that, and that's hard if the patient can't say what they want
or don't want...That's a hard situation."(lnterview #2)

Nurses in the study stated that because often these decisions are left until a crisis

arises, farnilies have even more pressure placed on thern:

It is easier I think, when it's done in a farnily meeting where the whole issues are
brought to hand and the patient's involved and that patient is able to make a
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decision. I find this harder when the patient has been doing O.K., but then all of a
sudden their not doing well. I find this harder when it's more of an acute crisis to
make those decisions, they are not properly addressed and the farnily are sort of
rushed into making decisions. (lnterview #7)

We leave it far too long too often that we don't talk to the patient, it now becornes
farnily's responsibility. I think that's not good, that is not fair to farnilies having
to make that decision. When really it should be everyone's decision what we
want when we no longer can decide for ourselves or, we can no longer expect
quality of lifè. Let's talk about it while the patient is alert, oriented, in full,
knowing that we will do everything \¡/e can. (lnterview #8)

When the decision is left until patient in put is no longer available, nurses express

that it even becornes difhcult to deal with rnisconceptions around palliative care because

families become fixated on what their loved on would have wanted.

Because some people no matter what you say they will never ag'ee to total
palliative 'cause they want everything done, because that's what mom or dad
would've wanted. Farnilies can be hard. It's usually not so bad to get a level 2 by
getting them to a level 4. 'Cause they're worried that we're not gonna do
anything for them, I think there's that misconception that they're just gonna die.
(Interview #l)

Off'Teaching Services

One of the consequences of recognizingthat a patient is palliative care is that they

often are made 'comfoft care' by the attending physician and taken off teaching services.

Nurses express rnixed feelings about this change. Sonre reflect that it then means that

they only have one physician to work with, which they perceived as being positive but

dependant upon the specific physician. Other nutses talked about the negative effect that

being taken off teaching service has on the patient such as no longer being in contact with

the resident or meclical student that they may have developed a rapport with. Finally, the

relegation of palliative patients to off teaching service status dirninishes the lack of

exposure rnedical students have to the care of patients and families in the terrninal phases

of illness. This was described by a couple of nurses:
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We do have some of our palliative patients who are rnaintain teaching right to the
end. And I think that is irnportant for med students and interns. That they get a
piece of what that is palliative and get closure. So, I think it's a good thing that
sorne of thern do stay teaching right to the end. But you're right, most of thern do
becotne non-teaching. Frorn a nursing perspective it rnakes it easier for me.
Because I then only have one doctor I need to deal with and talk to and get on
board."(lnterview #8)

I find that at titnes there is a huge push to get them to be cornfort care and then
once they're comfoft care then rnedicine doesn't want anything to do with thern
anymore. Which sometimes, I think, works out well because you don't have so
many hands in the pot. You're dealing with an attending physician who for the
most part will be supportive or she will be supportive of what the plan is and will
give you some leeway as to using your own discretion as to what you think the
patient needs. so, it's not such a bad thing that way that you don't have one
person writing one order and then it changing five minutes later and then it
changing l0 rninutes later. But, at the same time there's no clinical teaching or
education for medicine. Once they're going to die then you don't want anything to
do with them and I think that's really sad. Because you've had a house staff that
have looked after this person say for three weeks and you've seen this person
colne into your room clay after day after day and hopefully has developed some
sort of rapport with them and then as soon as you are made cornfoft care they
don't want anything to do with you. They don't come in to see you every day,
they don't talk to you, they want nothing to do with you. I rnean, that's very blunt
and cruel, but what is the perception of the patient. How do you justify that
because you're dying there's not more, we can't learn anything else frorn you. I
don't know whether that just dehumanizes a person, it's like, there's nothing to
learn fiorn you. There's no opportunities and whether we failed you or not, then
let's move on to the next one. (lnterview #10)

To increase physician exposure to palliative patients, nurses described the need

for palliative patients to remain as teaching patients. As one nurse suggested:

I think the other problern is there isn't enough education in tenns of nredicine to
care for palliative patients because as soon as they're made palliative care or
comfoft care they're made non-teaching. So they don't have a learning
opportunity on how to get sornebody cornfortable, the different therapies out
there, you know for pain control. Just different things like that. I think it
becomes very naffow that well we'll just give them rnorphine, then we narcotize
them and they go to sleep and then they die. And there is so much more to it.
(lnterview #10)

I think there's clefinite changes that need to be made, that's for sure. I think there
needs to be more education from a nursing perspective, but also from a rnedicine
perspective that they should continue to care for these patients after they've been
made non-teaching. They shouldn't be rnade non-teaching. And I don't know
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how fèasible that is just with the health care system. I think education is probably
the biggest one. We might be doing it well, but we rnight just be fooling
ourselves because we don't know any better. So, I think having lrore resources
and education would help facilitate better a better death for sornebody. (lnterview
#r 0)

Summary

This section has addressed the nursing strategies used within the sub-process

'facilitating and maintaining lane changes'. In addition, the facilitators and constraints of

the strategies have been described. The positive and negative consequences of changing

lanes have also been described.
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Table 2. Surnmarv Tabl e

Facilitating and Maintaining a Lane Chanse
Nursing

Stratesies Facilitators Constraints Positive
Consequences

Negative
Consequences

Acting as

mediators
between the
patients, farnilies
and physicians

Clinical
Evidence that
the individual
willnot
l'ecover fi'om
his/her illness

The difficulty of
prognostics

Care plan
established

Nurses express
fiustration and
feel morally
disturbed

Cueing People
In

The patient
and farnily
have an
understanding
of the disease

Þrocess

The age of tlie
patient

.Ioint Decision-
Making

Inability to
deliver
appropriate care

Providing
education to
patients and
farnilies

The patient is
able to
parlicipate in
the decision-
making
process

The presence or
absence ofa unit
philosophy
regarding palliative
care

The facilitation
of the grieving
process

Nurses are
unable to be
honest with
patients and
families

Aclvocating call
status change

The patient
and fàmily are
supportive
towards the
dying process

Physician waffling Ability of the
nurse to connect
to patients and
families is
hampered

Asking
questions

Physicians and
delivering bad
news

Families may
question the care
delivered and
express anger
towards nurses

Being honest Different
profèssional
paradigms

Loss of control
for families and
patients

Perspective
taking

Patient and farnily
denial or
misunderstanding

Farnilies making
decisions
without patient
input

Patient and family
treatment
exÞectations

Patients are
often taken off
teaching services

Maintaining hope
for a cure

Patient and family
knowledge of
oalliative care
Family dynamics
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CHAPTER SEVEN: THE SUB-PROCESS .GETTING WHAT,S NEEDED'

The second sub-process that nurses engage in within the rnodel of 'creating a

haven f'or safe passage' is 'getting what's needed'. Though this is in essence a

consequence of 'changing lanes', there was sufficient density to warrant 'getting what's

needed' as an independent sub-process. This sub-process involves the recognition by

tnembers of the health care tearn that the needs of a patient deemed to be tenninally ill

are different than those of an individualreceiving active treatment. 'Getting what's

needed' encompasses the rnedical orders and the nursing plan of care. It includes the

strategies that ale employed by nurses that ensure that the physical needs of the dying

patient are met. These strategies include: (i) directing care through experience and

assessment skills; (ii) being an advocate; and (iii) use of collaborative approaches.

Several fàcilitators exist that enable nurses to employ these strategies. They are:

(a) nurses having confidence in their own ability and knowledge to care for a palliative

patient; (b) fèeling autonomous and supported by nursing leadership to deliver care; (c)

being cornfoftable with dying; (d) having rapport with physicians; (e) the presence of

supports available within the hospital such as palliative care services; and (f) maintenance

of a clear lane change fi'om a curative to palliative care focus.

What constrains nurses' ability to 'get what's needed' are several factors

including: (a) physician lack of palliative care education and experience; (b) nurse lack of

fonnal palliative care education; and (c) feeling there are no palliative care supporls

available fbr consultation.

When nurses are able to 'get what's needed' the consequences include: (i)

continuity of care; (ii) achievement of good syrnptorn control; (iii) nurses feeling good
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about care delivered; and (iv) recognition from family for 'a job well-done'. On the other

hand, consequences associated with not getting what's needed are: (i) confusion over the

direction for care for nurses, physicians, patients and families; (ii) nurse frustration over

the lack of palliative care knowledge displayed by physicians; (iii) poor symptom control;

and (iv) avoidance of the patient and farnily by the nurse. Each of these areas will be

discussed in detail in the following sections. Table 3 summarizes these factors on page

l3r.

Nursing Strategies

Nurses use ûìany strategies to try and 'get what's needed'. The strategies that will

be discussed in this section include: (i) directing care through experience and assessment

skills; (ii) being an advocate; and (iii) use of collaborative approaches.

Directing Cat'e through Exper"ience and Assessment Skitts

Nurses express that they often have much rnore clinical experience than the

residents or trainees they are working with. Because of this, they use tliat experience to

'steer' or 'guide' physicians either to stop specific interventions or to order more

appropriate medications. Nurses' overall objective in directing care is to achieve more

appropriate olders, often in the fonn of medications, for a palliative care patient. As

several nurses expressed:

I think the nurses have a lot more experience with palliative patients than the med
stuclents and interns and stuff like that. So I think its a little bit of teaching and a
little bit of 'Look, I've had this expelience, and we really shouldn't be giving the
patient Hepar-in or O2.'You need to kind of steer them, but you have your
occasional one who won't listen. (lnterview #2)

But I think sometimes when you see somebody else cofite in you think of
sornebody else you've had and you remember sometimes how they suffered and
so you draw on your past experience to guide you. (lnterview #l )
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To supplernent their experience, nurses will also use their assessment skills as a

strategy to direct care. For example, nurses will take physicians into the patient's room

ancl describe the changes in the patient's condition that wan'ants new rreasures.

They [the physician] will corne and look at them and then you rnight ask tell me
what you see because this is not what the patient looked like yesterday or this is
definitely not what the patient looked like this rnoming. Her breathing has
changed, or they're unconscious, they're only responsive to pain. We try to make
our arguments about why we think they need to be comfort care only. (Interview
#t)

By drawing the physician's attention to changes in the patient's condition, nurses are

often able to direct care and achieve rnore appropriate orders for the patient.

Being an Advocate

Nurses in the current study clescribed advocacy as being one of the central roles

they engage in when providing care to patients and their family members. Advocacy

entails 'putting the patient first' and ensuring that their care needs are met. Being an

advocate was a role nurses took seriously. One nurse summarizes nicely the sentilnents

echoed by the nurses in the study.

...because ultirnately you're there for the patient and you're advocating for that
patient, it's not about you, it's not about the physician, it's not about the physician
and you not getting along, whatever the case may be, you're advocating for that
patient because you want them to be cornfortable. (lnterview #r0)

One f-onn of advocacy nurses used was 'being vocal'to'get what's needed' from

physicians. For example:

For the most paft, I think, nurses onXZ are very autonomous in that way and very
vocal and say: 'okay. I think we should stop this'; 'why are we doing this?';
'what's the plan?'; 'ls there going to be anynore procedures done?'; or 'So let's
kind of clear this up.' (lnterview #4)
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Nurses were very vocal about ensuring that palliative patients received adequate

symptorn control and were not afraid to move up the chain of command if they did not

get orders they felt were appropriate. One nurse stated:

We had a medical student here a while back and we had a gentleman who was
getting rnorphine 5 rng every 4 hours and I had asked to change it to rnorphine 5-
l0 [mg] every 2 hours, because I thought he needed more than the 5 [rng]. So, lo
and behold, one of the physicians decides to write rne this order - and it's an
attending physician - and it's lmg Morphine q.l h. Well, I did not like it and I
would not give it. Actually, I should say, it wasn't the physician: it was the
physician [who] told the medical student to write the order. So, I basically argued
with hiln--l didn't argue with hirn, I said how I felt--and I left it for the while.
Then I went back to hirn again, and before I left from rny shift--because this
happened within about an hour prior to shift change, I made hirn change the order
back to what we really needed. And he did, and the resident agreed *ith it. And
the attending came back the next day and he explained to her why we had to do
what we did. And she was okay with it: she didn't like it, but she was okay with
it. So, that's how I got my way. (lnterview #3)

Several other nurses echoed sirnilar sentiments:

So if it's a situation where I arn feeling someone is not being relieved with their
pain-with rnorphine or with whatever drug we're using--l arn pretty insistent on
getting a change made fairly quickly and what I want. (rnterview #3)

I nurse very autonomously. I rnake sure I get what rny patient needs and I have no
probleln going to the top with it if I have to. One prefers not to, but I don't let that
stand in the way. (Interview #5)

Nurses often felt that they were more autonornous in their practice once a patient

was made palliative. This autonomy was expressed as having greater freedorn and more

fìexibility in their caring role as well as a sense of 'ownership' of the patient. Nurses felt

they were responsible f-or ensuring that palliative patients were physically comfortable

and not forgotten by the rnedìcal team when taken off the teaching service. Often nurses

in the cument study expressed feeling a greater sense of urgency in ensuring that

palliative patients had the most appropriate care orders since there rnight not be much

time left.
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With a palliative patient, who is deerned cornfoft care, then I guess rny role is a
little bit different. Maybe a little bit rnore autonomous in tenns of making sure
that there's pain rneds ordered, clarifying what they need for comfoft, geiting all
blood work discontinued... (lnterview #4)

A superior nurse is stepping it up and challenging and asking the tough questions
and advocating and facilitating for that patient because, a lot of times they're left
in the dark and they really don't know what's going on. So you need sornebody
there who is there for theln. (lnterview # l0)

One significant way that nurses expressed advocacy was by 'taking matter s into

their own hands'. Nurses who tended to have greater experience were not afraid to ,take

lnatters into their own hands' to ensure that the palliative patient they were caring for was

cornforlable. Nurses expressed that they felt rnore autonomous caring for palliative

patients and sometimes 'stretched the boundaries' of their practice. This was noted by

two of the llurses, both of wholn were considered senior nufses on their units:

I think I have an awful lot of autonomy. We often stretch what is really the reahn
of nursing. And I think we do it and we know it's risk taking behaviour. Going a
little bit beyond the scope of what's legally nurses' realm, to patients' good such
as giving patients' rnedications I don't have orders for and then going and getting
the order after. Writing orders that you don't have, like the verbal order thai you
haven't really gotten verbal yet. But you go and later on they will write it for you.
I think we go a little bit beyond talking to patients about what's going on which
tnaybe is more the realm of doctors in tenns of diagnostics. We work with a lot of
inexperienced medical staff. This is their learning too and I think we do it
sometimes because we know they won't. (lnterview #8)

I usually get what I need to get done. I do a lot of things independently though. I
don't always have an order. I do what I need to do. I'll adjust what I have and fix
it a little bit and I'll do it and then I'll tell thern. Like I rnight have an order for
some molphine and it's just not enough and I'm giving her the full 10, I don't
care what they've ordered here cause I'm not waiting for thern to get organized.
And I'll let the doctors know that. I'll say this is the situation and I gave her l0
and it's not ordered, but I said, they're much more comfortable. So I will do
things like that. If they've got an order for Ativan at night, I'll give it to them in
the moming. So I tend to do a lot of things rnore that way, but that's because of
my own cornforlableness in my own practice and that will come with other
people. It's my license, it's my practice and I appreciate that and rnaybe one day I
rnight get in trouble I possibly could, but it's usually done with good rationale.
(Interview #9)
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It would appear that nurses seem to justify working beyond the scope of their practice on

the basis of having the best interest of the patient at heart.

Use of Collabot'ative Approaches

When faced with uncertainty over deciding an appropriate plan of care, lnany

nurses looked to outside expefts and colleagues for the answers. The nurses expressed

relying on a wide variety of experts such as individuals fi'otn the pain and syrnptom

management clinic, pastoral care, phannacy, palliative care clinical nurse specialists and

their own nursing colleagues. In this sense, nurses use a collaborative approach to

establishin g a care plan for the palliative patient. The nurses noted:

And usually if we can't fìnd an answer we can go to her (the rnedicine program
nursing educator Master's prepared), or somebody that rnight've had some recent
palliative education ol if one of the oncologists come around, a lot of thern have
more symptom and pain tnanagement background than others, you'll ask thern
and you get creative (lnterview # I )

What we do is we use the palliative care nurse or we ask another nurse, rnaybe
they've had a sirnilar experience and they know how to or what they did and
maybe sornething worked or the doctor, or whatever. The nurses use each other a
lot. So say, 'X, rny patient's doing this. Have you had experience with that? What
would you do?' Or I'll ask phannacy. (lntervi ew #2\

We have a phannacist attached to our unit. So, there's a lot of infonnation there.
But, I often say to nurses, 'Well, let's call D6 IBMT unit] and see what they do
there'. You know, 'Maybe they have a better idea. Maybe they know of some
drug that we aren't aware of.' Or if you have a patient with kidney problerns, 'See
what AZ does.' And, by and large, I've found your fellow colleagues only want to
impart infonnation. 'What do you think about so-and-so?' 'Well, I'11 tell you
because those nurses there have done it and they are invaluable resources. And we
have policy manuals and all that, but sometimes it's hard to really get the
infonnation. The best is to ask 'What's the best drug that you guys have heard of
that really works well, and why does it work well? (Interview #5)

Nurses also draw heavily on the experience of their colleagues to try and figure

out what intervention would be the most appropriate plan of care.

For me personally, I have used friends (who are nurses) as resources. I have two
f iends who work in Riverview on a unit and I also have a girlfriend who worked
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palliative in Florida. So, between thern we talk, case situations to them. (lnterview
#3)

Facilitators

The facilitators for the sub-process 'getting what's needed' that ernerged frorn the

data include: (a) nurses having confidence in their own ability and knowledge to care for

a palliative patient; (b) nurses fèeling autonomous and supported by nursing leadership to

provide care; (c) nurses being cornftrrtable with dying; (d) nurses having rapport with

physicians; (e) having supports such as palliative care services available within the

hospital; and (Ð a clear lane change facilitated and rnaintained. Each of these will be

cliscussed in further detail.

Confidence in Nurses Abilin and Knotvledge

In order to 'get what's needed' nurses must posses confidence in their palliative

care knowledge and skills. They need to have developed an innate sense of what

appropriate interventions for a palliative care patient are, and have the confidence to act

upon those beliefs. Most nurses within the study expressed that their confrdence only

came through years of experience.

I think for some of the younger patients, in-experienced nurses might say, why
aren't you doing this, why aren't you doing that, but you know after a certain
point because of experience the path generally leads this way, it doesn't mean
we're not gonna try things, but there's beyond a ceftain point that we need to stop.
(Interview #l)

You could do more if you know what you're about. Experience helps a whole lot.
Being a little further along in rny life helps rne be a better acute care nurse as well
as a palliative nurse, I think. I arn not afraid to ask some hard questions which I
know 25 years ago, I wouldn't have dreamed. (lnterview #8)

Being conf,rdent in their ability also helped the nurses in the study direct physicians to

order more appropriate rnedications to make patients cornfortable.

...But that's because I was a nurse who was a bit more competent in rny skills and
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assesslrent was able to be a bit rnore proactive and get things done and then,
theref-ore, we could get rnorphine for this woman and get her cornfortable.
Because all the oxygen in the world isn't going to help sornebody when they are
at the end of their life. They need something to calm them and to lower their
respirations and to make them more cornforlable (lnterview #9)

Feeling Autonomous and Supported b), Nu-sing Leader.ship

In order for nurses to be comforlable with taking matters into their own hands,

they rnust feel they are able to practice autonomously and in turn, be supported by their

unit managers for the decisions they are rnaking.

At least in sornewhat past we've had this unconditional support of the Unit
Manager to stretch the odd rope a little bit if you will. She gave us great scope to
be autonomous, to explore areas that we want to expand our knowledge and our
experience in, and given us the tilne off to do so. (lnterview #8)

Management support is totally important. That's one of the reasons I'rn still on
XY. Really if I didn't have the suppott, if I wasn't able to practice the way I
practice and have the autonomy and the sense of rny voice being heard and feeling
part of the teatn and feeling like I was rnaking a difference, I wouldn't be there
(lnterview #9)

Nurses Being Contfbrtable with D),ing

The nurses participating in the study expressed the irnportance of becorning

comf'ortable with the dying process. When a nurse is cornfoftable with dying, she/he is

better able to ask the hard questions and be direct in trying to ensure the rnost appropriate

plan of care is in place.

Acceptance that a patient is going to die takes some rnaturity. If you can do that if
you can look people in the eye every tirne you talk to them, when you are talking
to them about that they're dying. Asking'how are you with that, anybody you
need'? If you can look thern in the eye, that's the biggest beginning. It's a key to
all good nursing care. It seems like just a throw away line, but, honestly I've seen
some of my young colleagues struggling because they don't do that. So, trust and
that's how I do it. I make sure I make eye contact, I nrake sure I make eye contact
when they are angry at me to. And I rnake sure that they know that it's okay that
they are angry at me. I think you've got to be comfortable with that. And I'm not
quite sure how we help young people get there faster. Young nurses,
inexperienced nurses, get there faster. And I think there probably is ways.
(Interview #8)
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I think it's very helpful for us, who've seen people die, we're a bit more
cornfortable with what's corning up, we're a bit rnore farniliar with it. Not all the
newer nurses obviously aren't. They are still very nervous and it's upsetting to a
lot of thern. (Interview #9)

It was perceived however, by many of the nurses in the study that "a lot of people,

including nurses are still very uncomfortable talking about death and dying" (Interview

#3).

Havittg Rapport tvi tlt P h)tsicians

When nurses in the study stated that they had rapport with physicians, they felt

they were able to approach thern with their questions, concerns and requests more

readily. They also felt that having established some rapport would rnore likely guarantee

that their requests would be listened to and supported.

I think a huge part of it all comes down to the type of relationship and rapport you
have with the house staff. With the medical staff in general. I think establishing a
rapport with the house staff is very irnporlant and not just sorl of going up and
saying 'this person needs to be palliative'. Because, I ltìean, I've had experiences
where you've just been cut off, and that's it, no more... (Interview #10)

Having a good rapport with other palliative care experts was also noted as being

helpful for nurses in order to 'get what's needed'.

We're lucky because we have a pretty good rapport with the pain and syrnptom
management people because of our fair number of oncology patents. So usually
when we call, they'll conìe up lto see the patient]. (lnterview #l)

One study unit in parlicular felt that physicians respected their palliative care knowledge

and this rapport helped thern to direct care in order to facilitate 'getting what's needed'.

Our unit XY is extremely nurse centred. We run the ward and they know that too.
There's enough of us that have been around a long tirne though that, there's
enough senior staff. And, I think to, that the physicians are very comforlable
corning to our unit seeing that there are so many staff that have been there for so
long and they have confidence in us and that enables thern to let go a little bit and
feel, feel that their patients are in good hands. And that when we ask for things,
cause they know through years of working with us, they know that they can
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depend on us and that our judgnent is, fairly good. Yes, so that's so helpful.
(lnterview #9)

Having Supports Available Within the Hospital

When supports such as having access to the pain and synptom managetnent clinic

and in-house palliative care seruices are present, nurses felt they had access to expert

opinion that would help them to 'get what's needed'. Both of these services were present

at study hospital B. The nurses on the two care units within this hospital stated that they

relied on these services to ensure that appropriate plans of care were established for their

patients deemed to be palliative care.

The palliative care unit may call us and say does this person need to be seen today
or can it wait until tomorrow? And if it can wait, they say fìne, but don't hesitate
to call us back which is great! And like their palliative care clinical nurse
specialist "Mary" comes and rounds on specific patients all the time and she's
great. She'll coÍle, what do you think, how many breakthroughs, do we need to
increase it or I'll come check with you and see if this is working any better and if
not, we'll change it (Interview #l )

However, nurses at study hospital A, though they have access to a palliative care clinical

nurse specialist, felt that she was 'overextended' and didn't feel like they had the support

they needed. This will be further described in the constraints section below.

Clear Lane Change Facilitated and Maintained

A rnajor pre-requisite to nurses being able to 'get what's needed' for their dying

patients is in fact a clear and full lane change must have occumed. Since this is a distinct

sub-process, which has been fully explicated in chapter six (p. 78- 109), no further detail

will be given at this tirne.

Constraints

There are many constraints that work against nurses' strategies to 'getting what's

needed'. They will be discussed in the following section and include: (a) physician lack
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of palliative care education and experience; (b) nurses lack of fonnal palliative care

education; and (c) feeling unsupported.

Plr¡sicians Lack of'Palliative Cat'e Education and Experience

One of the prirnary constraints to achieving an adequate plan of care and'getting

what's needed' was based upon the assessment by nurses that rnedical students and

residents lacked the experience and education necessary to provide palliative care

patients with the level of care that rnost reflects the values and needs of a patient at the

end-oÊlifè. Nurses expressed that residents displayed this lack of knowledge most oflen

through their failure to order the rnost appropriate medications to provide syrnptom

control. For example, nurses noted:

But I find a difficulty with acute care physicians is in general, they don't always
want to give a larger dose of narcotic because of fear of having thern die sooner. I
personally enjoyed working with the physician that we had here fpalliative care
physicianl. I worked really well with her. And that can be trying at times. It can
be, basically, fìghting ftrl what we feel is best for the patient, and I think it would
be a big asset to have. It depends on who's here. It depends on who's on call
versus the attending that rnay be around. Even some of the attendings that we
have aren't really up about palliative issues, because they're so different fìom
acute. So that is a big factor. (Interview #3)

But I think we have sorne problems in this unit from the physician standpoint is
they are very hesitant often to prescribe the kind of pain relieving rnedications I
think that person and that farnily would want. Physicians are - and
understandably- careful about over-sedation. (lnterview #5)

Sometimes the problerns have been more with the physicians who aren't
experienced with palliative care and our frustration as nurses who are really more
comfortable with giving narcotics and giving relaxants and giving things, whereas
the doctors are like, "Oh, well, we're going to lower their respirations and we're
going to make them die". And, it's like, they are dying." So, a lot of rny
frustration is more physician related and their misunderstanding or their
uncomfoftableness with dealing with palliative care and rnedicating them.
(lnterview #9)
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Nwses Laclc o.f Forntal Palliative Care Education

Nurses also expressed feeling at times that they lacked the fonnal education in

palliative care required to rnake infomred decisions about creating an appropriate plan of

care. Most suggested that it was their infonnal, on the job education rather than anything

tliey learned in their nursing education that adequately prepared them to care for dying

patients. Several nurses expressed:

My nursing education. I don't say that really prepared rne that much because I
never really took a palliative care program. I worked in a nursing home as a health
care aide and that helped. (lnterview #l)

I don't think I could cotlìe out of university and know what to do or just from rny
rotation. (Interview #4)

I graduated three years ago, I know in our RN diplorna program there is nothing
structured with regards to palliative care. I've kind of had to lealn how to deal
with dying patients on the job and certainly dealing with farnilies. That's really
hard, cause I don't know how to really deal with, how to talk to them how to
discuss. If you do have a palliative care component, I think that helps. (lnterview
#7)

Feeling a Lack o.f'Palliative Cat.e Suppor.t

Nurses at study hospital A often expressed they felt 'on our own' when it came to

looking fol expert opinion to ensure that they got what was needed. This feeling arose

because of two factors: seeing that the palliative care clinical nurse specialist (CNS) was

overextended; and the loss of the palliative care consult physician. Though nurses within

the study stated they received good supporl from the palliative care CNS, they often felt

that she did not have enough time because she was responsible for providing palliative

care support for approxirnately 557 beds within the hospital.

We have the CNS at the centre but they're spread kinda thin and a lot of times
they can colne and give advice but it's different without Dr. X being around. I
think that the two of them wor'king together, they maybe had a little bit rnore time
to talk about things. (lnterview #2)
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I use our CNS nurse at the Centre and I've talked with P many, many times about
different events, when they've been available. But I don't see P utilized as well in
their role either. The role seems to be more about the process of getting them out
of the facility to a more palliative facility as opposed to giving a lot of guidance to
the nurses as fàr as what should be done for someone. (lnterview #3)

A second factor that has lefÌ nurses feeling on their own at study hospital A is that

the presence of an in-house palliative care physician consult seruice is no longer

available. These nurses felt that having the access to such an expert was empowering in

that it ensured that patients on rnedical units 'got what was needed'.

And I've noticed a real change in the past year or two. Dr. X was our palliative
care doctor here, and whenever we had a question about a medication or a
patient's syrnptorn or whatever, they would come in. Dr. X would just figure the
patient out and tell us this is what we should do. We found when they were here
our palliative patients were taken care of through the end-of-life. We don't have
that anymore. And for me that's a big thing to have that (in-house service). That's
the biggest loss we've had with palliative care, is losing that doctor (Interview #2)

There was a wonderful palliative care doctor that becarne available to us. Dr. X
has since left but, Dr. X taught us what it could be like to be a team to have
solneone who knows, this is the synptoms, this is the disease that they are dying
fi'otn, this is what we carr anticipate and this is what you do. Dr. X wrote us
orders ftrr drugs that we had never even thought or dreamed would help someone
like that. oh, it was wonderful, it was absolutely wonderful to go frorn
helplessness to empowenrent, to empower the patient, that you don't have to be
suffering fi-om any of this. (Interview #8)

Consequences

The are several consequences to either getting or not getting what's needed for a

patient at the end-of-life. When nurses are able to 'get what's needed' the consequences

include: (i) continuityof care; (ii) syrnptom control; (iii) nurses feel good about care

delivered; and (iv) farnily recognition of 'a job well-done'. on the other hand,

consequences to not getting what's needed are: (i) confusion over the direction for care;

(ii) fi'ustration over the lack of knowledge displayed by physicians; (iii) poor synptorn

control; and (iv) nurses rnay avoid the patient and farnily.
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Positive Consequences

Continui4t o.f Care

By having an established care plan in place, many of the baniers that have been

clescribed are overcome. For example, the overall objective of establishing a plan of care

for the palliative patient is to ensure for continuity and clirection for the entire health care

teatn. An established care plan gives clear instruction and direction to nurses and other

tnembers of the health teatn. It ensures that the proper rnedication to control symptoms

are orclered and that 'extra' services are in place to support the farnily. By doing this, it

elinrinates confusion and arnbiguity over 'what to do next'. As one nurse noted:

I think a definite clear plan in place is inipoftant. Is this the plan, is this person
going to die, is this what we're accepting? So, once that's detennined and not
having to fight to get the person frorn being active to palliative care. I think that's
probably the number one priority. (Interview # l0)

If there's a certain plan of care that's in place that you agree with, that you think
is the rnost appropriate thing to do then it's cerlainly a lot easier to sort of go with
the flow...(hrterview #l 0)

S),ntpÍont Control

A positive consequence of getting what's needed for a palliative care patient is

that it often ensures that synptorns are adequately controlled. Nurses expressed feeling

great relief when patients were rnade as comfoftable as possible.

Another thing is that we have their synptorns under control. That is very
irnportant thing. I mean if you can see your patient and their sleeping and their
breathing's colnfortable, and they're not having pain, that to me is arnazing.
(lnterview #2)

Ntu'ses Feeling Good abotrt Care Delivered

When nurses were able to 'get what's needed' for the patient and that has ensured

that the patient's synptoms are controlled and they are comfortable, all the nurses within

the study expressed feeling rewarded and that they had done a good job.
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I don't know that it gets any better than that, to have known that you did the best
you can, to know that they were comfortable and helped the farnily see that they
were comfortable and accept that this was a part of their life and now it is just
another section. And they can corre away fi'om that feeling their loved one died
the best they could. (Interview #8)

I think that's probably the beauty of nursing is that you, you're br'ought into this
tnost amazing situation and you're there directing and trying to facilitate the most
appropriate, peaceful, therapeutic, whatever you want to call it, death, because
there's a lot of dynamics that come to the surface when solneone is dying.
(lnterview #10)

Fatni\, Recognition.for 'a Job Well-Done'

Getting recognition by farnily mernbers of the care that had been provided to their

loved one was identified by nurses as a rewarding consequence of getting what the

patient needed.

And then, you know you've done a good job if the farnily comes up to you after
and hugging you and saying thank you, or a lot of tilnes a week later or a month
later, you'll get a card or sorne gift from the farnily, or whatever. Or if you read in
the obituary and they thank you--That specific person's naffte or the unit. That, to
rne, says, 'Okay. We did good.'(lnterview #2)

That's why we get these thank-you notes and then in the obituaries, we are always
mentioned. And sometirnes the na[ìes of the nurses who took care of the patients
are mentioned as well. So that's makes us feel good and that someone realized
that we're doing sornething. It's a good feeling for everyone. It's that someone
really realized that we're there. And we have our patients' relatives who come
even though they [i.e. the patient] passed away a while ago - they still come and
visit us, or send something at Christmas time, we get some goodies frorn the
families. Feels good that we're remembered. (Interview #6)

Negative Consequences

Confus ion over th e Directi on.fot' Cat.e

When an appropriate plan of care is not established and nurses are therefore not

able to 'get what's needed' they expressed confusion over what direction the care was

taking. This also occurred fiequently because of the rnultiple or no philosophy regarding

palliative care within the care unit.
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But what does 'comfott care' lnean? Does it ffìean we have a rnorphine sage?
Does it mean there's no blood work? There's no vital signs being done? There,s
no kind of invasive procedures? And sometimes when one resident will order,
'comfoft care', they're still doing blood-work and we're still checking accu-
checks. (lnterview #4)

Confusion can also occur as a lack of consistency in the care delivered. For

example nurses talked about when two physicians ordered the same drug, the manner in

which it should be adurinistered rnay be diffèrent.

And there's no kind of consistency. You know, one resident will say'Okay. Give
it every so often. Let's just clear it up.' The point is to clear it up anã make the
farnily feel better and maybe bring some relief. Those are guideiines, too, I guess
'cause some people would just say, 'Give it'til it's spent, like'til it's gone,. And
others 0.6rng Q6. When you asked if a palliative patient on an acute rnedical
ward is the best idea: No because they don't know the proper dosing or orders.
(lnterview #4)

When getting what's needed has failed to occur, nurses talked about 'walking into

a lness'; care situations where there was a lack of clear direction and orders for the dying

patient.

I think in some situations there has been a lack of direction frorn nursing to really
advocate for patients. And it's something that should have been addressèd days
and days ago. You can walk into a situation that's an absolute mess and it's soft
of a case of like where are we going, what are we doing because what we're doing
is not working. (lnterview #10)

Fnstration Over the Lach of Paltiative Care Knowledge Displaved b,ph-vsicians

Most nurses described feeling very frustrated by the lack of palliative care

knowledge displayed by rnost rnedical students, residents and attending physicians. This

lack of knowledge was described by many as a major banier to providing quality end-of-

life care. Nurses often felt that it was not their job to "spoon feed them on what to give to

your patient" (lnterview #l) However, other nurses saw this as an opportunity to try and

provide education to the rnedical students and residents. As one nurse noted:

I have to say, who I work on is the underling, the med students, the interns,
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they're the ones I can influence. I don't rnean it to be really negative. But, I feel
also as a nurse on the floor I have a responsibility to help teach these rnedical
staff. Lord knows they don't get a whole lot of fpalliative care education], they
get a good lot of what doctors need to know, what they do, their whole thing.
They don't have a lot of tirne, they don't have a lot of teaching about compassion
and treating patients as people. And, I think that is our role. (lnterview #8)

It would be interesting to know how doctors are trained because some of them
come out and haven't a clue. And so, that is our job, because if we don't teach
them, then patient care's affected. So the wise med student/intern looks upon us
as their mentors, as a help. Because by and large we're all about patient care and
like I say, the wise one will say, "l don't know what to do about this, what would
you recommend?" And, of course, any rned student has to have their orders co-
signed. There is backup, it's not like writing my own orders. I can make
suggestions and they get them checked. And I think they appreciate it. (lnterview
#8)

Poot' St;mptont Control

When a clear plan of care is not established, nurses expressed that not only were

symptoms poorly controlled, but that they felt horrible about the patient's death. As one

nurse stated:

There was this patient who died who we were unable to take care of their pain or
their nausea. Like dying ugly, I guess you can call it that. Synptornatology not
taken care of. That's really bad for both the patient and the farnily. That's
lingering, I tnean, of course you feel horific for the patient who dies in pain,
because that it. You don't get a second chance to make that better. But you also
don't get a second chance to change the last irnage of a loved ones feelings about
the patient. That's really bad and that has happened. Generally the few patients I
can think of right ofïthe top of rny head where that happened is when we didn't
get support fi'orn the physician to treat this patient palliatively...and they died
with lack of good rnedical car.e. (lnterview #8)

Nurses in the study expressed feel helpless wlien they could not get what they needed

because they saw that ultirnately patient's suffered.

You just feel helpless 'cause there's sometimes cases like that where there's
nothing you can do, actually less, cause last week we had somebody pass away
and we had to fight to get a level 2. And the person was uncolnfortable. The
patient would crawl around in circles on his bed trying to get comfoftable.
(lnteruiew #l)
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Avoidance o.f the Patient and Familt,b), the Ntu.se

ln the follow-up interview with several nurses, one of the consequences of

displaying a lack of confidence in nursing knowledge of palliative care or in being

cornfbrtable with dying was that these more experienced nurses perceived that rnany

nurses '1Îay avoid the patient and/or farnily when they are imminently dying". It was

also diffìcult for some nurses to care for dying patients when families were seen to not be

handling the death well.

Not everyone's as cornfortable as dealing with it. Some people would really not
like to have these patients, cause of cornfort level or how cause the farnily isn't
dealing with it well. (lnter-view #l)

Summary

This chapter has dealt with tlie sub-process 'getting what's needed' for the rnodel

of 'creating a haven for safe passage'. The nulsing strategies, the fàcilitators and

constraints as well as the positive and negative consequences have all be explored and

described. The following chapter will explor.e the sub-process of ,being there'.
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Table 3. Sumrnarv Table ulntna e

Getting What's Needed
Nursing

Strategies Facilitators Constraints Positive
Consequences

Negative
Consequences

Directing care
through
experience and
assessment

skills

Confidence in
nurses ability
and
knowledge

Physicians lack of
palliative care
education and
experience

Continuity of
care

Confusion over
the direction for
care

Advocacy Nurses
feeling
autonomous
and supported
by nursing
leadership to
deliver care

Nurses lack of
fonnal palliative
care education

Syrnptorn
control

Frustration over
the lack of
palliative care
knowledge
displayed by
physicians

Use of
collaborative
ap¡rroaches

Nurses being
comfortable
with dyine

Feeling a lack of
palliative care
sullpoft

Nurses feel
good about care
delivered

Poor syrnptom
control

Nurses
having
rapport with
phvsicians

Family
recognition for
'a job well-
done'

Nurses may
avoid the
patient and
family

Having
supports
available
within the
hospital
A clear lane
change
facilitated
and
maintained
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CHAPTER EIGHT: THE SUB.PROCESS ..BEING THERE''

The third sub-process of the model 'creating a haven for safe passage' revolves

around the nursing care delivered to palliative care fanilies. 'Being there' is defined as

the holistic support provided to families by nurses and recognizes the irnportance of

physical presence and the emotional component of end-of-life care. Once a lane change

has been conrpleted and nurses are able to get what's needed for the patient, which

assures that the patient is physically comfortable, the attention of the nurse shifts towards

the farnily, making them the nurse's prirnary focus of care. Therefore, 'being there'

centres around the psychosocial care and infonnational support provided to farnilies by

nurses. 'Being there' also acknowledges that nurses within the study expressed a strong

desire to physically be there throughout the dying process. By this it is meant that nurses

expressed feeling profouncl satisfaction when they are able to care for patients fi-orn the

time the patient is made palliative to when they die.

In order to be there, nurses elnploy many different strategies including: (i) taking

cues from farnilies; (ii) comrnunication strategies; (iii) using touch; (iv) accessing other

specialty services such as pastoral care; and (v) providing culturally appropriate care.

Two significant facilitators exist to being able to 'be there': (a) nurse comfoft with self

and (b) acknowledgetnent by farnilies that death is an imrninent outcome. The constraints

to 'being there' include: (a) the caLe context; (b) farnilies in denial; (c) nurses not

knowing what to say; and (d) palliative care referral. When nurses are able to 'be there'

nurses expressed that: (a) they are able to rnake connections; (b) regrets are rninirrized;

and (c) it is easier for the nurse to grieve. However, when nurses are unable to 'be there',

the rnain consequence is that families may not receive any psychosocial care or suppoft,
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and may be avoided. Each of these areas will be discussed further. Table 4, which

surnmarizes these findings can be found at the end of this chapter onpage 146.

Nursing Strategies

Nurses within the study utilized a variety of strategies to ensure that they could

'be there' for the dying patient's farnily and loved ones. These strategies include: (i)

taking cues from fàrnilies; (ii) cornrnunication strategies; (iii) using touch; (iv) accessing

other services; and (v) providing culturally appropriate care. Each of these strategies will

be discussed in further detail.

Taking Cues.fi'om Families

One of the strategies ernployed by nurses to achieve being there is to take cues

from falnilies. The most cotnmon cue nurses look for is the need for their physical

presence within the room. When nurses judged they were not needed by the farnily,

nul'ses adopt a strategy wliereby they 'nurse fiom a distance'. In this regard, nurses will

'poke their head into the room' to just eyeball the patient to ensure they are comfortable.

This ensures that nurses are meeting the needs of the farnily but still allows them to

maintain contact with them and the patient.

...and some people need you to sit there and hold your hand while their loved on
is dying; others don't want you there. (lnterview #l )

So, it's just having to take your cues from the farnily, to decide what they need at
that time. And it's okay to ask, too. I found that out. If they want me in there all
the time, you know, rnaking the person cornfortable and checking. Or if they want
private time too. Some farnilies are very, 'just leave us alone and we'll get you
when we need you'. (lnterview #4)

In taking cues fi'oln families, nurses helped ensure that the needs of the farnily

melnbers were being met. When nurses were able to meet the needs of farnilies, they
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expressed satisfaction with the care they delivered, and received thanks from farnilies in

return:

It's your ability to, to read them and hopefully you can give thern what they need
at that time. Sornetilnes it's giving thern absolute privacy. One patient thaidied,
they were a closed book, it sort of sounds kind of awful, but it wasn't. They
needed nothing fì'om us but the ability to be alone and spend whatever tirne they
had alone. I remember looking after that patient and almost sneaking in, giving
him the pain rnedication, the anti-nausea rnedication, making sure thãt whatever
any other symptoms, anything else you need. And that way I didn't really connect
with them, but the ovetwhelming good feelings fi'orn the farnily afterwards that
we were able to give thern what they needed. To rneet their needs. Good feeling.
A little at the beginning, I felt funcornfortable] but not everyone needs me. i
lnean they rnay need me to give the medication to help thern understand what we
can do to alleviate that syrnptom, once we're truly palliative. But they don't need
me and I need to be in a place where I don't need them to need rne. (lnterview #8)

It was often seen by nurses to be easier to nurse from a distance when a lot of

farnily were present. However, the more experienced nurses also recogn ized that it was

equally impoftant to rnaintain that contact even though it rnight be easier to feel that with

all the farnily present, they were not needed.

And the other thing, also, is to go in there frequently. I think, sometimes, we see
all the family in there, we feel sort of like we're invading their temitory. What I do
is, I go in there and say, 'You know, I'm going to be popping in, all I'm gonna do
is just stand here and just see how your morr is doing so I can see whether she's
comfortable or not. You can ignore me, but I am gonna colne.' And I think that's
irnportant: you can't forget that when there's lots of family, we still need to be a
presence in the roolr. Even if it's easier not to be. (lnterview #5)

Taking cues from the farnily rnight also involve nurses assessing family members

level of clesire to provide care to their loved one.

You know, show the farnily how to do mouth care and, you know, just really
involved into the care. And some families don't want that. They just want to sit
there and they will leave the room when you turn the patient or change a patient
or whatever. And some families really feel like they want to be involved and they
need to feel needed. So I think it's just gauging what the families are comforlable
with, kind of, you know that they can suction, they can do a little rnouth suction,
I'm ftne with that. So, I think, and that just I think coffìes with trying to read the
farnily on what they're willing to do, what they are capable of doing. So, but I
think having a farnily that's involved is really irnpoftant in whatever capacity they
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feel they want to be. (lnterview #10)

C o nt nu.t n i c a t i o n Sn-ateg ì es

By striving to acliieve effèctive cornmunication through the ernploynent of a

variety of methods, nurses atternpted to rninimize future regrets and pr.ovide emotional

support to palliative care fàrnily members. For this reason communication is a rnajor

strategy in the sub-process of 'being there'. The strategy of helping fàrnily members to

say good-bye to their dying relative was an irnportant strategy used by nurses. Nurses

encouraged farnily members to continue talking to their loved one when they lapsed into

a cotnatose state. Part of talking to patients in a comatose state was also to encourage

fàrnily melnbers to give the patient pennission to ,let go'.

I just looked at hirn and I said, 'what's going on?' and he said, .we,re back.
Mary is back. It's not good. Her kidneys have failed' and her heaft was failing. I
sat with him and with his wife, and talked with her and him, and told the husbãnd,
you know, to speak with her, because she could still hear hirn. And again, say, in
those nice, gentle words, 'Just go, Maly. Any time you're ready, go', and she
stopped breathing while we were talking to her. You know, it's nice to be there
with them. (lnterview #3)

Nurses also expressed that tone of voice was an irnporlant strategy.

You know communication is huge. It's probably one of the biggest parts of our
job and it's not always what you say, it's how you say it. so a rot of it's
communication and being supportive and trying not to put your own feelings and
perspectives into the situation on what I think they should do. Unless they want it,
you know, cause we're biased some tirnes. (lnterview #9)

Nurses within the study also stated that they would use humour in their

communication with families. Humour allowed nurses to emotionally'be there' for

farnily lnetnbers in tense or difficult situations. In one instance, hurnour was used to

diffuse a potentially volatile situation.

This was a very young woman with lung CA in her 40's and a teenage son, 17.
The son was very quiet ... and the daughter. We managed to get her into a single
rooln, and I came in the next day - and I didn't do this personally [i.e. move her
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to the single room], but I thought it was great, from a nursing perspective, for
farnily and she's like, 'Why clid you rrìove me out from all thoother patients?' She
said, 'Why did you do this? I'm not dead vet, you know.' So I was shocked, and i
said, 'Oh. Well, didn't anybody ask you if this is what you wanted? I guess, I kind
of tried to make a joke. I think humour is a very impoftant, it's very specific. For
tne, I do use it. Even with palliative patients and farnily, in tenns of the emotional
component. (lnterview #4)

Nurses would also encourage farnily members to express how they were feeling.

The daughters were in shock. And we did some talking and some kind oÈ I
guess, not grieving but just allowed them to vent, encouraged them to ventilation
of their feelings and stuff; And encourage ventilation of feelings. Not only frorn
fàrnily metnbers to me but if the patient is still talking, then to other farniiy
members or if they're comatose it's still irnportant to talk (lnterview #4)

Nurses also identified helping farnily members resolve issues was an irnportant

part of 'being there'.

I have said to farnily mernbers, say it's their father, 'Your fàther is close to death.
If you have sotne things that you need to talk to hirn about this is the time to do it.
Tinie is limited. (Interview #5)

Touch

Touch was often a strategy used by nurses to create a sense of intirnacy and show

comfort to family lnembers. It allowed nurses to 'be there' physically for farnily members

and convey emotional support.

I fìnd touch is a really interesting thing. Sitting on beds. You can create an
intimate situation without a lot of tinre. Some people aren't ready for it, though.
some patients aren't. You pick it up pletty quickly. 'okay, you don't want to.'
And you have to respect that for whatever reason, that person has their own
agenda, and they have a right to that agenda. (lnterview #5)

In the follow-up interviews, several nurses also expressed that they used touch to

convey ernpathy and understanding. Touch provided human contact and helped nurses to

personalize the care environment.
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Access itt g Special ry, Sentices

Nurses often recognized that palliative family members require more supporl than

they are able to give thern. The cun'ent care context or their personal comfort may

prevent thetn from deliverìng the needed psychosocial or spiritual support. Therefore, in

older to 'be there' for the family and to rneet their emotional and spiritual needs, other

services such as pastoral care are often consulted to provide a lnore in-depth level of

psychosocial care that nurses are unable to provide. Recognizing the spiritual aspect of

end-of--life care, nurses frequently stated they would ask families if they would like to

consult the pastoral care services provided by the hospital or if they had a clergy member

of their own religion they would like the nurse to phone.

You know, there at'e certain disciplines tliat you'd want to get involved early
versus late. And of course, providing it's the wishes of the patient and the farnily
as well. Even if it's a matter of calling their own priest, or pastor, or whoever they
worship with, and asking thern to come by and to give some support. (lnterview
#3)

But I do often approach families: 'ls there somebody, is there a particular church
you go to or is there somebody we can call frorn pastoral services just for
soûìeone you can talk to or to pray with?' (lnterview #5)

Nurses would also access sen¿ices such as the psych-liaison nurse if they felt

farnilies requirecl more support then they could offer.

And some of them are teenagers and they want to talk about things. And with
those we refer thern if they need some psychiatric help. We have a psychiatric
nurse liaison that they can talk to. (lnterview #6)

Providing Cul tm.al ly Appropriate Care

Providing care that is sensitive to the cultural needs of the farnily was also

recognized as a method for nurses to 'be there' for farnilies. Often nurses would be asked

to be included in cultural ceremonies or rituals performed by families at the time of their
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loved ones death. This allowed nurses to share in the farnilies dying experience and to

suppoft thern in their grieving.

I remember this one Laotian woman that was dying. She was Laotian and I'm not
up-to-date on my Filipino, I'm leaming. They wanted to pafticipate in wrapping
the body and washing. They had special clothing, and they place the ring inìhe
mouth. I was very touched that they would allow me to be with thern and to do
that, and they wanted rne there. It was very touching. And they were explaining
the signifìcance and so on and so forth. So it was very good. (lnterview #4)

Nurses would also make an'angeffìents so that families could provide special

ceremonies.

Culture's a big thing...if they want their sweet grass ceremonies we will rnake
affangements for the fire alanns to be off. We just have to know a few days in
advance and stuff life that. We try and accomrnodate the best we can, we can't do
it all the time but we try. (lnterview #l)

Facilitators

There are two significant fäcilitators to nurses ability to 'being there' that will be

discussed in the following section; nurses comfortable with self and having farnily

support.

Ntu'ses Contfot't with Self

Nurses frequently expressed that being cornfortable with themselves allowed

them to be there for farnilies. Nurses saw this as an internal characteristic that had

developed as a result of experience and exposure to the dying. This characteristic

allowed thern to freely discuss issues sunounding death and dying without the fear of

'not knowing what to say'. Some nurses expressed that they specifically worked on

becorning more comfortable with the dying process.

I can remelnber as clearly as day that first patient I dealt with who was really end-
stage dying with ernphysema. I remember, all I could keep thinking, 'Oh he has a
wife. Why isn't she here?' And I remernber saying to him, 'Your wife is on her
way. She'll be here shortly.' And he said, 'Well, what can she do?' And I thought
'Oh. Okay.'That was sort of the first tirne I realised, 'Okay. You have to talk to
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this man. You can't just leave hirn here and the wife just can't get it.' So that was
pretty difficult session for me. But I think it pushed me to lnove towards the kind
of nursing that I really did want to do. It really made rne think of, 'Okay. What arn
I going to do next time, if this happens? I really have to think about this.' I knew
in school we talked about it, but I really didn't know how difficult it would be and
'l have to practice getting better at it.' I think, we all do. I think, it's never ever
easy and even though patients die on a very regular basis, often we know, the
patient is not suffering and that's a very irnportant thing. But you never get
hardened to it. You know death is hard. (Interview #5)

Aclrnott,ledgtnenf that Death is an Imntinent Outcome b¡, fs¡n¡¡¡.,

Having a farnily that is supporlive of the plan of care and acknowledges that their

loved one is dying is a significant facilitator to nurses being there. It allows for open and

honest cornmunication as well as the developrnent of rapport.

You can have, you can have a patient farnily that is very supportive, so supportive
that they do everything. And that's great, as long as they're comfoftable with
cloing it, that. And they'll actually, if you have a good rapport, they,ll say, .Know
what, you don't have to feed thern,' or 'l'll wash them' and 'we'll let you know
when we need you.' We had one farnily who came in, I did not even do anything
to that patient. The farnily filled the room, they had a private rooÍr. We didn't do
anything. They sort ofjust took over. They did everything and they were fine.
They were just were in their own little world. (lnterview #2)

Constraints

There are four significant constraints to 'being there'; context, denial, not

knowing what to say and palliative care refenal that affects a nurse's ability to be there

fbr farnilies. Each of these factors will be discussed in this section.

Cat'e Context

A lack of tirne and being pulled in all directions are two of the contextual factors

that greatly reduce nurse's ability to be there for farnilies. Nurses who work on medical

units juggle many responsibilities and therefore, have to prioritize where to expend their

time and energy. This cornplex environment is generally in a state of equilibriurn,

whereby all the patients within a nurse's assignment receive equal amounts of the nurse's
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energy and time. This equilibriurn is thrown off-balance however by rnultiple 'crisis' that

occur within the care environtnent. These crises cause an imrnediate need and drives

which patient is given priority. This results in the nurse shifting their attention to the

immediate concern. Immediate concems or 'crises' tend to be driven by physical needs

such as a change in patient acuity, going for tests or needing constant rnonitoring.

The care of dying patients also focuses on the care needs of families, which in

many cases revolves around psychosocial care. However, because many of the

psychosocial concerns of families are not as tangible and direct as the patient requiring

irnlnediate attention, those needing emotional support become 'invisible'. The care

context diverts nurses attention away from the dying person's room since once synptoms

have been adequately controlled, dying patients may have no physical concerns resulting

in nurses feeling that no immediate crises need to be addressed. Several nurses expressed:

Well its very hectic on the ward itself. You have anywhere froln 5-6 patients,
you're lucky if you only have four when you have somebody that's palliative and
you feel like it's a tug of war. You want to be there for the farnily, you want to be
there for the patient, but you also have your other patients you have to take care
of. (lnterview #l )

I do find that when you have a palliative patient on the ward and you have acute
rnedical patients as well it's kind of hard to share your wealth equally arnong the
patients. (Interview #2)

Being so busy with acute patients, you really don't get the time to spend with the
family and talk with thern, and kind of do some teaching in terms of what they
can expect. (lnterview #4)

The care context diverls nurse's attention away causing thern not to be able to be

there for families and sometimes even the dying patient themselves.
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Denial

When nurses within the study perceive that farnilies are in denial about the fact

that their loved one is dying, they express great difficulty in being able to connect and be

there for thern.

I was so frustrated because I didn't know how to provide care to her or him,
because ... you'd go in to tell thern sornething and they'd be like, 'He's corning
home on Friday, right?' And I was like, 'okay, weil, how do you ...? well, I just
take one step at a time'. That to lre was very difficult and I couldn't build a
rapport with her. (lnterview #2)

Nw'ses Not Knotving What To Sa¡,

When nurses reported feeling uncomfofiable with the dying process they raost

often expressed 'not knowing what to say' to farnily members. Generally, nurses who

expressed this concern had less experience working as a nurse than those who did not

express this.

That's really hard, cause I don't know how to really deal or how to talk to
farnilies about dying. (Interview #7)

Pal liative Care Referral

Once a patient is deerned to require palliative care services, a refenal is rnade to

the central palliative care referral centre who will then evaluate whether there is space

available at one of the two designated palliative care units. Because there is only two

palliative care units, often patients will not be transfered to those units and will end up

dying on the rnedical units. However, nurses have expressed that often what occurs is

that the patient rnay be transfered after being cared for a long period of their illness on

the medical unit. Nurses express feeling fiustrated by this since 'they know the patient

and the farnily'.

Right now the state of palliative care is more like, they have to be dying tomorrow
before we really get any help and you know that that is not always the case. Yes,
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sometimes they die totnorow, but not really. And then sometimes we have
patients who we know are dying. You put in the consults, they get thern on the
list, but you know, unless again they are dying in the next couplã of days, they
don't have the space for them in the palliative units. So we keep them, we do the
best we can and then, it is getting closer, and then they want tolake them and we
say NO, you can't take them now, we know them, we know the farnily, they are
cornfortable. Although recognizing that XY isn't a palliative ward and theyreally
shouldn't be there, but now they've been there Iong enough that they deserve to
die with us. (lntervìew #8)

Another frustrating part though is if sorneone is palliative, but you know, say
they've got six months, and then they're transferred off the ward to a non-
teaching paft of the hospital, waiting there for a palliative care bed. We find that,
we try not to transfer palliative care patients, but sornetimes, we can't, we have no
choice and we have to. Because they shouldn't have to do the hospital shuffle for
continuity of care and they're dying and why should we upset thern like that. you
know it rnakes thern feel like they're not irnportant. Because, well you know,
you're not sick anyûlore, you're just dytng and we can just stick you anywhere.
(lnterview #9)

Consequences

When nurses are able to be there for the farnilies of dying patients, several

significant consequences result. These include nurses: (i) being able to make a

connection; and (ii) nurses are able to grieve. However, when nurses are unable to be

there, the main consequence is that families do not receive any substantial support or

psychosocial care and nurses are not able to connect or to have closure.

Positive Consequences

Making Connections

When nurses are able to be there for farnilies, they often expressed that they could

make a connection to them. Sometimes once these connections had been rnade, nurses

would often ask to rearrange their assignment so that they could continue to care for that

particular patient and their farnily.

. . .there was continuity of care; I had asked, even if I was at the opposite end fof
the unitl, 'Could I please be with this patient? I have established a rapport with
the farnily. I'd like this.' I know everyone by first name'. (lnterview #4)
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Establishing connections helped nurses to feel that they were being there for

families and providing quality end-of-life care

Death is not something that we come to lightly. We know it is going to happen,
but it takes, I think, some rnaturity. It takes getting connected often enough-to
know that it is a good thing that we do. As rnuch as it hurts to have patients die, if
you can connect with, sometimes it's not even the patient, the farnily, that it is as
rewarding as helping someone out of an acute medical crisis. Really it is, because
it's an honoured place we have to be a part of someone dying. I don't know that
it gets any better than that to have known that you did the best you can, to know
that they were comfortable and helped the farnily see that they were comfoftable
and accept that this was a part of their life and now it is just another section. And
they can come away from that feeling their loved one died the best they could.
(Interview #8)

Ntu'ses Able ro Grieve

When nurses within the study expressed that they had been able to care for the

dying patient and their farnily throughout their illness, they felt that not only had they

been able to provide quality care but also expressed feeling that it was easier to let go.

When able to care f-or a dying individual and their farnily nurses developed connections

and rapport that they felt lnade them want to deliver the best possible care.

We see these people for months and months while they're getting their cherno too.
And sornetirnes they choose to stay with use 'cause they know us. That's kind of
nice when you have that. Not that you want anybody to pass away but you kinda
hope that they stay with you because you want to be the ones that are there for the
farnily'cause you know thern. (lnterview #l)

Nurses expressed that saying their own good-byes was equally important to feel

that the patient and farnily had experienced a good death.

My rnost positive experience of death is when I've take care of the patient, I know
the farnily really well and they actually die on my shift. Which sounds bad but
I'm actually there and able to communicate with the family and talk to them, say
rny good-byes. Then I go home and well you're sad but you feel good that you at
least could be there. (Interview #2)

When nurse's are able to 'be there' for families, they also help thern to minimize

reglet over their loved one's death.
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I mean everybody has to do it in their own way so they don't have regrets about
how they've died. (lnterview #l)

...given the right care and the right attitude is there then they are able to make that
growth to acceptance, okay this is what's going to happen and then we can stafi
helping them focus on some of the mernories and bring things up that will rnake
thern happy. And to see that, where at least you know they've going and they're
happy and have reached that point where they've been able to deal with it, then
that's great. It rnakes you feel good as a nurse, but the way I look at it too, it
makes rne happy for that person. It's like O.K., it's not so much the nursing care
that's been provided, but it's them and their own growth that rnight have been
somewhat facilitated. To see thern really move, for me is a really happy, they've
made peace and then they are just going to enjoy what tirne is left. So, that's
really rewarding from that perspective. (lnterview #7)

Negative Consequences

Lack of Psttcltosocial Cat.e and Avoidance

When contextual factors such as time and being pulled in all directions are high,

nurses express that in general the patient within their assignrnent that is deerred palliative

care is often unintentionally pushed to the side. In this regard, basics such as physical

care are often only provided and psychosocial care is not delivered.

You feel bad after you go home 'cause you think, oh, I saw the farnily twice and
the other nurse had to go in and do my, rny stuff because I was too busy with so-
and-so. So sometimes it can affect your care. I know that I have in the past gone
home and felt like I didn't do a good job because I was needed somewhere else.
(lnterview #2)

When nurses are uncomfortable with the dying process, they rnay avoid farnily

llembers. In the follow-up interviews, nurses expressed tliat they often saw more

inexperienced nurses providing care that focused on the physical care and avoided

delving into 'the rnore difficult issues'.

No C lostn'e.fot" Nurs es

When nurses are not able to be there with patients through the dying process until

the end, nurses express feeling no sense ofclosure.
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Another thing that was hard for me when I was taking care of palliative patients
was if I was leaving and I knew I wasn't going to see that patient again. And you
coffìe back and they're gone. (Intewiew #2)

Nurses often expressed feeling more satisfred with the care when the patient had actually

died on theil shift.

Summary

This chapter has addressed issues sumounding the sub-process of 'being there'.

The strategies nurses used to ensure they are there to support the farnily have been

discussed as well as the facilitators and constraints to using those strategies. The overall

consequences of the achievelnent or failure of being there have also been discussed. The

following chapter will focus on the sub-process of 'manipulating the care environment'.
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Table 4. Summary TablaDle

Being There
Nursing

Strategies Facilitators Constraints Positive
Conseouences

Negative
Consequences

Taking cues
frorn families

Nurses comfofi
with self

Care context Nurses able to
make
connections

Farnilies do not
receive any
substantial
suppoft or
psychosocial
caÍe

Comrnunication
strategies

Acknowledgnent
that death is an

imminent
outcome by
families

Denial Regrets are
rninimized

No closure for
nurses

Using touch Nurses not
knowing what
to say

Easier for the
nurse to grieve

Accessing other
'specialty'
services

Palliative care
referral

Providing
culturally
appropriate care
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CHAPTER NINE: THE SUB.PROCESS oF "MANIPULATING THE CARE

ENVIRONMENT"

A fourth sub-process of the rnodel 'Creating a Haven for Safe Passage' is the

rnanipulation of the care environlnent. By defrnition, the care environrnent encompasses

the actual sumoundings and the physical elements in the care unit. Nurses, in order to

provide quality end-of-life care to dying patients on rnedical units, described the irnpact

that the physical sumoundings had on the delivery of quality care. In order to 'create a

haven for safe passage' nurses have devised strategies to manipulate the care

environtnent in order to provide the care to dying patients that they deem as essential.

These strategies include: (a) creating privacy; (b) relaxing the rules; and (c) personalizing

the care environment.

Several facilitators to rnanipulating the environment exist: (i) bed closures and the

nursing shortage; (ii) rnanagement supporl; and (iii) recognizingthatdying is a special

time. Constraints to manipulating the environment are: (i) characteristics of the unit; and

(ii) only looking at numbers. Finally the consequences of being able to manipulate the

care environment include: (i) creating a more horne-like envirorunent; (ii) giving patients

and farnilies their own space which allows for private tirne; and (iii) nurses feel satisfied

about the care delivered. When rnanipulating the environment does not occur, the rnain

consequences nurses feel is fiustration and distress for the dying patient and their farnily

as well as to the well patient. A thorough discussion of the strategies, facilitators,

constraints and consequences will be provided in the following sections. Table 5, which

summadzes the strategies, intervening factors and the consequences is found at the end of

this section on page 160.
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Nursing Strategies

Creating Privac¡t

Nurses expressed that creating private spaces for patients and families is an

irnporlant factor in providing quality end-of'-life care. What all the nurses in the study

articulated was an underlying belief that the dying process is a unique time, one that

requires a quiet space to spend with farnily and friends. To ensure privacy, nurses stated

that they manipulate the care environrnent in order to create private roolns:

If the patient is imminently dying, we'll put thern in a private room for farnily,
and for the patient. If we have beds open or if because our bed census is so low,
we can do that. we can juggle and say, 'okay. we can open this up for the
family.' But, I lrìean, if we're busy or full to capacity, then it's not as easy. If we
have isolation patients, then we can't. (lnterview #4)

We rnake sure that they have their own rooln, especially if we know that they are
in the last fèw days of their lives. So what we do is have the roorn, by thernselves,
so that the farnily can come in, put in an extra bed for the farnily, and help them as
much as we can. Some of them, they are young. With their farnilies, the husband
can stay or the children can visit; and we give thern as much privacy as we can.
(lnterview #6)

Creating privacy is also done for farnilies because the rooms on the study care

units are srnall and crarnped. Within a two-bed room there are two beds, two large

chairs, over-the-bed tables and nightstands. When there are farnily members for both

patients in the rooln, there is scarcely room to move. Being able to close off the second

bed to an admission or to move a dying patient to an isolation roorn, avoids a cramped,

uncomfodable environment for the patient and their farnily.

creating privacy can also be done by reserving spaces within the care

environment for the dying patients' farnily members. On one of the units within the

study, a special pastoral care rooln could be reserved for farnilies as a space to go and be

alone.
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. '.and we have a pastoral care room for the Cth floor that can be used, and you
can book it if you have somebody that's really ill, we'll put up a sign to reserve it
for the farnily. (lnterview # l)

Relaxing the Rules

When caring for dying patients, nurses also tend to 'relax the rules'. These rules

are often the fonnal rules of the institution such as visiting hours and not allowing srnall

children to visit. Several nurses noted that visiting hours are not as strongly enforced and

in most cases 'have been thrown out':

And also, ''we're open 7 days a week, 24 hours a day. Anybody can come here.
No matter what. No matter what the sign says.' You know, they're guidelines, it's
how I look at them. They're reasonable, in ceftain situations. Others? Who cares?
So, to me, the institution has to recognise that these are the situations we might
deal with and we have to respect. (lnterview #7)

I'lljust say that we don't have such a thing as visiting hours. That we threw that
out years and years and years ago (lnterview #8)

Another rule that is relaxed by nurses regards the number of visitors allowed at

the bedside. Nurses in this study indicated that they tended to allow as many visitors as

wanted by the patient or their farnily. In rnany cases, young children were adrnitted onto

the unit. This open policy towards visiting was also extended to farnily members who

wanted to stay the night. Nurses will set up cots and chairs for thern to sleep in:

And we'll push the beds together so they can sleep together. We had a young
gentleman last year who passed away earlier this year and with wife was pregnant
with their second child and she would sleep at the hospital when he was getting
his chemo. (lnterview #l)

Within this tirne, farnilies were also "allowed" to use the unit kitchen to heat food

or place it in the refrigerator, which is frequently reserved for staff use only. As one nurse

stated:

It's open. For us, in here, it's open. They can use the kitchen. They can bring their
food , wann up their food in there. They can make use of the bathroom - not the
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patient's bathroom but we have one for thern where they can clean up and shower.
(lnterview #6)

Nurses may even take risky steps when relaxing the rules. The rules that were

crossed in these instances were seen as more concrete and involve potential retribution to

the nurse if disobeyed. A few nurses talked of sneaking in dogs and of letting patients

have one last beer. These strategies were responding to the cornforl needs of dying

patients.

Providing them with wannth, providing them with comfort, providing thern with
the things that they feel are necessary for thern at that particular tirne. And that
can staft anywhere fiorn letting them have a beer, to letting thern have their dog
colne and visit. It depends on what the circumstances are. I personally feel that
sotreone who has lived a life has that right, that special right at the end of their
life, to have that control over what should be done at that particular time. And
providing the right environtnent for it: and that could even then go to the step of
allowing them a private rootn versus a semi-private; allowing farnily to visit24
hours a day and staying overnight with them if need be, or desire. We try very
hard to lrove beds if we have to we will try and ûrove people around. (Interview
#3)

Pers ona I izi n g t he Environ men t

Nurses acknowledge that rnost patients would rather die at home than in the

hospital. In order to accotnmodate this wish in circumstances where it is not possible for

the patient to retum hotne, nurses use strategies to try and make the hospital environment

as horne-like as possible. Nurses often encourage farnilies to bring in things from home to

lrelp personalize the care environment and make it more aesthetically pleasing. Things

such as pictures to hang on the wall or a special blanket are often encouraged. Nurses

were also noted to ask farnilies to bring in the patient's favourite foods. For example:

Encourage farnily to bring any stuff from home that they enjoy. Pictures to
decorate the room. Bring in food that this person's enjoyed. Encouraging farnily
tnembers to take them out for a walk, get them outside;just rernind thern that they
do not have to stay in that one area. (lnterview #7)
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I think it's, even the constraints and the space on the ward, having sornebody die
in a 4-bed room it's not right. And unfortunately I can't change that, but in an
ideal situation I don't have a problern palliating people on u toidi.al unit. But
having more space, that you can put them in a private roorn or a semi-private
room and block off, so that farnily can spend the night. Spend tirne, biing in their
food just making it a very welcorning place for people to come. (lnterview #10)

If the patient is able to, nurses encouraged families to take theni out for walks or

outside in a wheelchair. Most of the roorns in the care units in the study did not have

pennanent phones in them. To overcorne this, nurses would bring a cordless phone frorn

the nursing station into the roorn for patients and farnilies to use. Overall, many of the

nurses stated that in creating a lnore horne-like, personal environment, they are in a sense,

providing the care that they would like their loved one to receive. As one nurse

expressed:

And sometimes I just do whatever it is I would like to be see done if I were in that
position, if I was losing my mother or my father, how would I like to be treated or
how would I like rny dying person to be treated. so, I think a lot, sofi of
sometimes just cornes frorn inside. Just finding ways of doing what I think rnight
help. Even if it's not nursing things. You just need to act from that ernotional
point. I think, it is what I do rely on more. Even if it is not sort of nursing or
lnedical oriented, even if it is just . . .would you like a cup of coffee or do you
want anything, or can we make a call, or whatever. Those srnall things to rne
fftean a lot. (lnterview #7)

Facilitators

Bed Closut'es

One of the conditions that rnitigate against nurses ability to manipulate the care

environment is the number of beds available. Due to the recent nursing shoftage, most of

the units in the study have responded by 'closing' several roorìs to admissions. This in

effect reduces the number of beds that are available for patients, which in tum, reduces

the number of nurses needed to staff the care unit. Nurses will move a dying patient into

these rooms so that they have an entire private roorì. However, nurses express that this is
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only a temporary solution since more nurses are being hired and therefore, rnore beds will

be open to adrnissions. As two nurses noted:

And at the same time we were fortunate, because of the nursing shortage our bed
nutnbers went down. But we still had the beds available. So autornatically we
put people in a room by thernselves, which is key, key. Because within the last
year with changes that have happened, we have had at times our bed nurnbers full
and have not had that opportunity to have a single rooln. So we sort of got
spoiled, if that can be considered spoiled, because it really is what it should be.
So a single private room is important for palliative patients. The environment
absolutely, so when we are able to provide the environment, that's irnportant. But
in an acute care setting, now we are looking at probably that's going tô leave us
again. Because they are going to expand the beds again, because our nursing
numbers are getting better, therefore, you increase the patient population. So we
are going to have to get a lot more creative.,'(lnterview #g)

Recently it's been a lot better because we've got bed closures. So I can actually
give people private rooûts and they can stay at the hospital 24 hours a day and we
can do a lot of the things that they do on the palliative care wards. (lnterview #9)

Management Support

Having a nurse manager that supports the decisions made by the nursing staff

facilitates the rnanipulation of the care envilonrnent by allowing nurses to function

autonornously. One nurse stated:

If they're in a doubled rootn and if there is a room available, now that we have
closed beds, once we know that they are dying, we accommodate thern. And our
unit rnanager, she's 'Yeah, that's frne.' [i.e. with moving beds to accommodate
patients and families] She's very supportive of things. Just let her know and as
long as you know what you are doing, she's okay with that. (lnterview #6)

When nurses know they are supported by their nurse tnanager to make decisions

around the rnanipulation of the care environment, it allows nurses a freedom in their

practice.

At least in somewhat past we've had this unconditional support of the Unit
Manager to stretch the odd rope a little bit if you will. She gave us gleat scope to
be autonomous, to explore areas that we want to expand our knowledge and our
experience in, and given us the tirne off to do so.(lnterview #8)
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Managernent support is totally impoftant. That's one of the reasons I,m still on
XY. Really if I didn't have the support, if I wasn't able to practice the way I
practice and have the autonorny and the sense of rny voice being heard unã f".ling
part of the team and feeling like I was rnaking a difference, I wJuldn't be there.
(lnterview #9)

Nurses recognize however, that they have responsibility within this freedom.

Nurses acknowledge that they rnust be able to provide their unit managers with rationale

to support their decisions:

The environtnent that I came from was, rnanaged from a distance and as long as
you have good rationale to back up your opinions and what you want to do,
there's nothing wrong with that. (lnterview #10)

Recognizing tltat D),ing is a Special Time

In order to rnanipulate the care environment, nurses must recognize andbelieve

that the dying process is a unique and special tirne. All nurses within the study made

some statelnent to the effect that they saw the process of dying as a quiet time to be spent

with farnily.

I guess I just think it's so irnpoftant that palliative care be looked at as a special
area of medicine, or of caring. You know, so many people die in a very nègative
way, as opposed to something that should be, sornewhat, very ca[n and peaceful.
(lnteruiew #3)

Patients deserve a place to die where it's quiet, where it's cahn, where they have
access to chaplains and volunteers.(lnterview #9)

When this recognition is present, nurses will take extra measures to carve out

spaces for patients and farnilies to honour this special time.

Constraints

Characteristics o.f the Unit

The physical environment is one of the things that nurses lamented as holding

thern back frorn providing quality end-oÊlife care. The lack of private rooms, no phones

in patient roolns, and general aesthetic quality of the unit environlnent were all
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comlnented on by nurses as having a detrirnental effect on the quality of care provided.

Often one of the single most important factors against being able to manipulate the care

environment comes frorn a lack of available beds.

We try to accommodate (put in private room) but now cause all the beds are open
it's harder. And we try our dardnest (to get a private roorn) because usually
there's a large volulne of farnily and it's not pleasant, so we do have a couple of
loolrls that are private, so we would try to move thern unless for some reason we
couldn't because we are full or have patients on isolation precautions. (lnterview
#l)

If we have beds open or because our bed census is so low, we can do that. We can
juggle and say, 'Okay. We can open this up for the farnily.' But, I rnean, if we,re
busy or full to capacity, or if we have isolation patients, then we can't. (Interview
#4)

The lack of a pennanent roorn on the study care units to adrnit dying patients to

was seen as a constraint by nurses to providing quality end-oÊlife care.

It would be nice to have a private room all the time on the unit, so even if they
decide to staff our unit to its full capacity that we could use the private room
whenever possible for palliative care patients so the families can have privacy and
phone access, because there is a phone set up in our private roottr ur *èll.
(lnterview #9)

Due to nìany of the environrnental factors within an acute rnedical unit, nurses

expressed that it was 'not right' for someone who was dying to be cared for in these

spaces:

Q: Do you feel that that an acute rnedical ward is the proper place for a palliative
patient?

A: No. Because I think palliative care is sornething different. You are providing
different kinds of care than you would for somebody who is very sick and needs
lots of attention. And I am not saying a palliative care patient does not need a lot
of attention but it's just a different environment. On a medical ward you're going.
Patients are going for tests. There's not really a place where there's an area for
privacy, or for rnaybe some teaching, to talk with farnily. We don't have a nice
conference room that we can use. It's a different mentality for this seruice, they
want to treat. (Interview #4)
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I don't think it's a place, an appropriate place for people that are dying. The
environtnent isn't right. I think dying people need a special place. W-here, like I
had mentioned, it should be an opportunity for thern to celebrate their life. And
maybe not every palliative patient is going to be like that, some will just believe
I'rn dying and that's the end of that and so be it. Which is fair 

"nough, 
but still it

needs to be a special place. (lnterview #7)

Nurses within the study also commented that the rooms within the care unit

tended to be painted in bland colours and lacked any aesthetically pleasing qualities. One

nurse noted that there is a need for the roolrs to be mole aesthetically pleasing and horne

like:

.. 'it has to be aesthetically more pleasing. There should be specifìc roorns
designed for patients that are dying. Having designated rpu"", like a nice farnily
rooln or attractive room in which farnily and the patient can stay and they don't
feel that it's a hospital room. I feel that's important as well. (Inierview #7)

Often, the fiustration experienced by nurses from the lack of space and age of the

unit is a result of having limited control over the ability to change these factors.

However, even within these confines, nurses often felt they really were doing the best

they could with what they had.

That was always a real problem, is giving our patients access to things that we had
no control over. So our unit has really done an excellent job of trying to provide
our patients with as much as we can within the scope of the age of our area and
what lirnited access we have. (lnterview #9)

Onfu Loolcing at Nrnnbers

A factor that can be a constraint to 'manipulating the care enviromnent' is the

Íìanner in which admissions are monitored for the study hospitals. A bed controller is

responsible for reviewing the beds that are open within the hospital and which can

receive an adrnission. If a nurse wishes to place a patient in a two-bed room and close

the second bed to any future admission, she or he is unable to have that decisional control

since all decisions around bed closure are made centrally. Nurses can only 'hope that no
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one will need to be adrnitted' in order to maintain that private roorì. From this

perspective, the bed controller is only looking at numbers and not at the curent situation

on the care unit. Nurses expressed the need to develop a system that would allow them to

reserve beds fbr palliative patients on the medical unit.

Consequences

The strategies taken by nurses to manipulate the care envirorunent had certain

consequences. Many of these consequences are positive such as the creation of a home

like environtnent, giving families and patients their own space and nurses feeling good

about the care delivered. However, when strategies fail to manipulate the care

environtnent, nurses express fìustration and often feel that the care delivered rnay be of

low quality.

Positive Consequences

Creating a More Honte-Lilre Environment

When nurses use strategies to encourage farnilies to bring in favourite objects

from houre, the result is that a ûlore horne-like environment within the care unit is

created. By creating a tnore horne-like environment, nurses often are able to partially

fulfill the wishes of patients who wish to die at home.

I think an environment, Iike the lay out is irnportant. Like home-like. Frorn what i
hear from dying patients that I've had in the past, a real big thing is home...l want
to die at home. And, I think fi'orn hearing that it is a real Utg tfriù because for
whatever reason there is obviously sornething there. And to provide a horne feel
and home environment is irnportant because that seems to be a thing that cofites
through. That patients are saying that they want to die at home. On our floor
medicine we try to give the farnily and the patient a private rootn. We try to offer
them tea, coffee, juice, things that allow thern to feel like they are at home.
(Interview #7)
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Theit'Own Space To Grieve

Nurses express the recognition that by creating privacy, they are creating a private

space for the farnily and patient to grieve. One nurse stated that "everyone fitourns

individually and I sense that people want to do it privately rather than like being in a

show". One nurse expressed the sentirnent echoed by rnany of the nurses in the study:

I think we try and offer their own space and where farnilies feel that this place is
for us. And they know that they are not going to be disturbed. Giving thé farnily
choices if they want to stay ovemight. And be patient, give thern whãt they want
or what would make thern feel cornfortable. (lnterview #7)

Feel Satisfied About Cat.e Delivered

When nurses are able to provide a private space for the terminally ill patient and

their farnily, nurses expressed feeling that they have achieved a good death and feel good

about the care tliey had delivered.

When I have been able to shift the entire ward around so we've got thern in a
four-bed rootn and there's nobody but thern and they've got all the other beds;
they can sleep on, the family can ... Those kinds of things. Or getting them into
one of our isolation roolns that's available. And there's a phone there. We've set
up cots, big chairs. They [the farnily] can sleep in the anteroom. We don't care.
That's all part of a good death. (lnterview #5)

Another nurse in the study sharecl the story of a women who eventually recovered

and is still living with her illness but whom the rnanipulation of the care environment

achieved positive results.

We had a patient, it was greaT, it was very sad, she was dying of breast cancer and
she had gone through many courses of chemo and she had come to now this was
the end. We had her in a private rooln. Oh, we did, she was the most excellent,
excellent wolran. We took one of the beds out of there so it was really a private
roon'ì. We positioned her bed by the window so that she could see outside her
most significant others were there, they were wonderful. Anyways, it was
wonderful. We had her on a Dilaudid drip, her syrnptornatology was all taken
care of. We had stopped all chemo. She was only on the Dilaudid drip to take
care of her pain. We brought her dog in, it was, it was fabulous. It was just so
good. I retnember another nurse who does a most excellent job too. We were
working that weekend and we went in there, snuck the dog in and we stood there
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at the door and we just bawled. Good tears, you know. She got down on the floor
and she hugged her dog and she curled up. A day later she turned the comer. That
wolnan is alive today. Yep, that was two years ago. It was a mind blower, it was
a rnind blower. She licked it again. Yes, so sometimes you go palliative and they
surprise you. (lnterview #8)

Negative Consequences

Nm'ses Beconting Fnstrated over Level o.f care and Dísn.essecl

When nurses are unable to rnanipulate the care environrnent, they expressed

f-eeling frustrated and distressed. This was often because they felt bad for the patient and

farnily in the bed beside the dying person. They felt that it must be distressing for the

'well' patient and farnily to be privy to an intimate time between the dying individual and

their family. One nurse stated that it "eats away at me" when she is unable to rnove

patients around to create privacy. Another nurses expressed:

Because without the environment you really are walking up the slope, but really at
a 90o, because if you can't give them a private room or at least a patient who isn,t
affected by what's going on. So that that the family and patient 

"ãn, "an 
have the

quality time that they need. Okay, so if we can do that other things become much
easier. But that is not to say that you can't do things if you don't have that.
Because we certainly do. I'rn just saying that it is so much harder. (lnterview #8)

Another challenging and often frustrating feature of caring for a patient within a

two-bed room was that as one nurse expressed "its hard to move across the curlain and

change gears to focus on the needs of the well person".

The physical envirorunent of the care unit is one of the things that nurses

lamented over has holding them back from providing quality end-oÊlife care. Many of

these physical features such as the lack of private roolns, no phones in patient rooms, and

general aesthetic quality of the unit environment were all commented on by nurses as

having a profound effect on the quality of care provided. The lack of space is seen as
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having an irnpact on care because it limits the time farnily can be with the patient. As

noted by several nurses:

The difficulty that I find is space. We never have enough private space for these
patients. We've been very foftunate lately'cause we have closed beds that we've
been able to make private rooûrs for patients. But I think that's extremely
irnportant: for the farnily to have the space to be able to stay with the patient and
just giving them that privacy as well. (lnterview #3)

What would I ask for? I'd ask for two rooms that are dedicated ffor palliative
patients], that are all well equipped. On XY we don't even have telephones. We
need some equipment that would make our lives easier. We need beiter chairs
that people when they are getting debilitated, but to sit in a chair to provide sorne
normalcy, telephones. That would be rny biggest wish right now. To be able to
for sure always provide a single roorn for patients who are dying to allow thern to
colntnunicate with their Ioved ones at will. I think the rnain thing that holds us
back is environment and rnaybe some education. (lnterview #g)

Summary

This section has examined the 'manipulating the care environrnent' sub-process of

'creating a haven fbr safe passage'. The strategies used by nurses to achieve a

rnanipulation of the care environment and the factors that facilitate or constrain those

strategies have been discussed. In addition, the main consequences to either achieving

the rnanipulation of the care environment or not, have been explained.
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Table 6. Sumrnary TableulÎlTta a

lating the Care Environment

I Constraints
I Consequences I Consequences

Creating
privacy

Bed closures
and the
nursing
shoftage

Characteristics of
the unit

Creating a more
horne like
environment

Nurses feel
frustration and
distress

Relaxing the
rules

Management
support

Only looking at
numbers

Giving patients
and families
their own space
which allows
for private time

Personalizing
the care
environment

Recognizing
that dying is a
special tirne

Nurses feel
satisfied about
the care
delivered
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CHAPTER TEN: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The overall objective of this study was to contribute to the understanding of how

nurses working on acute rnedical units provide quality care to dying patients. The rnodel

that emerged that describes the process by which nurses rneet this challenge is captured

as 'creating a haven for safe passage'. This chapter will discuss the frndings of this study

within the context of existing ernpirical literature. The relationship of the rnodel to the

study's conceptual frarnework will also be addressed. The study's lirnitations will be

identified. Recommendations for nursing practice, education and future research are also

provided.

The Model: Creating a Haven for Safe passage

When we think of a safe haven, our mind can conjure up many different images:

the secluded cove into which pirates retreat after a night of looting; a shelter in a stonn;

or a quiet niche one rnight withdraw to for rneditation. These images evoke sirnilar

feelings of cornf-ort, safèty, solitude, and being in a special place. Oxford's dictionary

defines a haven as a place of safety or refuge (Pearsall, 2001). In essence, this is exactly

what nurses who are caring fol dying individuals within the context of the acute care

environtnent are atternpting to do for patients and their loved ones. They not only carve

out physically a private space through rnanipulating the environment but also

rnetaphorically atternpt to move the patient and family to a quieter space through

changing lanes, getting what's needed, and being there. Within this haven, families can

be supported and patients are made physically cornfoftable in order to have a safe passage

into death.
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The concept of a safe haven has been noted in the research literature as it

conceffls inner-city youth violence (Schwab-Stone et al., 1995), describing rnilitary

operations and working with lefugees (Griffiths, Emrys, Finney, Eagar, & Smith, 2003),

the developtnent of a safe place for women to drop-off unwanterd newboms (Bradley,

2003) and describe support seeking and caregiving processes ìn intirnate relationships

(Collins & Feeney, 2000). The central thernes of these works concern the creation of an

inviting, comfortable, secure and sometirnes confrdential place for individuals whose

environnrent is threatening their sense of self. This is similar to the current study which

illustrated how nurses took great strides to create a safe haven in the rnidst of rough

waters by trying to move patients, farnilies and sometirnes physicians to a place that

acknowledged death, to obtain the level of care and orders necessary to ensure safe

passage, ancl to support farnilies as this passage was made.

The sub-processes of the rnodel also help us to understand the complex,

interconnected network of relationships that nurses must negotiate in order to provide

quality end-oÊlife care. The central relationship is that which exists between the nurse

and the patient. We could also make the case that the nurse-family relationship is also a

central relationship because of the recognition by palliative care experts that farnilies are

an integral part of caring for those with a tenninal illness. Care of the dying patient and

their farnily is essentially a nursing role (Johnston, 1999), one that requires an ethic of

valuing the patient as an individual and recognition of the irnportance of including the

farnily in the scope of care. To provide this type of care, nurses enact a supportive role

that is focused on facilitating, infonning, advocating and providing comfort to patients

and their loved ones. These strategies and behaviours are captured by Davies and
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O'Berle's (1990) rnodel for pallíative care nurses which was developed based on the

interview of an expert palliative care nurse. This model reveals that the nurse's role is a

supportive role with six interconnected, discrete dimensions: valuing; connecting;

empowering; doing for; finding rneaning; and preserving integrity. The nurses, when

'creating a haven for safe passage' exernplify many of the behaviours of the supporlive

role. For example, a component of doing for is team playing, which involves acting as a

patient advocate and collaborator. Nurses also exernplified rnany of the empowering

behaviours such as fàcilitating, giving infonnation, and encouraging.

Possibly one of the strongest connections for the behaviours displayed by the

nurses in the current study to those of the supportive role model is the underlying belief

in the value of the patient as a person. This belief allows nurses to provide care that is

more than just tasks and assists thern to operate from a dilnension of caring (Kyle, I 995)

Previous research has shown that the concept of caring is a critical component of high-

quality nursing care (Christopher & Kegedus, 2000). Similar to many of the dimensions

of the supporlive role outlined by Davis and O'Berle (1990), one proposed definition of

caring is 'supportive, facilitative acts towards another (Leininger, l98l in Lea &. Watson,

1996). Indeed, caring can be summed up by the five c's: compassion, competence,

confidence, conscience and commitrnent (Roach, 1992). Competence, especially in the

fonn of up-to-date palliative care knowledge and confidence in their ability, were noted

by the nurses in the current study as essential components to providing quality end-of-life

care. A further study that is helpful in understanding the cunent rnodel is a study with

acute care nurses who identified five caring themes: holistic understanding;

connectedness; presence; anticipating and rnonitoring needs; and beyond the rnechanical
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(Miller, Haber, & Byrne, 1992). Frorn this perspective carìng nurses begin with a holistic

concern for the patient that includes the physical, emotional, spiritual, farnily and

environment. Caring nurses recognize the individuality of the patient and are not afraid

to advocate for the patient. Like the supportive role, these five themes of caring nurse

behaviours assist us in understanding the fìndings of the curent study by supporling

many of the strategies and intervening factors that underpin the rnodel that ernerged in

this study.

The second set of relationships that nurses must negotiate and are captured by the

lnodel 'creating a haven for safe passage' are the relationships between nurses and

physicians and amongst nurses themselves. The relationship between nurses and

physicians has been acknowledged in the literature as complex (Mclnt yre,2002) and the

cunent model acknowledges this position. Literature on nurse-physician relationships

suggests that where collaboration and collegial relationships exist, effective

communication and trust are enhanced. Effective communication is essential in order to

not only facilitate and maintain a lane change but in order to get what's needed. Nurses in

the curent study expressed that without trust or rapport with physicians, their ability to

advocate effectively was greatly reduced. Iles and Auluck ( 1990) concluded that effective

interpersonal collaboration relies on mutual trust and respect, effective communication

flow, and the motivation and commitment to cooperate. It has been suggested however,

that interpersonal communication continues to be controlled by physicians, resulting in

the feeling that nurses should not be irnparting infonnation on patient diagnosis,

prognosis or treatments (Mclntyre,2002). This barrier was identified as a g¡eat

irnpedirnent to facilitating and rnaintaining a lane change in the current study. It has also
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been noted that when nurses are not able to practice according to their hurnanistic beliefs,

the nurse's personal values are compromised and they are deprived of satisfaction in their

care delivery (Oberle & Davies, 1993). When nurse-physician relationships fail to

support and value nurses caring beließ and behaviours, nurse dissatisfaction and

frustration ensue. Nurses in the current study experienced such dissatisfaction and

frustration when there was a failure to achieve and maintain a lane change or getting

what's needed.

Nurses, when interviewed, often expressed turning to their colleagues for support

in providing care as well as emotional supporl. These behaviours are supported by the

work of Dietrich (1992) who examined the perspectives of nurses' caring for their

colleagues and identified seven caring themes: being sensitive, offering help, being open,

being understanding, acknowledgernent, being supportive, and camaraderie. These

caring behaviours encompass those displayed by the nurses in the cunent study and

contribute to our understanding of nurse-nurse caring interactions.

Strategies Identifìed in the Model: Relationship to the Literature

Nurses' descriptions in this study lead to the identification of strategies that are

used with each of the sub-processes of the rnodel 'creating a haven for safe passage.

These strategies can be classifìed into four rnajor groups of behaviours representing: (i)

advocacy; (ii) responding behaviours that include providing education and rneeting

infomation needs; (iii) personalizing care; and (iv) supporting colleagues. Many of the

strategies reported by nurses support other published works, especially the literature

studying patients and farnilies perspectives of quality care and the elements of a good

death. For example in Steinhauser's and colleagues work (2000a, 2000b) communication
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and clear decision rnaking were arnong the top priorities fbr patients with advanced

illness and their farnily metnbers whereas others studies have also stated the irnportance

of a quiet, patient centred environment to achieving quality end-of-life care (Dunne &

Sullivan, 2000). Pain and sylptotn management is also a major concern for patients and

their loved ones (Singer et al., 1999; Steinhauser et al., 2000b). This physical component

of care was identifìed in the cunent study as one of the prirnary concerns of rnedical

nurses. When nurses were interviewed for this study, they often only identified their role

in providing the physical aspects of patient care and did not disclose strategies that were

airned at the psychosocial care of the patient. This is not an unusual finding and is

supported by others who have noted that the management of dying patients physical

synptorns are often caried out systematically and efficiently with little attention directed

towards providing psychological supporl despite the awareness of nurses to focus on this

need (costello,200l; Mcclement & Degner,1995;Meruyn, lgTl). This systernatic

management of synptoms was most notable in the fact that nurses in the present study

used advocacy behaviours to try and achieve syrnptorn control for the patient by ensuring

that the rnost appropriate medications are ordered.

Advocacy is an irnportant role for nurses especially in care of the dying and has

been supported in position statements by several American nursing organizations such as

the Arnerican Nurses Association. When nurses act as patient advocates, they often

ensure that patients' needs and wishes are met (Russell & Sander, 1998). In order to be an

effective advocate nurses rnust display clinical judgernent, caring practices, and use of

collaboration with other practitioners (Rushton, Williams, & Sabatier ,2002). It also

requires nurses to be knowledgeable and attuned to patient need. Nurses displayed
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advocacy behaviours most often in the cunent study when they felt the symptornology of

the patient was not being adequately controlled. Nurses often used the 'doctor-nurse

gatne' (Stein, Watts, & Howell, 1990) to steer physicians into rnaking the conect

decision. This rnanipulation of the nurses-physician relationship has also been noted by

others in the literature (costello, 2001; Holman, 1990; Martin,1997;Mcclement &

Degner, 1995). The behaviour that some nurses displayed in the study that is troublesome

is when medications are given without a prior physician order. This action is justified by

the nurses as taking the best interest of the patient at heart and is acknowledged as risk

taking behaviour. This practice occurs probably rnore frequently then one would hope

and speaks to the powerlessness lnany nurses rnay feel when syrnptoms are not being

adequately controlled. This powerlessness is evident in one analysis of the SUppORT

trial based on interviews with 696 nurses where most (77Yo) felt they had little or no

influence on the developrnent of end-of-life care plans (Kennard et al.,1996).

Responding behaviours encompass a wide range of strategies ernployed by nurses

in order to meet the infonnation needs of patients and farnilies. These strategies were

most frequently used to 'facilitate and maintain a lane change' and in 'being there' for

farnilies. These behaviours have been identified as critical nursing behaviours in caring

for dying patients in a series of qualitative studies exarnining expeft models of nursing

practice in the care of dying adults in palliative care units (Degner et al., l99l), intensive

care settings (McClernent & Degner, 1995), and medical wards (Harbeck, 1995).

Responding to needs for infonnation has been identified as essential to farnily cale and an

irnporlant component identifìed by farnily members to achieving quality end-oÊlife care

(Dunne & Sullivan ,2000; Krisdanson, 1989). The behaviours nurses displayed to meet
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infonnation needs were to provide education, infonn farnilies of changes in the patients

physical status, asking questions and being honest, and also receiving infonnation frorn

farnilies. This two-way communication between nurses and families was also noted in

Harbeck's study (1995) and similar to that study, this flow of infonnation was more

easily accornplished when there was a connection established with the farnily. This

connection or the establishment of rappoft was not always present between the nurse,

family and/or patient. The reasons most nurses gave for not establishing a connection was

due to either the context of the care unit (i.e. lack of time) or because of a lack of

acceptance by the patient or farnily that they were tenninally ill.

A main objective of the responding behaviours displayed by nurses is the

fàcilitation of end-of-life decision-making, which includes rnaking the transition from

active treatment to palliative care. Two qualitative studies identified that nurses have a

clear role to play in assisting patients and farnilies through the dying process (Happ et al.,

2002; Wilson & Daley, 1999). Similar to these studies, nurses often were the first to

identify the need to re-evaluate treatrnent goals, and helped families identify when death

was imminent. Using proactive behaviours such as asking questions to assess

infonnation needs and identify rnisunderstandings are seen as positive strategies nurses

may ernploy. In a study of expert providers, ongoing assessment and communication

strategies such as being clear, avoiding euphernisms, being specific about goals and using

words such as death and dying were identified as essential to facilitating decision-rnaking

(Norlon & Talerico, 2000). These skills are irnporlant since many studies have noted the

dissatisfaction of patients and farnilies with the communication skills of practitioners,

especially in end-of-life care. One study noted that when interviews were conducted with
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relatives (n : 155) of patients who had died, negative care was equated to incidents with

poor coffllrunication and those with good examples of communication where noted to

have lrad positive evaluations of the care received (Keegan et a|.,2001). On the other

hand, the sharing of infonnation in a clear, timely manner can help reduce the

uncertainties associated with rnaking a transition to palliative care (Ronaldson & Devery,

200t).

Nurses in the present study also spoke of the many ways they responded to

farnilies and patients such as using touch, humour, and asking questions. Hurnour has

been shown to be an effective therapeutic intervention and can assist in diffusing tense

situations. This was the most frequent use of humour by nurses in the current study.

Most often hutnour illustrates care and concern for the patient's well being (Bain, lggT).

Humour can be used to introduce difficult topic areas and diffuse stress. Most

inrportantly, humour must be infonnal, individuali zed, and appropriate to the situation

(Astedt-Kurki & Liukkonen, 1994;Bain,1997). This is similar to touch, whereby nurses

unequivocally stated they could quickly gauge whether a patìent or family member wants

to be touched. That is an important consideration because despite research that has

illustrated the positive effects of touch (McCorkle, 1974; Routasalo & Isola, 1996),

patients can perceive touch in different ways. Some may take great cornfort in the

physical contact whereas other may perceive it as invasive and uncomfoftable (Williams,

2001). Nurses frequently expressed they used touch after a difficult conversation in order

to convey empathy and understanding.

Though rnost of the nurses in the present study stated they were comfortable

speaking about death and dying, several nurses with less experience spoke of the
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difficulty they felt in knowing what to say to dying patients and their farnilies. This is not

a new phenomenon and has been well docurnented in the literature but it continues to

speak to the need for nurses to obtain more education around communication strategies

and tools they can use when discussing issues of death and dying. Achieving a sense of

mastery over these skills is essential since a study with farnily members and providers (n

: 20) identified that provider comfoft and experience were central to facilitating the

decision-making process at the end of life (Norton & Talerico, 2000). Sirnilarly, nurses

continue to feel that their education has not adequately prepared them to care for dying

patients. What is diffèrent about the findings in this study is that though nurses felt they

did a good job caring for dying patients, they felt that they could be doing things better

because they are not aware of all the rnost up-to-date rnedications being used with

palliative care patients. This attests to the need for a strong palliative care consultation

tearn, since we cannot expect nurses to be experl in all areas of medicine.

Another set of behaviours encompasses nursing strategies airned at personalizing

care. This includes providing culturally appropriate care, assessing the spiritual needs of

patients or families, ancl manipulation of the care environment. Many of these strategies

were similar to those identified by l(irchoff et al. (2000), who exarnined intensive care

nurses' experiences with end-of-life care. Like the nurses in that study, nurses went to

great lengths to alter the care environment so that a patient's loved one would be able to

spend the night or that various teligious or cultural customs could be perfonned. The

creation of privacy was an aspect of care that was greatly ernphasized in the interyiews as

a fundamental strategy to achieve quality care. Families and patients have also stressed

the irnportance of privacy (Keegan et al., 2001). What is interesting is that these sets of
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behaviours were not identified as paft of the critical nursing behaviours in the care of the

dying (Degner et al., l99l;Harbeck, 1995; Mcclement & Degner, 1995). A possible

explanation for this fìnding is that the previous studies were identifying specific

behaviours whereas nurses in the current study were describing more global strategies to

provide quality end-of-life care.

The provision of spititual support most often took the fonn of an offer to call the

hospital chaplain or a member of their church or a religious leader. This is consistent with

the frndings of other studies which have noted that nurses feel it is irnportant to offer

spiritual support to patients yet they themselves feel ill equipped to provide that supporl

(Kuuppelomaki, 2001; Ross, 1995). Sirnilarly, providing culturally appropriate care often

involved nurses stepping aside and assisting farnily members carry out the rites and

rituals specific to their culture. Often it seemed that families would approach the nurse to

get their approval for these ceremonies. Many nurses spoke of the honour they felt in

being able to participate in this care and it allowed thern to provide emotional support to

the grieving farnily.

The final set of nursing strategies identifìed by nurses in this study involved

supporting their colleagues. Nurses relied on their colleagues to assist thern when they

had heavy patient loads in order for thern to be able to spend more time with a dying

patient. They also relied on their colleagues to support thern after a difficult or traumatic

death. Responding to colleagues was also noted as a critical nursing behaviour by

Degner et al., (1991) and McClement and Degner (1995). Like the nurses in those

studies, nurses had developed a strong collegial network that provided thern with

feedback regarding their nursing care and to provide thern with emotional support.
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Nurses often sought out this network when they had questions regarding the most

appropriate care to provide to their patients. Nurses in the previously mentioned studies

did not identify relying on colleagues to help manage their workload as a nursing

behaviour they engaged in. A possible explanation for this finding is the nature of the

care envirorunents in which the studies took place.

Intervening Factors: Relationship to the Literature

When exarnining the intervening factors that either facilitate or constrain the

attainment of the strategies used by nurses within the sub-processes of the model, it is

noted that they can be classified into four broad categories: I) nursing factors; II) medical

factors; III) patient and farnily factors; and IV) organizational factors. Kirchhoff and

Beckstrand (2000a) noted many sirnilar intervening factors in their study with critical

care nurses on the perceived barriers and facilitators to delivering quality end-oÊlife care

to dying patients. This section will discuss each of these rnajor categories and the factors

that they cornprise.

I. Nursing Factors

When examining the nursing factors that either facilitate or constrain the

strategies identified by the model, four areas of influence are noted. They include: death

anxiety and attitudes towards death; nursing knowledge and palliative care education;

autonomy; management support and leadership style; and nurse-physician rapporl and

collaboration. Each of these areas will be discussed in relation to the findings of this

study.
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Death Anxie\t and Attittdes

The death anxiety and attitucles towards death of nurses has been examined

extensively in the research literature. The nurses who participated in this study rnost

fì'equently displayed the antithesis of death anxiety; they expressed fèeling cornfortable

with issues of death and dying. Less death anxiety has been equated to higher degrees of

continuity of care (Reisetter & Thomas, 1986) and more comfoft in cornmunicating with

tenninally ill individuals (Servaty et al., 1996). Within this sample of nurses, B1yohad

five or more years of experience working as a registered nurse and, 60%o were over the

age of 3Oyears. These two fìndings together supporl previous research that has noted

clinical experience and 'life experience' contributes to more positive attitudes towards

care of the dying (Brent et al., l99l ; Brockopp et al., l99I; Fromrnelt , lggl; Servaty et

al., 1996).lndeed, in one phenomenological study examining student nurse's death

anxiety noted that their anxiety was more related to their personal feelings of inadequacy

and limited clinical experience (Beck, 1997).

This study also found that nurses expressed highly positive attitudes towards

death in that they recognized dying as a unique experience and saw caring for dying

patients as an honour and deeply satisfying. This finding is somewhat expected in that

several studies have noted that nurses who displayed a lower fear of death had a more

positive attitude towards dying (Roman et a1., 2001; Rooda et al., 1999).

Palliative Care Knowledge and Education

Within the cument study, 60% of the nurses who participated had received either

fonnal palliative care education or had participated in palliative care conferences. Despite

this education, the nurses in this study expressed feelings of being inadequately prepared
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to handle the cornplexities of caring for a dying patient. This is congruent with the

research literature, which has extensively documented nurse's expressing they feel

inadequately prepared to care for dying individuals (Degner & Gow, 1988; Hopkinson,

2001: Kingna, 1994; McGrath et a1.,1999). Nurses within the current study who

displayed the least clinical experience (less than five years) tended to express higher

levels of feeling inadequately prepared than those nurses with rnore than ten years

experience. However, there was a general feeling that though they felt cornfortable with

their palliative care knowledge, nurses felt that they rnay be ignorant regarding the rnost

cuffent palliative care infonnation. This is congruent with findings by Kinzel and

colleagues (1992) who noted that though nurses and physicians displayed a positive

attitude towards care of the dying, their skills needed to provide this care did not lneasure

up.

Atttonotn¡,

The research literature addresses two types of autonomy: professional and

personal autonomy. Hall's (1968) division of professional autonomy into structural or

attitudinal attributes acknowledges the differences in the accountability for decision-

rnaking. Structural or work autonomy addresses that it is the job requirements upon

which workers are granted fieedom to rnake decisions. Attitudinal autonomy is more the

belief that individuals are free to exercise their judgement in decision-making based upon

how the fèel and view the work of the profession (Hall, l968).

Another view of autonomy is that of professional autonomy. Within this concept,

professional autonomy indicates the privilege of self-govemance and the right to exercise

professional judgernent (MacDon ald, 2002). Wade (1999) defines professional nurse
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autonomy as "a belief in the centrality of the client when rnaking responsible

discretionary decisions, both independently and interdependently, that reflect advocacy

for the client." (p. 3l I). This definition best describes the behaviours displayed by the

nurses fiorn the cunent study. Nurses who felt the most autonomous in their practice

displayed more advocacy behaviours and took more risks. This association between

advocacy and autononry has been described by several authors (Cassidy & Oddi, l99l ;

curtin, 1982; Pinch, I985). However, thenurses in this studytended to display

autonotnous behaviours congruent with what Klamer and Schrnalenberg (2003) describe

as clinical autonomy. These authors noted that the nurses in their study described

autonorny strictly in clinical tenns and based on their answers, they developed a five-

category scale that describes a range of behaviours from highest degree of autonomy to

no autonomy.

The nurses in the cument study who tended to display the most autonomous

behaviours tended to be older and have more years of nursing experience. However, both

of these variables have been repofted in the literature to have non-significant

relationships with autonomy (Collins & Henderson, l99l;Pankrafz &.Pankratz,1974;

Schutzenhofer & Musser,1994). A relationship has also been described between

autonotny and level of education, with nurses having more education such as an advanced

degree or a bachelor degree displaying more autononous behaviours (Cassidy & Oddi,

l99l ; Collins & Henderson, l99l ). Nurses in the present study were a perfect fifty-fifty

split for their level of education:50Yo were diplorna prepared and 50o/o had a bachelor's

of nursing degree. Nurses in both educational groups described autonornous behaviours.
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Managentent Support and Leadet.ship Sryle

Having the supporl and trust of their unit managers was identified by the nurses in

the cunent study as impoftant to their ability to practice autonornously and provide

quality end-of-life care. The relationship between supportive managerrent, leadership

style arrd nurse's ability to practice autonomously has been noted in the literature

(l(rarner & Schmalenberg, 2003; Leveck & Jones, 1996; Lucas, l99l ). Managers affect

nurse's autonomy in three ways according to I(ralner and Schrnalenberg (2003). Firstly,

nurses must be supported to continually upgrade their knowledge and skills due to the

fact that competence is a prerequisite to autonomy. Secondly, managers must trust their

staff and give thern the freedorn to act. Finally, unit managers must empower nurses to

function autonomously, which irnplies that they have confìdence and share power with

their nursing staff. These management behaviours are frequently described as

participative management, a leadership style that has been linked to improved decision-

making, job satisfaction and irnproved seruice quality (Grasso, 1994; Leveck & Jones,

I 996; Likert, 1967; Lucas, l99l ; Mann & Kehoe, 1995). Most nurses within this study

echoed these sentirnents in that they described feeling supported in their decision-making

and were encouraged to participate in conferences to improve their knowledge and skills.

Nttrse-Plqts ician Rapport and Coll abot"atio,

The importance of a collaborative relationship between nurses and physicians was

described in the curent study as significant to achieving 'getting what's needed'. When

this type of relationship, which is built on rapport and rnutual respect, is present, nurses

felt their conceffts and requests were taken more seriously. It was rnore difficult to

advocate for patients when nurses felt they were not being listened to or that their
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concems were not being taken into consideration. This feeling may be legitirnate; several

studies have indicated that physicians often do not respect nursing knowledge, and fail to

understand the nature and scope of nursing roles (Ryan & McKenn a, 1994; Snelgrove &

Hughes, 2000). When nurses feel unsupported by their physician colleagues, they may

perceive barriers to the delivery ofcare. In a study ofregistered nurses (n: l, 015) the

barriers to effective pain managernent they encountered were insuffrcient cooperation by

physicians in relation to nurse suggestions, physicians lack of knowledge and

inappropriate perceptions of pain, and inadequate prescription of analgesic rnedications

(Van Niekerk & Martin, 2003). In addition, nurses who felt inadequately consulted by

physicians were significantly rnore likely to encounter these barriers. Without

collaboration between physicians and nurses, negative consequences for staff and patients

ensue (Baggs et al., 1997; Chaboyer & patterson, 2001).

II. Medical Factors

Nurses who parlicipated in this study identified many physician-driven factors

that either facilitated or constrained their ability to 'create a haven for safe passage'.

These factors include: prognostics; education and knowledge of palliative care; decision-

rnaking; and cotnmunication, which includes the issue of truth telling and withholding

infonnation. Each of these topics will be discussed in relation to the relevant literature.

Progrtostics

Much of the literature around the issue of prognostics discusses the inherent

difficulty of accurately predicting survival. The SUPPORT study aimed to develop a

prognostic model which when tested, yielded considerable success in predicting survival

(SUPPORT, 1995). However, their sarnple was younger than the national average age for
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dying patients and therefore may have received more aggressive care. A study by

Higginson and Costantini (2002) found prognosis estimates are unreliable, but that

providing a range of estimates and having experienced professionals conduct the

esti mates provided higher accuracy.

What makes prognostication even rnore difficult within the context of acute

lledical units is the range of patients that are cared for and the rnanner in which their

synptours present. To capture this range, the Institute of Medicine (lOM) (1997)

described three death trajectories: sudden death, steady decline, and a slow decline with

periodic crises. These trajectories were also identifred by Lunney, Lynn, and Hogan

(2002) who found 7o/o of individuals die suddenly, 160/o die of diseases charact erized,by

slow decline such as congestive heart failure (CHF) and chronic lung disease, and 47% of

diseases chat'acterized by extreme frailty and dementia. These categories capture the

experience of nurses in the present study; feeling that those individuals classified in the

second and third categories often continued to receive treatment long after a rnor-e

palliative approach to care would have been wananted.

What makes prognostication difficult for those individuals with diseases such as

CHF, COPD and end-stage liver disease (ESLD) is that they are often known as the

'revolving door patient'; those individuals who frequently receive restorative treatment

until the moment of death (Kaufinan, 2002). Indeed Fox and colleagues (l9gg) noted

that individuals living with CHF, COPD and ESLD tend to live for variable lengths of

tirne in a continuous state of poor health that is intennittently intemrpted by

exacerbations. This is characteristically different that the illness trajectory of cancer

patients whom generally are in relatively good health until a period near the end of their
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trajectory, where they experience a steady decline in functioning (Fox et al., 1999). This

change in functioning has led to nurses coining of the phrase 'terminal syndrome, to

describe the dying process (Adams & Nichols, r 996; Dend aas,2002).

Education and Knowledge oJ"Patliative Care

Physician's knowledge and education in the fundarnentals of palliative care has

been long identified as a barier to providing effective end-of-life care. Nurses within the

cunent study also strongly echoed this feeling. Authors within the rnedical literature have

noted that a national consensus exists that the "general rnedical education of physicians

for providing appropriate care to patients at the end-oÊlife and to their farnilies is

defìcient" (Jubelirer, welch, Babar, & Emmett, 2001, p. I l g). rn a 1997 study of u.s.

medical schools, Billings and Block found that end-oÊlife and palliative care curicula

consisted of sporadic and isolated lectures that were not reinforced with clinical training.

Much of the rnedical teaching in palliative care is done in lecture fonnat in the pre-

clinical period and focuses on knowledge rather than skills and attitudes (Billings &

Block, 1997). Role rnodelling of effective communication skills is severely lacking. In

one study of third year medical students who repofted on their clinical training, all had

reported caring for a dying patient yet 4lYohad not observed a senior staff physician

talking to a dying patient (Rappaport & Witzke, 1993). This divorce between fonnal

learning and direct clinical experience runs contrary to what is felt to be optirnal rnedical

education in end-oÊlife care (Jubelirer et al., 2001; Wear, 2002; Weissman et al., ¡.9gg).

It also contributed to the feelings of frustration expressed by nurses in this study who

often saw that once a patient was made palliative care they were taken off teaching

services. In this regard, it reinforces the divide between fonnalized education and direct
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clinical experience. The lack of exposure to care of the dying is not just limited to clinical

experìence. Studies have also examined rnedical textbooks for the end-oÊlife content and

have fbund on average L59% of pages addressed end-oÊlife issues (Carron, Lynn, &

Keaney, 1999; Rabow, Hardie, Fair, & McPhee,2000). This lack of content coverage

contributes to an overall feeling that knowledge in palliative care is not as impoftant as

other course content. However, 83% of medical students surueyed at two Canadian

universities favoured an increase in palliative care education (Oneschuk et al., Z00Z)

indicating an increased recognition in the importance of palliative care education.

This lack of fonnalized education has resulted in surueyed physicians reporting a

Iack of knowledge about pain and synptom management and generally feeling

unprepared for providing care at the end-oÊlife (Alaeddini et al., 2000; Ogle, Mavis, &

Rohrer, 1997;Yon Roenn, Cleelancl, Gonin, Hatfield, & pandya, 1993). In a study of 231

physicians that assessed self-rated knowledge of tenninal care and hospice, 48.3yo felt

they were well-trained in synptom control (Bradley et al., z00z). what many of the

deficiencies in rnedical education speak too is the predorninant culture that defìnes death

as failure and is steeped in the dorninant philosophy of diagnosis, investigation and cure

(Wear, 2002). Block (2002) states that these beliefs can contribute to deficiencies in

preparation due to the focus on treating disease, the belief that dying patients are not seen

as 'good teaching cases', and the presence of few good role models. To address these

underlying issues, Block (2002) advocates for the development of formal and informal

curiculum, which would target the direct leaming needs of medical students and

specialists and at the same time ensure that the these efforts are not sabotaged.
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Comtnunication and Decis ion-Makin g

It was of little surprise to find that nurses perceived physicians to be poor

cotnmunicators when dealing with end-of-life issues and decision-rnaking since this

finding has been well docurnented in the literature (Higginson & Costantini,2002;

Hofì.nann et al., 1997; Rogers et al., 2000; SUppoRT,1995; Tolle et al., 2000). other

studies have docurnented physicians who have self-reported that their ability to break bad

news was poor to fair (Baile, Glober, Lenzi, Beale, & Kudelka, lggg). what remains

distressing about this finding however, is that issues of communication are ranked as a

prirnary concern with patients and families (wenrich et ar.,2001).

What is it that tnakes communication around issues of end-of-life care so difficult

for physicians? One hypothesis that is found in the literature is that physicians have been

trained to think of giving bad news as a one-tirne event rather than consisting of a wide

spectrum of ongoing courtnunication about bad news (Larson & Tobin, 2000; Wenrich et

al.,2001). Other issues that are discussed within the literature include issues around fear

of dying with physicians (Lowry,1997), discomfort with prognostic uncertainty (Goold,

Williarns, & Arnold, 2000), the curative focus of medicine (Stolick, 2002), and an under-

estitnate by physicians of the infonnation needs of their patients (Degner et al., 1997;

Fallowfield, Jenkins, & Beveridge,2002; Jenkins, Fallowfield, & saul,200l). This

concerì for upsetting patients with 'bad news' often results in what nurses in the present

study saw as withholding information and not fully disclosing the truth. This can lead to

what is tenned a 'cascade effect' in which patients who are unifonned are unable to fully

participate in decision-rnaking (Bilodeau & Degner, 1996).lndeed, patients rnay also

express feeling isolated and fearful that nothing can or will be done to help thern
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(Fallowfield et al., 2002) and can contribute to unnecessary pain and suffering.

Withholding infonnation runs contrary to most of the research in this area which found

that individuals, contrary to the prevailing belief, want full disclosure of infonnation

regardless if the infonnation is good or bad (Baile et al., 1999; Fallowfield et al., 2002;

Institute of Medicine,1997; Wenrich et a1.,2001). When there is full disclosure of

infonnation, patients are fully aware of their diagnosis and prognosis and can be the

starling point for advanced care planning.

Advanced care planning either in the fonnal fomr of an advance directive or an

infonnal discussion between patient and physician is irnportant to provide a Ítore

seamless transition from curative to palliative care. However, often these conversations

are unduly and excessively delayed (Hofinann et al., 1997; Quill, 2000), an obseryation

supported by nurses in the present study. Advanced care planning "is a fonn of settling

on goals for care and is intended to guide future rnedical care in the event that the patient

is unable to lnake his/her own decisions"(von Gunten, Fenis, & Ernanuel, 2000, p.3052).

This type of care planning can be viewed as anticipatory decision-making (Roter, Larson,

Fischer, Arnold, & Tulsky, 2000) and was often seen by nurses in the present study as

either not occuring at all, or not until it was too late. Failing to discuss issues of death

pushes the truth to the side and fails to acknowledge that the patient is dying. This 'lying'

as described by Stolick (2002), results fì'orn the continued application of the curative

model of care to dying patients. When physicians make decisions in end-of-life care in

the context of acute care, they continue to operate from an ethos of cure and fail to

embrace new goals such as palliative care.
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IIL Patient and Farnily Factors

Similar to the findings of Kirchoff and Beckstrand (2000), many of the nurses in

this study perceived the behaviours and beliefs displayed by patients and their farnilies to

be intervening factors to their ability to provide quality end-oÊlife care. As with the

above-mentioned study, many of the constraining factors were mirror images of the

facilitating factors. The patient and family factors identified in the curent study are:

knowledge of their illness and palliative care; hopes and expectations; denial and supporl;

decision¡naking; and patient age. Each of these factors will be discussed in relation to

the relevant Iiterature.

Knov,ledge of Illness and Palliative Care

Contrary to popular belief, people do think and talk about death (McNarnara,

2001). Although we as a society may contemplate death, as a whole we are often

unaware of our options regarding end-of-life care. Indeed, many patients and farnilies

gain their knowledge of palliative care on a 'need to know basis' when confronted with

the fact that they or their loved on is dying (carnpbell, 2002). rn a 1997 survey

conducted by the American Medical Association,650/0 of respondents were familiar with

the terms hospice or palliative care (in Silveira, DiPiero, Gerrity, & Feudtner, 2000).

Though farniliar with the identifying tenns, this often does not translate into the general

public knowing about their options for end-of-life care. In a study by Silveira and

colleagues (2000) of 128 outpatients in Oregon, none of those individuals surveyed had

adequate knowledge regarding refusal of treatment, withdrawal of treatment, assisted

suicide, active euthanasia or double effect. Those who were white, had a college

education, and had been a proxy for health care decisions had slightly better knowledge
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than the remainder of the group but this knowledge according to the authors of the study

still rernained inadequate. What other studies have found is that patients and their family

lnembers do not pre-plan and seek out infon¡ation regarding end-of-life care options but

rely on their direct health care providers for access to tirnely, and comprehensive

infoflnation during the motnent of need (Tulsky, Fischer, Rose, & Arnold, l99g; Tuttas,

2002).

Nurses in this study perceived that patients and farnilies fail to have an

understanding of their prognosis or what palliative care ûreans. This issue has not been

systernatically exarnined in studies conducted with chronically ill or palliative care

farnilies. What has been demonstrated in the ernpirical literature is that families are trore

concemed about accuracy of infonlation regarding prognosis, involvement in decision-

making, and clear communication between them and providers (Attree, 2001; Dunne &

Sullivan,2000; Higginson et al., 1990; Krisdanson, l9g9; Rogers et al., 2000;

Steirrhauser et al., 2000b; Teno et a1.,2001; Tolle et al., 2000).

Hopes and Expectations

Hope is an irnportant coping mechanism for individuals and farnily members

dealing with chronic and tenninal illness (Herth, 1993; McN amara,200l ). It can be seen

as an impoftant factor in dealing with stress, rnaintaining quality of life, and in continuing

life (Kernp, I995). The respondents in the current study acknowledged the importance of

hope with a caveat; hope can sometimes blind patients and farnilies to the realities of

their current situation. The inherent difficulty the nurses in the current study saw with

rnaintaining 'too much hope' was that it interfered with the ability to rnaintain

truthfulness and plan future care. This sentiment was echoed by Ernanuel and Ernanuel
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(1998) who stated that 'patients who overestimate their life expectancy or think

treatments are ûìore effective than proven rnight put off advance care planning and

preparing themselves and their family for the end of their lives'(p. 23). McGee (19g4) in

a study exarnining individuals with unrealistic hopefulness and unjustified hopefulness,

noted that those holding these perspectives often have unrealistic expectations and may

not follow the advice of healthcare professionals. Indeed in the study conducted by post-

White, Ceronsky and Kreitzer (1996), one of the mechanisms identifìed by oncology

patients (n : 32) as a tneans to sustain hope was anticipated survival. It is this holding out

for a cure when nurses perceived fhat a more appropriate course of action is wananted

that participants in the current study identified as a barrier to facilitating and rnaintaining

a lane change.

Denial and Support

An irnportant interuening factor identified in this study was the role that denial

was perceived to play in shaping the ability of nurses to support farnilies through this

diffìcult time and to begin the process of changing lanes. It must be noted, however, that

the tenn denial is often used by healthcare professionals in response to behaviours

displayed by patients and family members that suggest they reject the knowledge of

tenninal disease (Kastenbaurn, l99l). Frorn the psychiatric point of view, denial is seen

as a prirnitive defence mechanism in which the individual rejects the existence of

unpleasant or threatening reality (Kastenbaum, l99l ). Frorn the interviews conducted

with these nurses, it is the investigator's belief that families and patients were not

displaying true psychiatric denial but were using denial as a coping mechanism in

response to a life-threatening illness. This is based upon research that has noted that
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severe denial occurs in only l0o/o of patients who are hospitalized with advanced cancer

(Chochinov,Tataryn, Wilson, Ennis, & Land,er,2000). If the incidence of psychiatric or

severe denial is relatively low, what phenomenon are nurses identifying as the

intervening factor harnpering their ability to be there for families and initiate and

rnaintain a lane change?

Kastenbaurn ( l99l) sheds sorne light on this question by offering several coping

mechanisms individuals rnay engage that rnay appear to the obserye like denial. They

include selective attention, selective response, cornpaftmentalizingand deception. These

processes help individuals respond and adapt to their curent condition and are specifìc to

that individual. The process of cornpaftmentalization may be similar toWeisrnan's (1972)

concept of middle knowledge which reflects a state of both knowing and not knowing

about the fàct that death is near. From this perspective, patients may discuss that they are

actively dying yet at the same tirne be rnaking plans for the future such as going on a long

awaited trip or going home. This appears to be what frustrates nurses in the cunent study

by creating situations in which it is diffrcult to be honest and develop connections

between patients and their loved ones. It is irnportant to remember that denial is often in

the eye of the beholder and as Weisman (1972) aptly states "now covers almost any

situation, act, or verbal expression in which anyone seeks to 'avoid reality', or to escape

confì'ontation with sornething unpleasant and alanning, at leas in the opinion of the

observer" (p. 58).

Decision-Making

An interesting finding in this study is the perception of nurses that decisions

regarding end-oÊlife cal'e are initiated late in the course of a patient's illness. This
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finding is corroborated by other work (Hofinann et al., 1997; suppoRT, 1995), and,

specifically a Canadian study which found that the rnajor signal in 92.7%o of cases for

end-of-life decision rnaking was the onset of irreversible unconsciousness (Wilson,

1997). Another study noted that only 35o/o of palLents forgoing life-sustaining treatment

were able to participate in decision-making (Faber-Langendoen, 1996). These fìndings

are disturbing in light that rnany patients want to discuss end-oÊlife issues with their

physicians early and while they are competent yet this rarely occurs (Hofinann et al.,

1997l.Pfeifer et al., 1994).lt rnay not be just physicians that patients are failing to express

their preferences to. Studies have also noted that seriously ill patients may not discuss

their preferences for treatment with farnily members (Drought & Koenig, 2002; Seckler,

Meier, Mulvihill, & Paris, l99l).

Both these factors together create a situation as described in the current study

whereby family members are left to discem patient preferences and rnake decisions

regarding end-oÊlife care. The literature on proxy decision rnaking is inconsistent

regarding the degee of aggressiveness that farnily rnembers rnay opt to pursue. Some

studies finding that farnily proxies opt for more aggïessive treatnrents and others where

farnilies are more likely to limit lifè-sustaining treatrnent (Seckler et al., I 991). Some of

the factors that family members take into consideration when they are involved in rnaking

decisions on behalf of the patient have been identified in the literature. For example,

Jacob's ( 1998) grounded theory study with farnily members (n : l7) found that

judgernents about limiting treatments were made based on the consideration of the

patient's condition and the likely wishes of the patient about treatment. The naratives of

nurses involved in the SUPPORT study revealed that farnily decision-rnaking went
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through several stages including recognition of a dilemrna, a period of vacillation,

moving to a turning point, and letting go (Hiltunen, Medich, Chase, Peterson, & Forrow,

1999). Sirnilarly, Slomka (1992) describes a process of negotiated decision-making,

where decisions are not discrete events but rather a series of decisions that are shared

between health care provider and patient. What these studies highlight is the importance

of sharing infbnnation with families, of fàcilitating the decision-rnaking process and

having patients discuss with farnily rnembers their preferences for care while they remain

competent.

Patient Age

Being a younger patient is seen to have a negative irnpact on nurse's ability to

initiate and maintain a lane change within the current rnodel. This may stern from the

value we as a society place on youth and vitality. Within our culture, death is seen as

acceptable when it occurs at the end of a long life (Northcott & Wilson, 2001). There is a

general expectation that life will be long and when death occurs at a 'younger' age it is

seen as tragic and difficult to more readily accept. The inherent difficulty with this is that

often we then assume that elderly individuals are ready to die, leading to stereotyped

ideas about the elderly (Kastenbaurn, l99l). For example, in a study examining the

preferences of physicians for offering life-extending care, 48o/o of the time if the patient

was 50 years or younger physicians would want to provide this type of care as compared

toonlySo/oinindividualsS0yearsorolder(Hamel etal., 1999).Thebeliefthatolder

individuals prefer less aggressive care was dismissed in a subsequent study by Harnel and

colleagues (2000) as paft of the SUPPORT intervention study. They noted that although

older individuals (70 years and greater) were less likely to want aggressive treatment,
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lnany older patients continued to want cardiopuhnonary resuscitation and care that

emphasized life extensi on (64%). However, this sarne study examined the care received

by older patients and found that older age was associated with lower hospital resource

use, higher rates of do-not-resuscitate orders, and more decisions to withhold life-

sustaining treatments (Harnel et al., 2000). This finding is consistent with other studies

that have examined the care received by older patients (Greenfield, Blanco, Elashoff, &

Ganz,l987; Phillips et al., 1996; Rose et a1.,2000; Rosenthal & Forlinsky,1994).The

belief behind this pattern of care is that physicians hold rnisconceptions and

underestimate the level of aggressive care desired by older patients (Harnel et al., lggg).

When we exatnine these findings within the context of the cuffent study it is

important to recognize that chronological age is not a good indicator of whether a lane

change will be easily facilitated. Findings ernphasize that good communication and a

thorough exploration of the patients' values and desires is irnportant prior to

irnpl ernenting care decisions.

IV. Organizational Factors

The nurses in the present study identified several organizational factors that

facilitated or constrained their ability to engage in the sub-processes within the model.

They identified the factors of time, characteristics of the care unit, the irnpact of the

nursing shortage, bed rnanagement and the availability of palliative care consultation

services as playing pivotal roles affecting nursing care quality. Sirnilar to previous

studies that have examined detenninants of quality nursing care (Jackson-Frankl, 1990;

I(irchhoff & Beckstrand, 2000; Luker et a1., 2000; Williarns, 1998), nurses cited that time

has a rnajor itnpact on their perceived ability to provide quality care. Tirne is required to
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spend with patients and farnilies to educate, talk with and to be able to .be there,.

Williarns (199S) identified that when tirne is lirnited, the quality of nursing care is

dilninished' Though it appears nurses perceive they are not spending enough time with

seriously ill and dying patients, patients themselves may see the situation otherwise. In

one study that intervi ewed 47 patients, synptorn severity, quality of care and satisfaction

were not associated with the amount of tirne nurses spent in their rooms (Sulmasy &

Sood, 2003). This sarne study also noted that nurses spent more tirne with patients who

had a do-not-resuscitate (DNR) order which rnay be due to the fact that these patients

tend to have tnore sedous and cornplex illnesses and rnay require more intensive nursing

care. This finding is somewhat interesting since many of the nurses in the curent study

stated that they felt they spent less time with patients who are dying.

Nurses in the current study like those in a study by Idvall ancl Rooke ( l99g) noted

the irnpact that the care envirorunent has on delivering quality care. Similarly,

McClernent and Degner (1995) and Harbeck (1995) in their studies of critical nursing

behaviours in care for the dying identified that creating dignified deathbed scenes and

personalized care environments were behaviours nurses enacted to ensure the care

environlnent was aesthetically pleasing.

Nurses in the present study did not identify staffing levels as a factor affecting the

quality of care they delivered. This stands in contrast to the findings of other research

exarnining the issue of quality nursing care. That nurses in the current study did not

identify this factor rnay be due to most of the units in the current study having recently

hired new stafïto fill previously vacant positions and fourth year nursing students

completing their final practicum were working on several of the units. Due to the study
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units having low vacancy rates nurses may have felt that the irnpact of staffing on their

perceived ability to deliver quality end-of-life care was low.

One interesting fìnding with reference to the nursing shortage was the positive

irnpact it was perceived to have on nurse's ability to provide end-of-life care through the

closure of beds. Because of the lower number of nurses working and available to staff

beds, these hospitals close beds on the units to adrnissions, instead of increasing nurse to

bed ratios. This allows nurses to 'admit' dying patients to these closed rooms in order to

create a private room for them. This is also directly tied to issues around the bed

management systetn ernployed by both hospitals. Bed rnanagement consists of the

operational day-to-day allocation of beds and the strategic planning of ensuring that beds

are available for elnergency depattrnent adrnissions (Brown, 1999 in Boaden, proudlove,

& Wilson, 1999). Ultirnately this is a process of rnatching supply and demand. What can

occur however, is that this systern can fail to take into account the clinical needs of the

unit by only focusing on the number of open beds (supply) available for cunent

adlnissions (dernand). The role of bed manager with clinical education has been

discussed as a Íneans to take into account the clinical needs of the unit however, a paucity

of research exists exarnining the effectiveness of this role (Boaden et al., 1999; Rosow,

Adam, Coulombe, Race, & Anderson,2003).

The final intervening organizational factor that was raised by the nurses in the

curent study was the current ütanner in which palliative care services are consulted. This

intervening factor was only true for the nurses in the low palliative care resource hospital.

No other study that has examined nurse's perceptions of quality end-oÊlife care delivery

has noted this finding. Studies have examined however, the irnpact of an in-house
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palliative care interdisciplinary team. These studies have noted the positive effect an

interdisciplinary team has on syrnptorn control, discussion about do not resuscitate status,

and providing education and support to hospital staff (Bascorn, I 997;Field,Devich, &

carlson, 1989; Manfredi et a1.,2000; Mount, I 976; Ryan , carter, Lucas, & Berger, 2002;

Schrader et a1.,2002; Woodruff, Jordan, Eicke, & Chan, l99l ). The prernise behind these

interdisciplinary tearns is the notion that no single individual can provide all the essential

attributes of palliative care alone. In a sense, this is what is occurring at the low palliative

care resource hospital; there is only one clinical nurse specialist for the entire hospital.

Though an advanced practice nurse is ideally suited for a role specializing in palliative

care (Weggel,1997), it is unrealistic to expect that a single individual can meet all the

needs of staff, in tenns of clinical support, and those care needs of palliative patients

dying in an acute care institution.

The Consequences of Creating a Haven for Safe passage

The over-arching goal ofnurses who are engaged in any ofthe sub-processes of

the rnodel 'creating a haven for safe passage' is to ensure that the dying patient receives

the best and highest quality care possible under the rnitigating circurnstances. When able

to deliver this care, nurses express feeling satisfied with care, believed that the patient

had a good death, and tended to receive recognition frorn farnilies that nurses had done a

good job' The link between the delivery of quality care and the outcorne of a good

patient death is intuitive, but a conelation has not been ernpirically dernonstrated. Within

this study, nurses offered different definitions of what quality end-oÊlife care is and what

a good death was to them. A representation of their responses can be found in Appendix

G' A correlation between nurse satisfaction, quality of care given and patient satisfaction
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has been demonstrated in the literature. This correlation is supported in a study by

Newman and Maylor (2002) who found that nurses enjoyed providing good patient care,

meeting patients' needs, and receiving praise for their care. Job satisfaction has also been

related to nurses' assessments of quality care and patient satisfaction (Shannon, Mitchell,

&. Cain,2002). The literature also concurs with nurses feeling grateful when patient's

farnilies express thanks for a job-well done (Kirchoff et., 2000). A striking contrast to

previous research that has shown that nurses tend to distance themselves from dying

patients and express that they do not want patients to die on their shift (euint,1967;

Wakefield, 2000; Wakefield, 1999),nurses in the cunent study expressed a strong desire

to be present durìng a patient's death and to be actively involved in their care. The nurses

in the cunent study expressed satisfaction with and honour in having the opportunity to

care for a dying patient throughout their hospital stay.

When unable to 'create a haven for safe passage' negative consequences also

ensued. Ofterl these negative consequences were the mimor image of those that occurred

with the achievement of the rnodel. For example when nurse's felt the transition to

palliative care should be occuning yet physicians continued to order curative measures,

this created distress sirnilar to that experienced by nurses in the study by Kirchoff et al.

(2000) and Reckli ng (1997). Sirnilarly, nurses described the burden placed on families

when patients were no longer able to participate in end-of-life decision-rnaking. This

sentiment is echoed in the study of the SUPPORT nurses (Hiltunen et al., 1999). What is

strìking about the negative consequences of not achieving the creation of a safe haven is

the greatly increased potential for suffering on the parl of the patient, farnily and nurse.

Without facilitating and maintain a lane change, getting what's needed, being there or
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Ûranipulating the care envirorunent, patients are not acknowledged to be dying and

therefore the most appropriate rnedications to control synptorns will not be ordered,

families will not begin to prepare for the irrpending death of their loved one, nor will the

creation of a private space to share thoughts, feelings and grieving be achieved. Nurses

will be frustrated with the level of care they are able to provide, thus contributing to their

own suffering.

Relationship of the Model to the conceptual Frarnework

The theoretical perspective of Donabedian (1980) proposed that good structure,

leads to good process, which in tum results in good outcomes. This historjcal perspective

of evaluating quality care and the irnplied linear relationship among these three variables

pt'ovided a sensitizing fi'amework for the current study in order to evaluate the quality of

nursing care deliveled to dying patients on medical units. A rnodified version of the

fi'amework based upon the quality care literature was also developed and presented by the

investigator. This study found that rnany of the elements proposed by Donabedian,s

( I 980) and the modifìed framework were identihed by nurses as having an impact on

their ability to deliver high quality end-of-life care.

Within the elements that corrprise the structure of care, the nurses in this study

identified the physical environment as having a significant irnpact on their overall

satisfaction with the care they delivered. The physical envirorunent includes the ability

of nurses to provide privacy and overall aesthetic quality of the care unit. Other

structural variables that nurses identifìed were education, time allowed for care,

availability of services, and the culture and philosophy of the unit and hospital. Each of
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these variables impacted nurses'perceptions'of the quality of care they delivered to

dying patients on rnedical units.

A significant number of the processes of care were identified by nurses as playing

a role in their ability to deliver quality end-of-life care. These variables include decision-

lnaking, communication, knowledge and attitudes and interpersonal skills. These specifìc

variables irnpacted not only nurses satisfaction with care, but also on their ability and that

of patients, farnilies and other health professionals to successfully negotiate the sub-

processes of 'changing lanes' and 'getting what's needed,.

Finally, the outcomes of care tnost influenced by whether or not the sub-processes

of the rnodel were successfully negotiated include the attainrnent of a good death,

synptorn control and perceptions of care. Overall the rnodel proposed by Donabedian

( 1980) and the refinements provided by the investigator, have relevance to the rnodel

'creating a haven for safe passage'.

Study Limitations

Four potential lirnitations specific to this study need to be addressed. First, due to

the nature of the study's sarnple findings from this study cannot be genelali zed to alarger

population. This lack of generalizability is sornetimes considered to be a weakness of

qualitative research such as this grounded theory study. However, it was not the

investigator's intent to generalize but to rather explore and describe the range of issues

inherent in the care of the dying within an acute rnedical unit. It is more important in

qualitative work such as this to arrive at an accurate description of a particular

phenomenon. To meet this objective, this investigator has ernployed measures as

previously discussed to ensure the accuracy ofthe study.
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A second limitation is that women were over-represented in this study. Indeed, all

ten nurses interviewed were women. The perspectives of male nurses caring for dying

patients on medical units may be different frorn those of fernale nurses and needs to be

examined' The moclel generated frorn this study rnay be enriched frorn the data generated

fì'onl their perspectives.

A third limitation is the over-representation of nurses from the low palliative care

resource hospital. This may have introduced biases since the lack of consistent palliative

care suppott in any environment has the potential to affect the care delivered to palliative

care patients and may contribute to the negative perception held by nurses of medical

services delivered to palliative care patients on an acute medical unit.

A final, and to the investigator the rnost significant limitation of this study, is that

no direct observations were made of nurse-patient interactions during the participant

obseruation piece of this study. The rnain objective of participant observation is it allows

"the researcher to look beyond statements of ideal behaviour to observe behaviour so that

the correspondence or the discrepancy between the real and ideal cultural statements

could be described, assessed, and explained" (Gennaine, 1986, p. I54). In this regard, the

researcher must take the statements of the participants at face value and an elernent of

ttustwofthiness is diminished. It rnay also contribute to categories not being as fully

explicated as they may have been had the researcher been able to observe the nurses,

actions in caring for dying patients. However, this investigator has the utrnost confidence

in the quality of the data received by the participants in that saturation of themes and

concepts occured and the data was confinned through member checks.
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Recommendations for Nursing Practice, Education and Future Research

The following recommendations are the most irnportant suggestions that are

evident frorn the rnodel that has emerged based on this study.

Nursing Practice

l. Patients and farnilies must be given infonnation about their illness clearly,

directly, and thoroughly.

2. The interpretations of infonnation must be clarified and discussed with patients

and farnilies to ensure that they have accurately received the infonnation

conveyed to avoid misunderstanding and confusion over the direction of care.

3. Decision-making must be made in a tirnely rtanner, when patients remain

coherent and cornpetent and are able to participate.

4. Health care providers need to explore with patients and family menrbers their

perceptions of what it means to change lanes and the care they anticipate with this

transition. This rnay uncover unrealistic expectations around the outcomes of care

arrd provide a ûreans to conect misinfonnation.

Ntu'sing Education

l. This study supports the recommendation that further education in symptorn

control and the philosophy of palliative care is needed for physicians and nurses

alike. Though the nurses participating in this study felt they had sorne 'basic'

understanding of the appropriate rnedications needed to ensure the adequate

control of syrnptoms, they also continued to express that 'we rnay think we are

doing all the things right, but then again we rnight not be'.
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2- There is a strong need to educate physicians and nurses in effective patient-

provider comtnunications skills and techniques. Students and practicing

clinicians need to be taught how to deliver .bad news,, the importance of

engaging in ernpathic cotnmunication, and develop comforl and confidence in

discussing issues sunounding death and dying.

3. Due to the importance of strong communication skills between nurses and

physicians, nursing students and practicing clinicians need to become versed in

the techniques of developing a clear and concise argument based upon clinical

and research evidence. With an increased focus on the delivery of evidence-based

health and nursing care, nurses must be able to develop and articulate a clear

argument based upon fact, and not emotion in order to 'get what's needed,.

4. Findings frorn this study in and of themselves need to be disseminated to the

comrnunity of rnedical nurses and other professional groups who care for dying

patients within an acute care context. Journal articles and conferences will aid in

presenting the findings to those directly involved in the care of dying individuals

in the acute care setting.

Fulut'c Reseat'clt

1. This study has generated a prelirninary rnodel from which to understand the

delivery of quality end-oÊlife nursing care within an acute care context. Research

is needed to validate the categories identified and detennine the usefulness of the

rnodel. To do this, this study needs to be replicated with a larger sarnple.

2. A descriptive study is needed to identify the general population's understanding

of palliative care.
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3' Much has been written in the literature about the issue of transitioning frorn the

cancer perspective. Exarnination of this issue from a non-cancer perspective is

needed through a descriptive, exploratory design.

4' Physicians'perceptions of quality end-of-life care delivered on rnedical units

needs to be explored. Specific attention would focus on their needs for education,

perceptions of synptorn control, delivering'bad news' and facilitating transitions.

5. Research to develop and refine a tool that would assist in the prognostics of non-

cancer illnesses is needed.

6' There is a need to further explore the issue of the apparent shifting to solely

farnily focused care once the patients' syrnptoms are controlled. By assuming

that once physical synptoms are controlled, the patient no longer requires much

of the nurse's attention is troubling. This may result in the identification and

exploration of the psychosocial needs of the dying individualbeing neglected.

Ethnographic research, where direct obseration of this behaviour could be

conducted to further explicate this phenomenon is required.

7. Multiple intervention studies could be conducted to detennine the effects of the

strategies identified by the nurses on satisfaction with care, the attainrnent of a

'good death', and farnily members satisfaction.

Conclusion

Findings frorn this study have resulted in the developrnent of a model that

describes how nurses seek to provide quality end-oÊlife care to dying patients on acute

rnedical units. The conceptual framework based on Donabedian's (1980) structure,

process, and outcome model for detennining quality care and the concepts derived frorn
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the relevant literature provided a sensitizing frarnework that guided the researcher in the

development of the interview guide and through the anal¡ic process. A qualitative

lnethodology, grounded theory, was used to produce findings that were rich and detailed,

allowing for the identifìcation of concepts and themes including the strategies,

intervening factors and consequences of the model. Although the findings fi.orn this

study validate results obtained in prior research, sorlre new discoveries and

conceptualizations did emerge. Significant irnplications for nursing practice, education,

and research were offered.
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APPENDIX A: REVISED CONCEPTUAL MODEL

STUCTURE OF CARE PROCESS OF CARE
Physical Environment
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-Availability of Services

-Availabil ity of Equipment

Support Systems
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Culture and Philosophy
-Ward Values

-Hospital Goals

Technical Skills
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-Continuity & Coordination of Care
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Decision-Making
-Patient, Farnily involved

-Preferences for care identified

Communication
-Sharing of Information between Health
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-Giving Information to Patients & Families

-Listening

Knowledge & Attitudes
-Level of Anxiety
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-lssues of Power & Control
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Good Death
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Symptom Control
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APPENDIX B

INFORMATION SHEET

You are being asked to voluntarily participate in a study entitled, "Detennining the
Process of Providing Quality End-of-Life Care to Hospitalized Adult Medical patients
from the Perspectives of Nurses".

The purpose of this study is to gain an understanding of the bariers and facilitators to
providing quality end-of-life care to dyrng hospitalized adults. The study is the focus of
my master's thesis and is part of rny graduate work in the Master's of Nursing program at
the University of Manitoba. My supervisor is Dr. Lesley Degner, Professor, Faculty of
Nursing at the university of Manitoba. The study has been approved by the
Education/Nursing Research Ethics Board of the University of Manitoba, and St.
Boniface General Hospital.

Parlicipating in this study would involve you agreeing to be interviewed about your
experiences in caring for dying patients. One interview of approxirnately lz to one hour in
length is planned but an additional follow-up interuiew may be required. The interview
would be scheduled at a time and place that is convenient for you such as your home.
The interview will be tape-recorded to allow the researcher to listen carefully to you. The
tapes will be typed out later by the researcher. Names mentioned on the tape will be
replaced by fictional names. You will also be asked to frll out a short questionnaire about
yourself (e.9. age, years of working on the medical unit). This form should take less than
5 minutes to cornplete. Consent fonns, tapes, and questionnaires will be kept separately
in locked filling cabinets in the researcher's home.

Also as part of this study, I will be conducting periods of obsen¡ation on the unit to gain a
fuller understanding of how nurses care for dying patients. I rnay also ask you questions
during or after the observation period. Observations and questions would relate to issues
conceming caring for dying patients. All obseruations would be as unobtrusive as
possible and would not interfere with your activities. Also, if a situation adses wherein
you would prefèr I not record what you are saying or doing, I will respect your request.

The infonnation collected frorn you during the interview and periods of observation will
be kept confidential. Your name will not be used in any repofts about the study and only
gouped infonnation will be used. Results frorn the study may be published.

The study poses no known risks to you. However, soÍre individuals may experience a
stining of ernotion as they discuss their experiences dealing with the care of dying
patients. The study offers no direct benefits to you. However, people who participate in
these types of interviews often say they feel a little better after the intervìew because of
the chance to share their views about challenging clinical situations.
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Title: Determining the Process of Providing euality End-of-Life care to
Hospitalized Adult Medical Patients from the perspectives of Nurses

If you have any questions about the study, you may contact me at 275-2948. Dr. Degner
can be contacted at 47 4- 93 I 5. You rnay also call the Hurnan Ethics Secretariat of the
Education/Nursing research Ethics Board at 474-7122 if you have any questions.

If you are interested in participating in this project, please fill-out the attached form, place
it in a sealed envelope and drop-it into the collection boxes in your staff lounge or
conference roorn. Thank you very much for you consideration in this project.

Yes, I am interested in parlicipating in this project.

Name:

Telephone Number:

The best time to reach me to an:ange the interview is:
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APPENDIX C

HEALTH CARE PROVIDER CONSENT FORM

DetermÍning the Process of Providing Quality End-of-Life
care to Hospitalized Adult Medical Patients from the

Perspectives of Nurses

I agree to participate in the above titled research project.
The purpose of the study is to gain an understanding of the barriers and facilitators to
providing quality end-oÊlife care to dying hospitalized adults. The study is being
conducted by Genevieve Thornpson, a master's of nursing student fiom the University of
Manitoba. The study has been approved by the Education/Nursing Research Ethics
Board of the university of Manitoba and st. Boniface General Hospital.

You will be asked to participate in an interview lasting approximately one hour. The
researcher will ask you some questions about your thoughts and experiences in caring for
the dying. The interview will be tape-recorded to allow the researcher to listen carefully
to you. The tapes will be typed out later by the researcher. Names mentioned on the tape
will be replaced by fictional names.

The interview will occur at a place convenient to you and the researcher, such as your
own home. The interview lray be stopped at any time if you choose. The researcher
tnay make a few brief notes during the interview. You will also be asked to fill out a
short questionnaire about yourself (e.8. age, years of working on the rnedical unit). This
fonn should take less than 5 minutes to cornplete. consent fonns, tapes, and
questionnaires will be kept separately in locked filling cabinets in the researcher's home.

The infbnnation collected frorn you during the interview will be kept confidential. your
name will not be used in any reports about the study and only grouped information will
be used. Results frorn the study rnay be published.

The study poses no known risks to you. However, sorre individuals may experience a
stirring of emotion as they discuss their experiences dealing with the care of dying
patients. The study offers no direct benefits to you. However, people who participate in
these types of interviews often say they feel a little better after the interview because of
the chance to share their views about challenging clinical situations.

You are welcome to receive answers to any questions about the study any time by calling
Genevieve at275-2948. If you wish to contact rny advisor for the study, Dr. Lesley
Degner, Professor in the Faculty of Nursing at the University of Manitoba, please call
474-9315. You may also call the Human Ethics Secretariat of the Education/Nursing
research Ethics Board at 47 4-7 122 if you have any questions.
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Title: Determining the Process of Providing Quality End-of-Life Care to
Hospitalized Adult Medical Patients from the Perspectives of Nurses

I agree to participate in this project.

Your signature

Interviewer

I would like a surnmary report of the findings: (Please check one)

Yes No

Please rnail a sulnmary of the reporl findings to:

Name:

Address:

Postal Code:

Date

Date
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APPENDIX D
ID#_

HEALTH CARE PROVIDER DEMOGRAPHIC FORM

1. Age: 18-30 years _ 5l-65 years
3l-50 years _ over 65 years

2. Gender: male female

3. Education: Registered Nursing Diplorna
University Degee (e.g. B.N.)
Graduate Degree (e.g. M.N.)

4. Years of experience working as a R.N. .:

5. Length of Tirne Worked on Current Unit:

6. Work Status: Full-tirne
Part-tirne
Casual

7. Any Previous Education in Palliative Care: yes_ no.

7a. If yes, what kind: (e.g. serninars, part of degree requirements):
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APPENDIX E

HEALTH CARE PROVIDER INTERVIEW GUIDE

Tell rne about what it is like to care for a dying person on your unit?

From your experience in caring for dying patients on this unit, what are the biggest
baniers to providing the care you want?

the physical envirorulent affect your ability to provide care? Do you have
enough time to provide care? Does the way the hospital is organized affect
your ability to provide care?

'È Probe: do you feel you have adequate education or experience to care for
the dying? When you make decisions, how do you know what to do?
What do you do when you don't know? Do you have suppoft, enough
control over decision-rnaking? How do you feel you communicate with
physicians? Patients?

', Probe: what 'things' rnake it hard for you to give the care to dying patients
that you want to? How do families or the patient themselves influence
your ability to care for thern?

From your experience in caring for dying patients on this unit, what are the biggest
helps to providing the care you want?

', Probe: what 'things' rnake it easier for you to care for dying patients?

Describe for me a time when you felt you were able to help sorneone achieve a good
death?

death' (i.e. comfoft, resolution of problerns, farnily present) (see quality
literature)

you are successful in providingcare? How did you know it was a good
death?

-t-

4.

5. Can you provide for me an example of when a death did not go well on the unit?
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'È Probe: what rnade it difficult? Were these things you felt you had control
over or could change? How did it affect the rnorale on the unit?

6. What does quality end-of-life care Ítean to you?

literature, peer supporl? (see quality literature)

l. Is there anything that you rnight not have thought about before that occurred to you
during this interview?

8. Is there anything you would like to ask me?
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15 July 2002

TO:

FROM:

Re:
"Determining the Process of Providing Quality End-of-Life Care to
Hosoitalized Adult Medical Patients: The Perspectives of Nurses"

Please be advised that your above-referenced protocol has received human ethics
approval by the Education/Nursing Research Ethics Board, which is organized and
operates according to the Tri-Council Policy Statement. This approval is valid for one year
only.

Any çignificant changes of the protocol and/or informed consent form should be reported
to the Human Ethics Secretariat in advance of implementation of such changes.

Genevieve Thompson (Advisor L. Degner)
Principal lnvestigator

Lorna Guse, chair g*"
Education/Nursing Research€thtbs Board (ENREB)

Protocol #E2002:O52

Get to know Research ... at your University.
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OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH

July 17,2002

Ms Genevieve Thompson
Principal Investigqtor
21 Glengarry Dr.
R3T 2J5

Dear Ms Thompson:

RE: DETERMINING THE PROCESS OF PROVIDING QUALITY END.OF.LIFF
CARE To HOSPITAL¡ZED ADULT MEDICAL PATIENTS: THE PERSPECT¡VES OF
NURSES.

ETH¡CS #z E2002=052 RIC #: Rl02:041

The above-named protocol, has been evaluated and approved
Committee.

My sincere best wishes for much success in your study.

Sincerely,

by the HSC Research lmpact

Scien(es
Cenlre

4/ /-

{/rn - I 144r.-.-_,J""' ', 4 \
Robert P. frlunay, Ph.b.
Director of Research
Health Sciences Centre

cc: Ancillary Services, Finance Division
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APPENDIX G

Defining Quality End-of-Life Care and a Good Death

Good Death Qualitv End-of-Life Care
Acuity Level Changed at Appropriate
Tirne; Smooth transition

Respecting Patient Choices/Wishes; Giving
the Patient Control in Decision-Making

Patient Comfortable and Syrnptorns
Managed

Patient Cornfotable and Synptorns
Managed

Patient and their Faniily Accepting Death
Inevitable Outcome

Patient and their Farnily Accepting Death
Inevitable Outcome

Patient Spends Quality Tirne with Farnily;
Saying Good-Byes

Providing Emotional Support

Clear Care Plan Providing Holistic Care

Physician Supportive of Palliative Care Having Palliative Supports Available

Farnily Comfortable with Treatment Plan Knowing the Family Feels Good about the
Experience

Nurses have the Tirne to Spend with the
Patient and Family

Attentive to Farnily Needs.

Nurses have Rapport with Patient and
Farnily

Accommodating Farnily and having the
Right Physical Environment

Able to Prognosticate Maintain Patient Dignity

Support Seruices such as Clergy Involved
in Care

Care Provided by Nurses who are
Knowledgeable, Experienced, and
Comfortable Dealing with Death & Dyine

Bending the Rules to Accommodate
Farnilies

Bending the Rules for Patients


